PART
I

THE
MODEL 1890

Chapter I
The Early Development of the
Model 1890
In 1890, Benjamin Harrison was President of the United States, the population of the
country was 63 million people and the U.S. Census Director, in his report, announced that
“there can hardly be said to be a frontier line.” The Ghost Dance War on the Black Hills
Indian Reservation came to an end with the Battle of Wounded Knee, the state of Idaho was
admitted to the Union, America was beginning to expand its influence overseas, and the
federal budget was running a large enough surplus that the national debt was reduced by a
significant amount. America as a country and as a people was beginning to mature. No
longer would Americans be preoccupied with meeting the basic necessities of life, but
instead could look forward to experiencing some of the benefits acquired from the long,
arduous venture of taming a vast new nation. The time was right to introduce a rifle that was
not intended for protection or food, but rather for sport and enjoyment of shooting.
Winchester’s Model 1890 was to fill the need of the times.

Winchester Repeating Arms Company, New Haven, Connecticut as the plant appeared in 1890. Courtesy Cody
Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming.

In 1890, Thomas Gray Bennett was the newly elected president of Winchester. Under
his tenure as president, the company gun product line grew from seven models to 20, and
the combined arms and ammunition product value grew by over 300 percent. T. G. Bennett
was the logical choice to succeed William Converse as president of Winchester. The
son-in-law of Oliver F. Winchester, Bennett had spent nearly 20 years with the company
serving in numerous capacities from tool room employee to vice president. Bennett was
born in New Haven, Connecticut on March 22, 1845. He

Thomas Gray Bennett, president of Winchester in 1890, was not only an astute businessman but also
displayed his talent for innovative design work on the Model 1890. Courtesy Cody Firearms Museum,
Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming.

served in the Civil War with the Connecticut Volunteers where he was wounded in the
Battle of Chapins Farm in 1864. He was honorably discharged from the Army in 1865 as a
captain. Bennett then enrolled in the Yale Sheffield Scientific School where he graduated
in 1870. Shortly thereafter, he went to work at Winchester. Bennett’s service at
Winchester, from the company’s machine shop to tool room, and his engineering
background gave him a first-hand knowledge of how the company functioned and what
was needed to keep it competitive. Bennett was a real gun man at a time when Winchester
required that type of experience. The introduction of the Model 1890 and its subsequent
improvements were a manifestation of the new leadership at Winchester.

THE BROWNING CONNECTION

On June 26,1888, John M. and Matthew S. Browning of Ogden in the Utah Territory
were granted a patent for a slide-action magazine firearm. This Browning patent, number
385,238, was purchased by the Winchester Repeating Arms Company in the same year.
Thomas C. Johnson, Winchester’s head designer, perhaps best articulated Winchester’s new
Model 1890 when he wrote:
This arm has a tubular magazine located under the barrel, and is charged
with cartridges through an opening located about midway of the length.
The breech bolt has a compound movement, first rising to unlock, then
sliding rearward, being operated by means of a sliding forearm, moving
longitudinally beneath the barrel on the tubular magazine, there being a rod
extended from the said forearm into connection with the mechanism of the
arm, so that the rearward and forward movement of the forearm imparts the
opening and closing movement to the breech bolt, as well as the operative
movements to the other mechanism of the arm. During the rearward
movement of the sliding forearm the spent shell is ejected through the top
of the frame and the hammer is automatically cocked. The arm is made in
the following calibers: the .22 Short, .22 Long, and .22 Winchester
Rimfire.1
This was not the first patent Winchester had purchased from the Browning brothers.
Winchester’s initial acquisition of a Browning firearm was in 1883, the Model 1885 single
shot rifle. This was to be the beginning of a relationship that would last for 17 years. By
1888, when Winchester bought the patent for its Model 1890 rifle, the company already had
purchased a number of Browning patents. The policy set by Winchester in its acquisition of
Browning patents did not include royalty payments but rather an outright purchase. Cash
and goods were part of the agreement between Browning and Winchester so that, in the case
of the Model 1890, Browning was able to sell his own design under the Winchester name in
his hardware store in Ogden at a substantial discount.1 2
John Browning was born in Ogden in 1855, one of 22 children his father, a Mormon, had
by three wives. Very early, young John followed his gift for all things mechanical. His
father, Jonathan, a talented gunsmith and inventor in his own right, had a lasting and
important impact on John. When Jonathan died in 1879, John took charge of the family
business, and with his half-brothers, Ed and Matthew, continued in the family tradition that
their father so brilliantly began. All three brothers had ample mechanical mastery, but John
was the most original creator of the three. The Browning shop operated with primitive
machinery, all of which was hand operated. Under these circumstances the designs and parts
necessary for the implementation of those designs were by necessity kept simple. In 1879,
the three brothers had opened a hardware store in connection with their shop. When
Winchester purchased its first Browning patent, John Browning was 28 years old. During
the 17-year relationship

1. Thomas C. Johnson, History of the Repeating Gun and Winchester Repeating Arms Company, 23-25.
2. Harold F. Williamson, Winchester: The Gun that Won the West, 165-166.

The Browning Brothers’ factory in Ogden, Utah Territory in the mid 1880’s. John M. Browning is pictured in
the doorway on the left holding his famous single shot rifle. Courtesy Browning Museum.

between Browning and Winchester, the company purchased a total of 41 inventions from
the Brownings.
The importance of the affiliation between Winchester and the Browning brothers cannot
be overstated. Benefits accrued to both parties; the Browning brothers had a ready market
for their designs, and Winchester was the recipient of new and innovative firearms that
helped to keep it competitive in the marketplace. While the Model 1890 was not
Winchester’s first .22 caliber rifle (the Model 1873 was also chambered for this caliber), it
was the company’s first attempt to market a slide-action .22 caliber rifle. With the
association of the Browning brothers, it was now possible for Winchester to expand into
new firearms markets that would not only maintain its already growing prestige as
America’s leading firearms manufacturer but would now allow the company to have a
growing number of different caliber models to enhance its ammunition business.
Browning’s design for the Model 90 was not well received by Winchester engineers.
John Browning’s usual practice was to send a working model to Winchester for its
inspection and approval. Because of a busy schedule, John Browning sent detailed
drawings of the Model 90 instead. Winchester wrote back, strongly suggesting that
Browning discontinue work on his design because Winchester engineers were con-

As the Browning brothers became more established and successful, based on their profitable relationship with
Winchester, the armory moved to a larger building. This photograph was taken around the turn of the century.
Courtesy Browning Museum.

vinced that the rifle could not possibly work. Browning made the model and sent it to
Winchester with a brief note stating, “You said it wouldn’t work, but it seems to shoot
pretty fair to me.”3 And work well it did, for the Model 90 was one of Winchester’s most
popular models for many years to come.

The prototype of the Browning slide-action .22 caliber rifle. While there are obvious similarities between the
prototype and the Winchester Model 1890, notice the differences: the slide handle, magazine tube, and butt
plate. Courtesy Browning Museum.
3. John Browning and Curt Gentry, John M. Browning: American Gunmaker, 127.
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77iese two pages illustrate U.S. Patent number 385,238 awarded to John and Matthew Browning in June of 1888. In their patent
application the Browning brothers claimed that this new invention was designed to be simple and low cost as well as an improvement in the
mechanical function of slide-action magazine rifles. Figure “S” represents the carrier which was so important to the operation of the
design. Courtesy Cody Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming.
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J. M. & M. S. BROWNING.
MAGAZINE FIRE ARM.

No. 385,238.

Patented June 26, 1888.

AMMUNITION DEVELOPMENT

Since the middle of the 14th century, black powder had been used in firearms. Its
ingredients were charcoal to produce gas volume; sulphur to produce high temperature, and
saltpeter to produce oxygen to prompt fast burning. The rate of burning was controlled by
the size of the grains in the mixture, which was generally 75 parts saltpeter, 10 parts sulphur,
and 15 parts charcoal. Producing ammunition was not a very complicated process but it was
dangerous and required expensive machinery to manufacture efficiently. Firearms
companies that had been active during the Civil War in supplying arms were in an
advantageous position to compete in the expanding metallic ammunition market that
followed the war. Small concerns simply could not compete with the larger ones and most
went out of business or merged with other companies to remain competitive.
Winchester had been in the ammunition business since it began manufacturing rimfire
cartridges for the Henry rifle. In 1873 the company decided to expand its ammunition
facilities to include the production of centerfire cartridges for its new Model 1873. By 1875
the company could produce a million cartridges a day, and its ammunition line included 25
types of rimfire cartridges, 24 types of centerfire cartridges, eight brass shotshells, and four
paper shotshells. Thus, by the 1880s Winchester had established itself as one of America’s
leading ammunition manufacturers as well as an outstanding firearms producer.4
With the introduction of the Model 1890, Winchester also developed a new .22 caliber
cartridge made especially for this new rifle: the .22 Winchester Rimfire. Almost 1-1/2
inches long, this cartridge was loaded with seven grains of powder and a 45-grain flat-nosed
bullet. The case was made larger in diameter than the bullet, and the bullet was seated
beyond its grease grooves in the case for convenient handling in the field. The .22 WRF
cartridge proved to be an excellent small game cartridge and was a very popular seller.
It should also be noted that an interesting anomaly occurred with the introduction of the
Model 1890. Available in .22 Short, Long, and WRF, the new rifle was not chambered for
the .22 Long Rifle cartridge despite the fact it was also available in 1890. This .22 Long
Rifle cartridge proved to be an excellent target cartridge.5 The reason for this omission lies
in the fact that Winchester could not solve the crimping problem with the Long Rifle case,
and the bullet pulled out of the case easily. In tests conducted on the Model 1890, .22 caliber
Long Rifle cartridges frequently left the bullet in the chamber upon extraction. Because of
this problem, Winchester refused to chamber the Model 1890 for the .22 Long Rifle
cartridge.6 It was not until 1919, under pressure from Remington’s .22 caliber slide-action
rifle chambered for Short, Long, and Long Rifle cartridges, that Winchester finally
chambered its Model 1890 for the very popular Long Rifle cartridge.

4. Ibid, 63-64.
5. George R. Watrous, Winchester Brass and Paper Shot Shells and Metallic Ammunition, 8-20.
6. Henry Brewer to F.G. Drew, Dec. 1,1917. Winchester Repeating Arms Company
inter-company correspondence, Winchester Arms Collection Archives, Cody Firearms

WINCHESTER VS. COLT: THE COMPETITIVE EDGE

Between 1880 and 1890, the larger firearms manufacturing companies were busy
battling for a larger market share. Winchester was not concerned with Smith & Wesson
because of the latter’s concentration on the revolver market. In 1887, Winchester
eliminated the Whitney Arms Company as a competitor by purchasing the company and
withdrawing its competitive guns from the marketplace. In 1888, Winchester again sought
to remove a competitor by purchasing a controlling interest in the Remington Arms
Company of Ilion, New York. While the Marlin Company remained a direct rival, it did not
have the production capacity or distribution system to become a serious threat to
Winchester’s products. This was not the case with Colt’s Patent Firearms Manufacturing
Company of Hartford, Connecticut.
In July 1883, Colt introduced its Burgess-Colt repeating rifle chambered for the
Winchester .44-40 centerfire cartridge. This repeating rifle used a lever action developed by
Andrew Burgess and appeared outwardly as almost a duplicate to Winchester’s Model
1873. It was a quality-made repeater that would prove to be a powerful challenger to
Winchester’s share of the repeating rifle market. Winchester took several steps to
counteract this potentially serious threat. First, it designed and developed several revolver
models and took them to the Colt plant in Hartford to seemingly get advice from Colt’s
pistol experts on the viability of Winchester’s designs. Colt in turn was suitably impressed
by Winchester’s designs to realize the formidable threat to its own pistol market. Though no
formal agreement was reached, Colt withdrew its lever-action rifle from the marketplace,
and Winchester placed its pistol models in its museum.
This “agreement” did not cover any other designs other than lever-action firearms. In
1885, Colt announced the introduction of its slide-action Colt Lightning rifle. Winchester
continued to keep the pressure on Colt by several other means. Perhaps the most important
step was the hiring of William Mason. Mason came to Winchester in 1882 as a master
mechanic. Already his experience with invention and design was well established. Born in
Oswego, New York, on Jan. 30, 1837, Mason’s early years were devoted to farming and
cabinetmaking. In his early 20s he made patterns and designs for machinery and later
received several patents for designs involving steam pumps and power looms. In 1861, he
went to work for Colt where he designed and built gauges, fixtures, and tools for the
Springfield rifle. Mason eventually worked his way to the position of master mechanic and
manager of the armory at Colt, a post he held for 16 years.7
Mason’s talent lay in his “unerring mechanical judgement.”8 Mason could take an
original design and by careful study devise significant enhancements, some of which were
innovative enough to be patented. It was with his special skills that Mason was able to help
Winchester keep the competitive pressure on Colt. In 1884, he designed for Winchester a
.44-40 caliber slide-action rifle similar to the Colt Lightning rifle but

7. Winchester Arms Collection Archives, Cody Firearms Museum.
8. Harold F. Williamson, Winchester: The Gun That Won the West, 98.

William Mason, Winchester Master Mechanic, 1882 to 1920. Mason was instrumental in making significant
design changes for the Model 1890. Because of his genius, Winchester was able to stay on the cutting edge of
firearms technology for many years. Courtesy Cody Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody,
Wyoming.

The first of William Mason’s experimental lever action .22 caliber rifles. This model was designed Feb. 25,
1889. Courtesy Cody Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming.

William Mason's drawing of his experimental lever action .22 caliber rifle dated Feb. 25, 1889. This is an
example of Mason’s meticulous attention to detail. Courtesy Cody Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical
Center, Cody, Wyoming.

Mason’s second experimental lever action .22 caliber rifle was built from drawings dated March 23, 1889.
These two experimental rifles were an attempt by Winchester to compete with Colt’s .22 caliber Lightning
model. Courtesy Cody Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming.

Mason took a sightly different approach in his second lever action design. Notice the lack of a hammer spur on
this model. The lever design is also smaller in this design as well. Courtesy Cody Firearms Museum, Buffalo
Bill Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming.

with several important improvements. During the late 1880s, Mason designed and built two
experimental lever-action .22 caliber rifles for Winchester that hoped to counter Colt’s
Lightning model. By the time Mason retired from Winchester in 1910 he had acquired 125
patents in his name, most of which dealt with improvements to existing firearms designs.
His speciality seemed to be designing takedown systems for rifles, and his talents had an
important impact on the Model 1890 design shortly after it was introduced.9.

THE INTRODUCTION OF THE MODEL 1890

The Model 1890 was Winchester’s first slide-action rifle, and it was an attempt by the
company to successfully market a .22 caliber repeater. The first attempt was the
introduction of the Model 1873 chambered for the .22 caliber cartridge in 1884. This .22
caliber repeater was the first to be introduced in the United States, having predated the Colt
Lightning .22 caliber rifle by three years. The .22 caliber Model 1873 was a serviceable gun
but did not sell exceptionally well for the 20 years that it was in the Winchester line. The
Model 1890 was an entirely different story however. The first Model 90 was sent to the
company warehouse on Dec. 1, 1890. The rifle was available in .22 Short, .22 Long, or .22
WRF, but not interchangeably. Each Model 90 was made with the feeding mechanism,
chambering and rifling for individual cartridges. The first Model 90s were solid frame
rifles. In its March 1891 catalog, Winchester describes its new rifle as a totally innovative
system. The catalog states, “The breech-block locks itself in plain view, and is of such size
as to permit a strong firing- pin and extractor, and offers a good cover to the head of the
cartridge. The gun locks at each closing movement, and cannot be opened except by letting
down the hammer or pushing forward the firing-pin. The parts are few, and are strong and
made interchangeable.”
The catalog goes on to describe how the rifle is loaded and takes this opportunity to
make a direct comparison with its competitor, the Colt Lightning: “The method of loading
the magazine is, we think, the best that can be devised. Many experiments have convinced
us that cartridges as small as the .22 Short cannot be easily loaded into the magazine when
pushed against the pressure of the magazine spring. They are too small to be firmly held
after the fingers and cartridges have become greasy, as they necessarily must in handling
this kind of a cartridge.”
Winchester was careful to point out that its new Model 90 was easy to use, always
dependable, and a quality-built firearm in keeping with the Winchester tradition. The
Model 90 became an instant success. The reasons are twofold. First, the Model 90 was a
well-built rifle with classic lines and was an excellent shooter. The Browning design and
subsequent improvements made by Winchester on the Model 90 helped to define this rifle
as an American classic.
Second, and perhaps just as important, was the timing of the introduction of the Model
90. According to the historian Frederick Jackson Turner, the frontier experi-

9. Cody Firearms Museum Gun Collection.

A NEW
.

The Model 1890 was first introduced in November of 1890 and did not appear in the company’s catalogs until
1891. This new model appears on the back cover of Winchester’s March 1891 catalog.

ence was a determining factor in the American character and helped to explain American
democracy, individualism, and nationalism. According to Turner, the American frontier
was conquered in 1893. The last decade of the 19th century was a looking glass to the past
90 years of America’s quest to conquer its frontier. This past held special meaning to a
generation of people who now recognized that those remarkable times were over forever. It
also marked a point for the new generation which was regaled with exciting stories of
explorations and Indian battles, of Buffalo hunters and Indian scouts. The 1890s was the
time of “wild west” shows, trick shooters, and western dime novels where young children
could relive the scenes from the great American frontier.
This fascination with past American glories found one of its symbols in the Model 1890.
This Winchester rifle was frequently a young boy’s first firearm. It was the dream of most
young men to own a Winchester repeater. The popularity of shooting galleries began to
climb during the 1890s, and the Winchester Model 90 was the most

Winchester’s prototype of its Model 1890. Based on the Browning patent, which the company acquired, several
small improvements were made. The slide handle was modified and enlarged and the butt plate shape was
changed from the shotgun style to the crescent style. Further changes would be implemented for the
production model. This prototype has no markings or serial number. Courtesy Cody Firearms Museum,
Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming.

often used gallery gun. More people were exposed to the Model 90 than any other .22
caliber rifle in America. If Winchester symbolized the spirit of American distinctiveness,
then the Model 90 represented a gun that was as dependable as America’s resourcefulness.

Chapter II
The Model 1890 Receiver
and Guard Assembly
The Model 1890 was a brand new development for Winchester and a sharp departure
from its traditional lever-action firearms. This innovative slide-action .22 rifle was the
harbinger of new technology, not only for Winchester, but the entire firearms industry as
well.
Winchester’s willingness to sail the uncharted waters of the small bore slide-action
market was to have a lasting and beneficial effect on the company for generations to come.
Between 1890 and 1937, Winchester would produce and sell over 850,000 Model 1890s.
This little .22 caliber rifle had an indisputable impact on Winchester’s image.
The receiver and guard on the Model 1890 were forged from Winchester S901 steel, the
company’s designation for a soft, low carbon steel. As with most other major American
firearms manufacturers of the period, Winchester used a high grade, low carbon steel often
referred to as ordinance steel. After World War I this term was dropped in favor of a more
precise term: gun quality steel. This grade of steel simply meant that it was a cleaner steel,
free of inclusions and other imperfections. Soft steel was used on the Model 90 because of
the low pressures generated by the small .22 caliber cartridge.

A partially machined receiver. Forged from a high grade low carbon steel, these Model 1890 receivers were
strong and reliable. Many are still in use today, almost 100 years later. Courtesy John Plengemeyer. Photo
Marc Bennett.

THE FIRST MODEL

The first Model 90 receiver and guard was built on Nov. 26, 1890 and was for all
practical purposes an exact copy of Browning’s 1888 patent. This earliest Model 90 was
produced as a solid frame rifle only until serial number 15,552, or Sept. 23,1892, when a
takedown version was offered in place of the solid frame. This First Model 90, or solid
frame, had an internal locking system for the bolt, thus there is no “notch” on the upper
portion of the receiver.
All solid frame Model 90s were case colored at the factory, although there were some
First Models that had nickeled receivers and guards. This case coloring included receiver,
guard, trigger, hammer, and takedown screw. If the gun were factory nickeled, then only the
receiver and guard were customarily covered in nickel. All First Model 90 serial numbers
were stamped on the lower tang only. These serial numbers were engraved on the lower
tang at an angle or slant. This gives almost a

A fine example of a Model 1890 First Model. Serial number 1350 is chambered for the .22 Short. Private
Collection. Photo Butterfield and Butterfield, San Francisco.

Close-up view of the left side of a First Model receiver. Note the absence of the takedown screw and “notched”
breech bolt. All First Model 1890s were built with solid frames. Dave and Dan Kidd Collection. Photo Steve
Kops.

Close-up view of the right side of a First Model receiver. Dave and Dan Kidd Collection. Photo Steve Kops.

The underside of a First Model receiver showing the absence of a serial number. Winchester did not stamp the
serial number on the receiver of First Models, with one seldom seen exception. Dave and Dan Kidd Collection.
Photo Steve Kops.

script appearance to the serial numbers on First Model 90s. Triggers were smooth, not
grooved. Upper tangs were marked and tapped for a tang sight. Winchester did not stamp
the Model 90 receiver with the Winchester proof mark on solid frame receivers.
At the heart of the Model 1890 receiver and guard was the carrier system developed by
John Browning. Because the Model 90 was chambered only for a specific .22 cartridge,
Winchester had to construct three different carriers to handle each of the .22 cartridges
available for the Model 90: the Short, Long, and the .22 caliber Win-

A typical example of a First Model serial number stamping on the lower tang. These serial number stamps were
hand cut by Winchester engravers and will display slight differences between stamps cut by two different
engravers. Dave and Dan Kidd Collection. Photo Steve Kops.

A top view of a First Model breech bolt. The First Model bolt followed John Browning’s original design. Dave
and Dan Kidd Collection. Photo Steve Kops.

Chester Rimfire. The length of the carrier from the carrier bushing hole to the rear of the
cartridge seat was 2.213 inches for the .22 Short, 2.026 inches for the .22 Long, and 1.725
inches for the .22 WRF. Other than this one critical measurement, the carrier had the same
dimensions for all three .22 cartridges.
It is important to note that the decision to alter the First Model from a solid frame to a
takedown was made in the early fall of 1892. Factory records indicate that this change did
indeed occur on that date, but as with many Winchester models the production change took
several months to complete. By Jan. 23, 1893, or serial number 16706, the last solid frame
was built. For a period of four months, or 1154 receivers and guards, there was a
combination of solid frame and takedown Model 90s.1
1. Winchester Factory Warehouse Shipping and Receiving Journals, Model 1890, Winchester Arms Collection Archives,
Cody Firearms Museum.

Because the Model 1890 would only handle specific .22 caliber cartridges, Winchester built four different size
carriers. From top to bottom is the Short, Long, Long Rifle, and Winchester Rimfire. Dave and Dan Kidd
Collection. Photo Steve Kops.

A view of the internal components of a First Model guard assembly. Because it was designed as a solid frame
rifle, the hammer, hammer spring, and carrier were built as one integral unit. Dave and Dan Kidd Collection.
Photo Steve Kops.

A close-up view of the carrier pin shows the small hole required to hold the carrier to the hammer and hammer
spring. Notice also that the lower tang is an integral part of the receiver. Dave and Dan Kidd Collection. Photo
Steve Kops.

THE SECOND MODEL

Starting in September 1892 and completed in January 1893 ,the Second Model 1890
takedown was entirely a Winchester improvement. The mind behind this new system was
that of William Mason, Winchester’s top designer at the time. Mason applied for his
takedown patent on March 11, 1891, and patent number 487,486 was granted Dec. 6, 1892.
According to Mason, the improvement in the Model 90 was undertaken to provide an easy
procedure for detaching the barrel from the stock to make the rifle more convenient to pack
or transport. This was accomplished by means of a screw passing through the rear portion
of the receiver and the forward portion of the guard, joining the two together in a secure
fashion. The new takedown system was the hallmark of the Second Model 90, but several
other important changes occurred over the course of its production, which lasted until 1906
or serial number 278,014.2

2. Ibid.

A superb example of an all blue Second Model. Serial number 185400 is chambered for the .22 WRF. Arnold
Biscontini Collection. Photo Butterfield and Butterfield, San Francisco.

A close-up view of the left side of a case colored Second Model. Notice that the breech bolt is identical to the
First Model. The takedown screw is the most obvious external difference. Dave and Dan Kidd Collection.
Photo Steve Kops.

A close-up view of the left side of a blued Second Model. Notice the case colored takedown screw and hammer.
Larry Orr Collection.

Not only was the assembly screw and bushing added to the receiver, but the carrier,
carrier pin, guard, and hammer were changed as well. The receiver, guard, trigger, and
hammer were still case colored. By serial number 111,948 to 111,970 or June 22, 1901,
Winchester decided to blue its receiver, guard, and trigger instead of case color. This
cost-cutting measure continued throughout the remainder of the Second Model production
cycle. The hammer, trigger, and takedown screw continued to be case hardened as were
internal parts such as the carrier and carrier lever. The serial number continued to be
stamped on the lower tang only until serial number 232,328, when the serial number was
stamped on the bottom of the receiver just forward of the guard as well as the lower tang.3

A top view of the receiver of an early Second Model. Winchester did not stamp its proof mark on the receiver
until 1908. Model 1890s built prior to that date will not have the Winchester Proof Mark stamped on the
receiver or barrel. Dave and Dan Kidd Collection. Photo Steve Kops.

After serial number 232,328 Winchester began to stamp the serial number on the forward portion of the bottom
of the receiver in addition to the lower tang. Dave and Dan Kidd Collection. Photo Steve Kops.

3. Ibid.

A factory pre-production sample of a Second Model. The receiver is in the white and there is no serial number
stamped on the rifle. Caliber is. 22 Long. Courtesy Cody Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical Center,
Cody, Wyoming.

The upper tang continued to be marked and tapped for a tang sight. Again as with the
First Model, the changes that took place did not occur overnight, and it is possible to find
factory guns that are out of sequence on these modifications. A few Second Models may be
found in the low 300,000 serial number range as well. As in the case of the First Model 90,
the Second Model also did not have the Winchester proof mark stamped on the receiver.

THE THIRD MODEL

In 1906, further improvements and changes were made in the Model 90. The most
significant and noticeable is the modification of the internal locking system on the breech
bolt to an external locking system. Again this was solely a Winchester improvement having
been patented by Thomas C. Johnson on Nov. 27, 1906, who was one of Winchester’s most
innovative designers. Thomas Johnson was born in 1862 in West Haven, Connecticut. He
graduated from Yale Sheffield Scientific School in 1884 and in the following year joined
Winchester where he remained until his death in 1934. By 1906 Johnson already had 22
years of experience at Winchester working with William Mason and T.G. Bennett on
perfecting and improving older Winchester models. During his tenure at Winchester,
Johnson had been granted 124 patents, many of which had a lasting effect on Winchester’s
reputation as a firearms innovator; namely the Model 1903 .22 caliber rifle and the 1912
shotgun.4
Johnson’s patent consisted of an invention to improve the breech block for firearms with
compound movement. That is to say a breech block that not only moves back and forth but
also up and down. Johnson’s purpose was to increase the size of the locking surface and to
improve the efficiency of the manufacturing process. Johnson’s invention may have also
been with an eye toward increasing the caliber of the Model 90 to a larger size, thereby
expanding the marketability of the rifle. Nevertheless, Johnson’s improvement was to have
a significant impact on future genera4. Harold Williamson, Winchester: The Gun That Won the West, 169-171.

Close-up view of the left side of the Third Model receiver. Notice how the breech bolt fits into the side of the
receiver which was mill cut to accept the new design. Dave and Dan Kidd Collection. Photo Steve Kops.

Close-up view of the right side of a Third Model receiver. Dave and Dan Kidd Collection. Photo Steve Kops.

Top view of a Third Model breech bolt. This was the last change made to the Model 90 bolt for the balance of its
production life. This particular Model 90 has a Model 62 hammer that was added by the factory at a later date.
Larry Orr Collection.

No. 837,072.

PATENTED NOV. 27, 1906.

T. C. JOHNS ON.
FIREARM.

APPLICATION FILED APE. 21. 1906.
I SHEETS—SHEET 2.

Beginning in 1906 Winchester referred to the Third Model 1890 as style “A,” a reference to the new external
breech bolt design. The letter “A ” was stamped underneath the serial number on the bottom front of the
receiver. The letter “A ” also enabled the factory to distinguish between a Model 1890 receiver and a Model
1906 receiver. Two photographs are shown to give the reader a better view of the small differences inherent in
serial number lettering. These stamps were made by two different engravers and therefore show two different
lettering styles. Courtesy Cody Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming.

tions of Winchester slide-action rifles. His new locking design was also used on the Model
1906 and the Model 62.
There were several other smaller changes in the Third Model 90 receiver and guard.
Perhaps the most noticeable is the addition of the letter “A” after the serial number stamped
on the bottom of the receiver. This letter designation continued to be part of the serial
number until number 713,199, or about March 1926. On Third Model 90s after this
number, no letter designation is used. The brief history behind the use of the letter “A” may
be of some interest. In 1906, when it was first used, the idea was to refer to the Third Model
as style “A” in order to clarify all of the previous changes that had been made. In 1908
Winchester changed the Model 1906 receiver and guard to handle .22 Short, Long, and
Long Rifle cartridges. This new Model 1906 receiver was referred to as Style “A” as well.
Several years later the letter designation on the Model 1906 was changed to style “B” to
draw a distinction between the Model 1890 receiver and the Model 1906 receiver.
In a letter written by C.A. Miner, Winchester supervisor of gun planning, he states that at
the request of George Watrous and okayed by Edwin Pugsley, all letters will be dropped
from serial number stampings on both the Model 1890 and the Model

The Model 1890 carrier at the top is for the .22 caliber Short and the bottom carrier is for the WRF. Notice the
difference in the length of the two carrier slots. John Plengemeyer Collection. Photo Marc Bennett.

In 1919 Winchester introduced the .22 caliber Long Rifle for the Model 1890. Because the cartridge was
longer than the .22 Long, the Long Rifle carrier was of a different length. Winchester stamped “L R” on the
carrier so as not to improperly install them on rifles of different calibers. Dave and Dan Kidd Collection. Photo
Steve Kops.

1906. Miner explains in his letter, “Up to the present time all receivers marked with the
letter ‘A’ were used on M/90 rifles only, and all receivers marked with the letter ‘B’ were
used on the ’06. To allow these receivers to be used either on ’06 or’90, we are
discontinuing the letters ‘A’ and ‘B’ prefixing the serial number. This change in
marking...will be effective at once.”5
Another discernable change occurred on the Third Model in October 1908; the
Winchester proof mark was stamped on the receiver. This change would have begun to
appear around serial number 309,800. After a thorough examination of the factory records,
it is possible to see Model 90s with proof marks on the receiver and barrel prior to this date.
This is likely because if an early rifle were sent back to the factory to be repaired or
refinished after October 1908, then the proof mark would be stamped on the receiver. The
mail order proof stamp (P in a circle) was not placed on receivers sent out from the mail
order department until May 31,1913.6
5. C.A. Milner to department heads, March 8, 1926, Winchester Repeating Arms Company inter-company
correspondence, Winchester Arms Collection Archives, Cody Firearms Museum.
6. C.E. Blizard to M.A. Robinson, June 5, 1941, Winchester Repeating Arms Company inter-company correspondence,
Winchester Arms Collection Archives, Cody Firearms Museum.

In 1926 the practice of stamping the letter “A” underneath the receiver serial number of the Model 1890 was
discontinued. Serial numbers after this date have no letter. Courtesy Cody Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill
Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming.

In 1908 Winchester began the practice of stamping the Winchester Proof Mark on both the barrel and the
receiver. These proof marks were hand stamped and bear the small differences that all hand cut Winchester
stamps displayed during this period. Courtesy Cody Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody,
Wyoming.

A close-up view of the hand-stamped Winchester Proof Marks. Notice that the proof mark stamped on the
receiver has lost some of its blue. This is not an unusual occurrence due to the fact that the receiver was
stamped after it was blued, causing some of the blue to flake. The proof mark on the barrel was stamped before
the barrel was blued giving a more uniform appearance. Dave and Dan Kidd Collection. Photo Steve Kops.

The same differences in lettering style will be seen on the serial number stamping on the lower tang. Courtesy
Cody Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming.

Three different Model 1890 receivers. From the top: the Third Model; in the middle, the First Model; and at
the bottom, the Second Model. Notice the upper tang on the First Model receiver is an integral part of the
receiver. Dave and Dan Kidd Collection. Photo Steve Kops.

A few minor internal changes occurred in the guard assembly as well. The carrier and
carrier lever were no longer case colored but niter blued instead, as was the hammer. The
hammer, trigger, and takedown screw were blued instead of case colored. In 1919,
Winchester decided to add the .22 Long Rifle cartridge to the Model 90 chamber
selections. The addition of the .22 caliber Long Rifle required a new sized carrier. The
carrier for the Long Rifle was 1.982 inches from the carrier bushing hole to the rear of the
cartridge seat. Winchester stamped “L.R.” on the carrier for identification purposes. Other
than these changes, the Model 90 receiver and guard remained the mainstay of
Winchester’s .22 caliber rifle line through its successor, the Model 62, until 1959.

RECEIVER STAMPINGS

The Model 90 will have a wide assortment of stampings found on the front of the
receiver underneath the barrel and magazine tube. These stampings will include numerous
numbers, letters, combinations of numbers and letters, as well as symbols. What do they all
mean? For the most part the vast majority of these stampings are for inspection purposes.
The polishing inspector, the bluing inspector, and the assembly

inspector all placed his own personal identity stamps on the front of the receiver to indicate
that the rifle had indeed passed through these inspections. Some Model 90s will have six or
seven stamps while others may only have one, two or three. There does not seem to be any
pattern to these stampings. Early Model 90s as well as the later guns have a mixed number
of types of stampings. Some of these symbol stampings will be made up of two concentric
circles or a triangle with the numeral 1 in the center, or perhaps other odd looking
characters. These symbol stampings indicate inspection stampings of one type or another.
One stamping that does appear in a consistent manner is the use of the stamp “WRF” to
indicate that caliber on Model 90s chambered for that particular cartridge. On First Model
90s the “WRF” stamping will be seen on the underside of the upper tang. On early Second
Models this stamping will also appear on the bottom of the

On First and early Second Model 90s chambered for the .22 caliber WRF cartridge the underside of the upper
tang will be stamped “WRF. ” The photo at the top gives the overall perspective of the usual location of the
WRF stamping. The photo at the bottom shows a close-up view of the stamping itself. Donald Tusher
Collection. Photo Tom Fore.

Second Models will be stamped “WRF” on the side of the upper tang. Keep in mind that these stampings were
done by hand and may show irregularities. Dave and Dan Kidd Collection. Photo Steve Kops.

The vast majority of Second Model 90s and all Third Model 90s will have the front of the receiver stamped
“WRF” if the rifle is chambered for that cartridge. Keep in mind that Winchester had to have some easy way to
differentiate Model 90s chambered for the WRF from those chambered for the other .22 caliber cartridges.
Donald Tusher Collection. Photo Tom Fore.

upper tang. On later Second Models and on all Third Models the “WRF” stamping will be
seen on the front portion of the receiver. The important fact to keep in mind is that all
Model 90s chambered for the Winchester rimfire cartridge will have “WRF” stamped on
the bottom of the upper tang, on the side of the upper tang, or on the front of the receiver.
Winchester had a legitimate production requirement to stamp its Model 90s chambered for
the WRF cartridge. The breech bolt and main spring were all specifically

Model 1890s that are stocked with special or fancy wood will usually have the bottom tang stamped on the side
with an identification number, not the serial number, and the appropriate number of “Xs” depending on the
grade of wood used. Dave and Dan Kidd Collection. Photo Steve Kops.

built to accommodate the WRF cartridge. The breech bolt was the same length and width as
those of the Long and Short calibers, but the bolt face was wider in order to accommodate
the wider cartridge head of the WRF. Because of the need to build a slightly wider bolt face,
the internal width of the WRF receiver was also slightly extended. Thus, when the finished
parts were delivered to the assembly shop, they were identified by these stampings so as to
facilitate the assembling process for Model 90s chambered for the WRF cartridge.
Another set of stampings that are of interest to the collector can be observed on the side
of the lower tang on Deluxe Grade Model 90s. These stampings will consist of an assembly
number, not the serial number, and usually the appropriate number of X’s indicating the
grade of wood used on that particular butt stock. Thus, the collector may find a five-digit
number, for example, followed by two X’s. This same assembly number will also be found
stamped in the stock, either underneath the upper tang or behind the butt plate.
Because there does not appear to be a uniform use of these stampings with the exception
of “WRF,” it is not possible to draw any conclusion as to chronological stamping
sequences. Collectors should be aware that these stampings exist and of their purpose, but
should not attempt to draw conclusions as to their chronological significance.

RECEIVER PROOF MARKS

As previously discussed, Winchester did not stamp its proof mark on the receiver until
October 1908. The collector will see Model 90s with other types of proof marks on the
receiver, generally located on the upper right- or left-hand side. Winchester exported a
large number of Model 90s to England and the European continent. Model 90s imported
into Great Britain were proof marked at the London Proof House prior to 1908. These proof
stampings will consist of a crown with “V” or just the crown alone. Occasionally a lion will
appear with the crown. Model 90s that were imported into Great Britain after 1908 and had
the Winchester proof mark stamped on the top of the receiver were not required to be
proofed in the London Proof House, but many were done in spite of the Winchester proof
stamp.
Winchester also exported many Model 90s to France and other European countries.
These countries did not usually proof Winchester guns prior to 1908. Between 1908 and
1954, English proofed Winchesters carried the stamping “NOT ENGLISH MAKE” on the
barrel and receiver.
In 1925, with the signing of the New Rules of Proof, England and European countries
changed their proofing methods. However, it was not until 1954 that these new Rules of
Proof were published. Proof stamps were redesigned, and the most telling new addition
was the practice of stamping the pressure of the highest load permitted in the firearm on the
barrel. The United States Army and Navy also purchased Model 90s from Winchester
especially during World War I and the period immediately fol-

An excellent example of a late British proofed Model 1890. This rifle left the factory as a Long and when
imported into England was re-chambered for the Long Rifle. Notice the tons-per-square-inch stamping as well
as the standard British proofs in use at the time. Serial number 77840. Arnold Biscontini Collection.

Another example of British Proof Marks. The proof mark on the receiver shows that the rifle was proofed at
the London Proof House sometime around the early nineteen hundreds. Donald Tusher Collection. Photo
Tom Fore.

An example of early British Proof Marks stamped on serial number 23317. These British Proof Marks were in
use prior to 1904 and show that the rifle was proofed at the London Proof House. Felix Bedlan Collection.

The London Proof House stamp on top of the breech bolt is another often seen location for British Proof
Marks. Donald Tusher Collection. Photo Tom Fore.

Serial Number 23317 is a fine example of an early case colored Second Model. Many Model 90s were exported
to England and enjoyed an excellent reputation for many decades. Many of these English Model 90s were
handsomely cased by the importer. Felix Bedlan Collection.

While thousands of Model 90s were used extensively throughout the United States in shooting galleries, very
few were stamped with the Winchester name. Serial number 830906 is a late gun with a nickel receiver and butt
plate and is chambered for the .22 Short. Notice the location of the gallery counter fastener. Arnold Biscontini
Collection.

lowing the war. It was the practice of the armed forces to proof its guns to its own particular
specifications. When Model 90s were sold to the armed services, the proof marking “U.S.”
will appear followed by a flaming bomb. These proof marks will be found on the upper
right-hand side of the receiver even on guns that have already been proofed by Winchester.

MODEL 1890 HAMMER STYLES

Winchester utilized several different styles of hammers on the Model 90. The principal
variations lie in the checkering pattern on top of the hammer spur. On First Model 90s, the
checkering pattern on the hammer spur was finely done with a border on all four sides of
the pattern. The coverage on the spur was generous. In addition to this distinctive
checkering pattern used on the First Model, the hammer spur profile itself was sharp with
noticeable angular lines. Because the First Model 90 was a solid frame rifle, the opening
for the hammer retaining pin was smaller than that seen on takedown Model 90s.
Winchester employed this hammer design for the entire First Model production cycle.

An example of a First Model 1890 hammer. These early hammers were also used on Second Model rifles until
the supply was depleted. Note the border surrounding the checkering and the full coverage and fine consistency
of the checkering. Dave and Dan Kidd Collection. Photo Steve Kops.

When the Second Model was introduced, the hammer design was changed in order to
accommodate the new takedown provision. The opening for the hammer retaining pin was
enlarged to accommodate the takedown screw and bushing that traversed through the
hammer. Winchester also changed the shape of the hammer spur to a more rounded
appearance. The checkering pattern style changed as well. It no longer had a defined border
nor did the pattern have the fine checkering detail of the First Model. It is important to note
that Winchester continued to use First Model hammers on Second Model rifles well into the
100,000 serial number range. The assembly shop merely enlarged the opening in the
hammer to allow for the takedown screw and bushing. Second Model hammers did not
become dominant until about serial number 150,000.

A hammer from a Second Model 1890. The coverage is less and the diamonds of the checkering are larger This
hammer style predominated the Second Model production cycle. Dave and Dan Kidd Collection. Photo Steve
Kops.

A typical Third Model hammer style. Again the coverage is less full, but perhaps the most noticeable difference
is the coarseness and inconsistency of the checkering. Dave and Dan Kidd Collection. Photo Steve Kops.

Third Model hammers began to appear in the low 300,000 serial number range along
with Second Model hammers. After approximately 330,000, Third Model hammers began
to predominate. The Model 90 Third Model hammer has the same rounded spur as the
Second Model but lacks the full checkering coverage on the spur that both the First and
Second Model hammers have. This Third Model hammer style features a borderless pattern
with less coverage both in width and in length. The lines per inch are fewer, which gives the
Third Model hammer style a more coarse appearance.
As with all Winchester firearms of this period, the collector must keep in mind the fact
that these rifles were built and assembled by hand. The checkering patterns discussed above
are to be used as a general guideline and do not take into account the subtle differences the
collector will encounter in hammer checkering styles performed by two different craftsmen
using different tools.

A grooved hammer on a Model 1890? If the Model 90 was assembled by the factory after 1944 using available
parts on hand then the answer is yes. Winchester began using grooved hammers on its Model 62 in 1945. These
same grooved hammers would have been within reach for Model 90s assembled after that date. This hammer is
from a Model 90, serial number 767801, fitted with a round barrel. Dave and Dan Kidd Collection. Photo Steve
Kops.

An informative display of Model 1890 hammer styles. The earliest to the latest from left to right. There are in
fact not 10 different hammer styles found on the Model 90, but three major styles, illustrated here showing the
subtle differences between them. These hammers were checkered by hand by different craftsmen, each using
his own cutting tool. At bottom right is an example of a First Model hammer, on left, and a Second Model
hammer, on right. Donald Tusher Collection. Photo Tom Fore.

WINCHESTER RIMFIRE FIRING PINS

The original rimfire firing pins used in Winchester rifles were circular, having a
diameter varying from .122 to .085 inches and flat on the end. The firing pin projected only
part of the way over the head of the shell and produced a semi-circular shaped indentation.
In the days before smokeless powder, a fulminate chlorite priming mixture was used,
and considerable difficulty was encountered in securing satisfactory firing pin sensitivity.
The degree of sensitivity with a given blow is increased as the area of the firing pin indent is
decreased. Tests conducted at the Winchester Gun Shop as well as those at the Cartridge
Shop indicated an improvement in sensitivity and ignition with the end of the firing pin
bevelled, thus producing a rectangular indent of the reduced area. The width of the firing
pin at the bevelled end was .042 inches. The main spring was also reduced until it gave a
hammer blow of .022 inches. The previous average hammer blow for rimfire rifles was
.0323 inches. The results of the early changes was a considerable improvement. Test results
show that with the old style firing pin and

Four Model 1890 breech bolts in various stages of machining. From top to bottom from rough forging to
finished bolt. This gives us some idea of the time consuming steps that took place in order to produce a
completed rifle. Most of the machining steps shown here were done by hand. John Plengemeyer Collection.
Photo Marc Bennett.

hammer blow, 105 out of 600 shots fired were misfires. With the new firing pin and
hammer blow, the results improved to 14 misfires out of a total of 630 shots fired.7 Because
the Model 1890 was used extensively in gallery shooting, these improvements were first
made on this model in 1906.
In December 1909, another small advancement was made in the firing pin used in the
Model 90. The lower edge of the pin was rounded slightly. This was to prevent the danger
of premature explosion caused by the sharper firing pin previously used. Because the
Model 90 was a slide-action rifle, the movement of the breech block forward and
downward sometimes caused the pin to catch on the edge of the cartridge rim. By rounding
the firing pin slightly, this condition was remedied and improved the functioning of the
action as well.
The angle of the firing pin was faced with an eight-degree angle in 1927. This alteration
was necessary because of the development of the Staynless type of priming mixture. This
new mixture occasionally resulted in split rims and lacked the sensitivity of the earlier
mixture. The condition of the split rims was improved by grinding the face of the firing pin
to an eight-degree angle. The edge of the firing pin now ex7. Winchester Arms Collection Archives, Cody Firearms Museum.

Another Model 90 with a grooved trigger, serial number 770544. This rifle also has a grooved trigger which is
not unusual for parts-clean-up Model 90s assembled after 1938. Paul Vanderlinden Collection. Photo Robert
Casey.

Two examples of Model 1890firing pins. The one at the top is an early firing pin while the bottom firing pin
was used on both the Model 1890 and the Model 1906. These two firing pins are model parts used by factory
inspectors to verify proper tolerances. John Plengemeyer Collection. Photo Marc Bennett.

tended over the head of the shell. This increased length relieved the pinching on the edge of
the rim itself. This modification in the angle of the firing pin eliminated the splitting of rims
and gave an improvement in sensitivity.
In July 1891, the nominal diameter of the firing pin and firing hole was reduced to .070
inches. This reduction was made because of the newly introduced Super-Speed rimfire
cartridge loaded to increased pressures. The reduction in the diameter of the firing pin and
firing pin hole increased the support on the head of the cartridge, thus

lessening the risk of burst rims or heads. However, there were many Model 90s shipped that
were assembled with the old breech bolts carrying the large firing pin hole and the new
reduced diameter firing pin.8

CASE COLORING

If we take into account the number of First and Second Model 90s that were built with
case colored receivers and guards, the number would be slightly more than
110,0 rifles. A case colored Model 90 is a highly desirable collector’s item, and one in
excellent condition with the majority of the case color intact is quite rare. Winchester case
colored its guns to provide protection against rust and rough handling. Case hardened
receivers are much harder than blued receivers and therefore more resistant to scratches.
While a case colored gun will certainly rust, it will do so at a much slower rate than a blued
gun. While a blued Model 90 receiver might have a Rockwell Hardness of between 40 and
45, a case hardened Model 90 may have a hardness as high as 65.
The process by which Winchester case colored or hardened was and is a closely guarded
secret. The basic technique will be described here to give the reader more understanding of
the kind of craftsmanship that went into a Winchester Model 1890.
The receiver and guard are first polished to remove all file and machining traces. In 1890
this was accomplished by steam power to drive the polishing machines. These machines
consisted of a wooden wheel or disc from 10 to 15 inches in diameter covered with leather
and coated with emery powder. Several wheels of different fineness and coarseness were
kept at hand to obtain the results needed. After the polishing was completed, the receiver
was sent to be case hardened. If the receiver was to be engraved, it had be done at this time
or the metal would be too hard to cut. One or two receivers and guards were then placed in
a vessel and put into a furnace containing bone charcoal heated to approximately 1,600
degrees. They were allowed to re-

A fine example of a late case colored Second Model 1890. Serial number 109249 is chambered for the .22 WRF
cartridge. Felix Bedlan Collection.

8. Winchester Repeating Arms Company inter-company correspondence, M.A. Robinson to T.I.S. Boak, July 21, 1936,
Walter Bellemore Collection.
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Both a left and right view of a case colored Model 90, serial number 9196. Case colors have a tendency to fade rapidly if exposed to light or
frequent handling. Model 90s with original case colors are a rare find and it takes an expert and practiced eye to determined originality.
Larry Orr Collection.

main for one to one-and-a-half hours. When the receiver and guard were removed from the
furnace, they were quenched in water. The combination of the bone charcoal and high
temperature gave the steel the case colors of red, blue, purple, yellow and so forth.
The difficult part of this process was the precise temperature of the furnace and the
length of time the receiver was allowed to stay in the furnace. The results were entirely up to
the operator; the colors and coverage that he desired to achieve were at his discretion. Still
the case coloring process was a tricky business, and the results were often uneven. Some
receivers and guards had to be destroyed; those that passed inspection bore the craftsman’s
signature as to coverage and vividness of colors. When the receiver and guard had cooled,
they were covered with a coat of shellac to protect the delicate colors. Under normal
conditions ultraviolet light from the sun was enough to dull the colors as did normal
handling of the firearm. After a time the colors would wear or fade away, leaving only a dull
silvery gray finish. The receiver was still very hard but the colors were gone.9
There was yet another case hardening process Winchester used on its internal parts that
did not yield the vivid case colors of the above mentioned process, but did case harden two
critical components. A cyanide hardening method using an oil temper was applied to the
carrier and carrier lever. These parts were placed in a large cyanide-filled vat heated to the
desired temperature and kept in this solution for a relatively short period of time. They were
then quenched in oil, a less severe medium than water and one less likely to crack the steel.
This process was much faster and more economical than the flame hardening procedure
done on the receiver and guard. The result was a strong case hardened component that had a
dull “tin like” appearance.

BLUING

When Winchester decided to change from the more expensive and time- consuming case
coloring process, it went to a bluing process the company referred to as machine bluing, also
known as charcoal or carbonum bluing. This process was used from the beginning of blued
Model 90 receivers and guards through about 1938. The receiver and guard were all
machine blued. It should be noted that all parts relative to the receiver and guard were
hand-filed and fitted prior to the bluing process.
This machine bluing process took place in a gas-fired furnace made by the American
Furnace Company. The furnace was about five feet in diameter and seven feet long and was
heated to 475 degrees. Then animal bone and sperm oil were mixed together and allowed to
heat in the furnace. The metal parts were then placed in the furnace while the heat gradually
increased to 850 degrees, where it had to remain steady for four hours. The temperature was
then lowered to 500 degrees and the parts removed, quenched in oil, and allowed to dry on
racks. They were then in9. The author wishes to thank Doug Turnbull of the Creekside Gun Shop for sharing what information he could that was
learned from a long and often frustrating period of family experimentation.

A nice blued Model 1890 with original leather takedown case. Larry Orr Collection.

spected by eye for color, consistency, and uniformity.
When receivers and guards were loaded in the furnace, they were placed on racks 16 at a
time. The guard was blued with the receiver, and like the receiver was also heat treated. It
was fastened to the receiver so as to absorb the same amount of blue. Sometimes the metal
finishers had difficulty getting the color to match.
Smaller parts that were not usually polished were also machine blued. The process for
these smaller parts differed somewhat from the way polished parts were blued. The smaller
parts were placed in the same furnace at the same temperature, but pine tar was substituted
for sperm oil. Pine tar was less expensive and gave the non- polished parts a deeper color.
It is interesting to keep in mind that it was not the mixture of bone and oil or tar that
actually blued the metal but the smoke from the mixture.
A third bluing process called niter bluing was also used. Applied to small parts, it
actually accomplished two purposes. Besides bluing the part, it also heat treated it for
added strength and protection. The parts were placed in a hot solution of sodium and
potassium nitrates. The temperatures used may vary from 600 to 1000 degrees. Winchester
used a lower temperature (around 275 degrees), and this required the addition of sodium
hydroxide to obtain a black color. The parts were then removed from the bath and drenched
in hot oil and wiped dry. Screws and pins were blued in this fashion as were carriers and
carrier levers.

PLATING
Winchester also offered nickel, silver, and gold plating on the Model 90. Nickel was the
popular plating option on the Model 90. The parts to be covered in nickel were first dipped
in a copper solution so that the nickel would have a better bonding agent. Winchester’s
nickel process resulted in a thick, wear-resistant finish that found much favor among
exhibition shooters and shooting gallery operators. Winchester offered nickel plating in
two options: full nickel and half nickel, or as the factory referred to it, “nickel trimmings.”
Full nickel plating covered the barrel, receiver, breech bolt, and butt plate. Nickel trimmed
Model 90s had the receiver, breech bolt,

A beautiful half nickel Second Model 1890. Serial number 133176 is chambered for the .22 Short. Factory
original half nickel Model 90s are not common. Dave and Dan Kidd Collection. Photo Steve Kops.

Even more rare than half nickel is the full nickel Model 90. Serial number 268238 is a Second Model .22 Short.
Dave and Dan Kidd Collection. Photo Steve Kops.

and butt plate overlaid with nickel. The hammer takedown screw and trigger were not
usually nickel plated except at the customer’s request. This exception, at the customer’s
request, is an important distinction. Factory records indicate that Winchester sometimes
nickeled only the receiver and nothing else. On other occasions every piece of metal was
nickeled including the magazine tube, trigger, hammer, and even sights. On the Model 90,
it is possible to see every conceivable combination of nickel one could think of.
The same process was used on silver-plated Model 90s as that used on nickel- plated
guns. This seldom-seen option is quite rare and often missed by the collector because of the
tarnished appearance caused by years of surface oxidation. The same parts were plated with
silver as those that were covered with nickel.
The third plating option offered by Winchester was gold. In actual practice, Winchester
used a gold wash. Instead of first dipping the parts in a copper solution, the unfinished steel
was dipped directly into a solution of gold. Gold-plated Model 90s are extremely rare, and
due to the thickness of the process retain much of their original finish despite the passage of
many years. Gold-plated Model 90s were frequently used as presentation pieces, and those
that have been located are frequently engraved.

TANG MARKINGS

The Model 1890 has a bewildering array of tang markings: a total of eight different
addresses. An attempt will be made to clarify as closely as possible when these markings
were used as to serial number range. As with most Winchester production changes, the
new markings were used in conjunction with the old markings for a short transition period.
These tang markings were rolled on the upper tang with a roll die made specifically for that
purpose. These roll dies were engraved by hand and therefore may exhibit some small
variations in spacing or letter height. For the sake of clarity, each of the tang markings has
been assigned a letter to designate its chronological sequence and to provide a shortened
version for later reference.
FIRST MODEL TANG MARKINGS:

Practically all First Model 90s will have only one tang marking, but a seldom seen First
Model tang marking [90-AA] was apparently used only on a small number of early Model
90s and is split between the upper and lower tangs. On the upper tang this marking will
appear as follows:
WINCHESTER
MODEL 1890

A seldom seen First Model tang marking (90-AA) rolled on the upper tang. This marking has a companion
marking located on the lower tang. Donald Tusher Collection. Photo Tom Fore.

On the lower tang the marking will consist only of the patent date:
PAT. JUNE 26.1888

Tang marking 90-AA showing patent date rolled on the lower tang. Donald Tusher Collection. Photo Tom
Fore.

When tang marking 90-AA is encountered, the serial number will be found on the bottom of the receiver. This is
the only exception to the serial number being located on the lower tang during the First Model production cycle.
Donald Tusher Collection. Photo Tom Fore.

The most common First Model tang marking will be seen on the vast majority of guns, with
the possible exception of a few late First Models built after serial number 15,552. This
second and most widespread tang marking [90-A] will appear on the upper tang as follows:
WINCHESTER
-MODEL 1890PAT. JUNE 26.88

An example of the most common First Model (90-A) tang marking. Dave and Dan Kidd Collection. Photo Steve Kops.

SECOND MODEL TANG MARKINGS:

Some very early Second Model 90s will also have the First Model tang marking. However,
the most common Second Model tang marking [90-B] will be as follows:
WINCHESTER
-MODEL 1890PAT.JUNE26.88.DEC.6.92

A Second Model tang marking (90-B) that will be seen from about serial number 15553 to around 205000.
Notice the addition of the Dec. 6, 1892 patent date. This was the date of William Mason’s takedown patent.
Dave and Dan Kidd Collection. Photo Steve Kops.

This tang marking will be seen from serial number 15,553 to 205,000. The Second Model
will also have another tang marking [90-C] that is seen on later guns. This marking will
appear as follows:
MODEL 1890
-WINCHESTERTRADE MARK

Another Second Model tang marking (90-C) was used on later Second Models from around 190,000 to about
the 262,000 serial number range. Notice the absence of patent dates on this marking. Winchester moved these
dates to the barrel marking instead of the tang. Donald Tusher Collection. Photo Tom Fore.

The above tang marking will be seen on Model 90s from the 190,000 serial number range
to the 262,000 serial number range or the end of the Second Model.

TRANSITIONAL TANG MARKINGS:

By the end of the Second Model and the beginning of the Third Model, a new tang marking
will be seen for a relatively few number of Model 90s. This tang marking [90-D] will be as
follows:
WINCHESTER
TRADE MARK

This rather plain tang marking (90-D) was used during the transitional period between the late Second Models
and the early Third Models. Winchester factory records show that this marking was authorized in January of
1906. This marking also appears on the Model 1906 as well. Don Stoner Collection.

This 90-D tang marking will be seen on guns from serial number 268,000 to 410,000.
According to Winchester factory records, this 90-D tang marking was instituted in January
1906.
THIRD MODEL TANG MARKINGS:

A more commonly seen tang marking [90-E] on Third Model guns is as follows:
REG.IN U.S.PAT.OFF.
-WINCHESTERTRADE MARK-

Model 1890 tang marking (90-E) used on Third Model rifles from the early 400,000 serial number range to
about 560,000. Courtesy Cody Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming.

This tang marking will appear on guns from the 410,000 serial number range to as high as
560,000. From serial number 560,000, a different tang marking begins to emerge. This tang
marking [90-F] is as follows:
-TRADE MARK-WINCHESTER-REG.U.S.PAT.OFF.& FGN.-

Tang marking (90-F). This marking begins to appear about serial number 560,000 and is seen as late as serial
number 690,000. Courtesy Cody Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming.

This tang marking will be seen from serial number 560,000 to 700,000. An additional tang
marking will be seen, often beginning with serial number 690,000. This tang marking
[90-G] is as follows:
WINCHESTER
-TRADE MARKMADE IN U.S.A.-

One of the last tang markings found on the Model 90 is (90-G) Beginning around serial number 690,000, this
marking will be seen as late as 827,000. Courtesy Cody Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical Center,
Cody, Wyoming.

This tang marking will be seen from 690,000 serial number to as late as 827,000. The last
tang marking [90-H] will be as follows:
WINCHESTER
TRADE MARK
MADE IN U.S.A.

The last tang marking seen on the Model 90. 90-H is not often encountered. Notice that the only difference
between 90-G and 90-H are the hash marks. Content and letter size remain the same. Courtesy Cody Firearms
Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming.

This last tang marking [90-H] is sometimes confused with its predecessor [90-G], but lacks
the small hash marks on either side of the second and third lines.
It should be pointed out again that Winchester would often decide to change tang
markings at a certain period of time. When that decision was made, there was frequently a
carryover of the old tang marking with the new marking. Thus, for a certain period of time,
two tang markings may be seen on Model 90s with serial numbers very close together. The
real benefit to understanding the approximate serial number range for each tang marking is
the ability of the collector to place each component part in its proper chronological
sequence. A case in point may help to illustrate this production carryover.
The Cody Firearms Museum has a superb First Model Deluxe 90 on display in the
museum. First Model Deluxes are extraordinarily rare. Upon close examination of this rifle,
the tang marking was a 90-A, but the barrel marking was a 90-5. The receiver and barrel
have Winchester Proof Marks, and the serial number is marked only on the lower tang.
With the above information, it is obvious that some component part markings are out of
sequence. The tang marking is correct, but the barrel marking is very late. The serial
number marking is correct, but the proof marks are not for that era. Upon inspection of the
factory records, it was found that the rifle was returned to the factory in 1912 to be upgraded
to a Deluxe Grade. The gun was rebarreled; this explains the proof marks and the later
barrel markings. The receiver was not repaired or upgraded so this did not require any
additional markings on the receiver or guard. By close examination on any Model 90,
especially those that are too late to letter, it is possible to tell whether or not the rifle has
been altered.

A display of tang marking from 90-A through 90-G. Donald Tusher Collection. Photo Tom Fore.

The receiver and guard of the Model 1890 was to prove a lasting design. Developed by
John Browning and improved by Winchester designers William Mason and Thomas
Johnson, the Model 90 and its successors, the Model 1906 and Model 62, proved to the
world that Winchester could make a successful departure from its traditional lever action
models and build a dependable, quality slide-action .22 caliber rifle that would attract loyal
shooters around the world.

Chapter III
Model 1890 Barrels
If the receiver and guard assembly were a new departure for Winchester into the
slide-action market, barrel making was not. For over 30 years Winchester had been making
rifle barrels known for their strength and accuracy. With the introduction of the Model
1890, black powder was still the norm, smokeless powder was however in its infancy.
Pressures for the .22 caliber cartridge were low, about 16,000 pounds per square inch, so
Winchester chose to use a soft, low carbon steel for its .22 caliber rifle barrels.
Nevertheless, this soft high grade steel could stand pressures up to 60,000 pounds per
square inch and had an elastic limit of over 40,000 pounds. The company did test each
barrel it built. The usual practice was to lock a soft steel barrel to a firing table loaded with
a powder charge twice as great as was used for a normal load. After proof firing, the barrel
was inspected to determine if there was the slightest sign of strain or imperfection. The
barrel was then straightened and finish bored. It was then subjected to what Winchester
called its “Winchester” or “Lead” test, which would disclose any irregularity to the interior
of the barrel. The test was then repeated after the barrel was rifled as a last, conclusive
check for safety. Winchester claimed that its barrel testing procedures were so demanding
that no other gunmakers attempted it.
BARREL PRODUCTION

Winchester Model 1890 barrels were drawn from 30-inch forgings and practically all
barrels were octagon in shape. First Model barrels are 24-3/8 inches long, while Second and
Third Model barrels are an even 24 inches in length. Muzzles are cut straight on these
barrels with no crown. The process of making Winchester rifle barrels was a
time-consuming one and required expert craftsmen to insure the highest quality and
consistency. The barrel blanks were first sawed to length and deburred, then straightened. A
vertical drill was then used to drill a rough bore. This bore was inspected on the inside for
bore diameter. The barrel was then checked for outside straightness and straightened if
necessary. Using a special fixture, the eight sides were then ground to finished dimensions.
These finished dimensions were inspected for correct specifications. The barrels were again
inspected for straightness and again straightened if needed. The barrels then had threads
milled on the chamber end as well as the shoulder squared and the proper clearance milled
on the rear end of the shank. These milling procedures were inspected for proper tolerances
and the caliber hand-stamped on the barrel. The barrels were then reamed once again with
this being the final ream. At this point in the production process the barrels were then rifled
for the appropriate caliber. After the rifling was put into the barrel, the extractor cut was
edged in and the correct clearance for the bullet set. A bevel was then filed on the extractor
cut, and the end of the barrel shank was burred.

Winchester Model 1890 octagon barrels were cut straight at the muzzle, not crowned. The muzzle will also
appear white not blued because the ends of the barrel were sealed during the bluing process to keep corrosive
agents from damaging the bore. Photo Butterfield and Butterfield, San Francisco.

After this operation was completed, the barrels were then rough and finished milled for
front and rear seat dovetails, and the muzzle was rough cut to length. The muzzle bore was
then hand chamfered while the front and rear magazine ring seats were rough cut. The front
and rear magazine ring seats were then finished cut. The barrels were then put in a solution
to remove the dirt and grease that accumulated during these operations and allowed to drain
dry. After drying, the barrels had their chamber finished including the mouth of the
chamber. The barrels were then inspected for proper sight and ring seat alignment; ring
seats were checked for correct depth and size. The location of the extractor cuts, depth and
diameter of the chamber were all inspected. The inside surface of the bore was examined
for correct size as was the rifling. The barrels were once again checked for straightness.
Once the barrels had passed all of these inspections, the outside surfaces of the barrels were
then polished, wiped clean inside and outside and the roll die inscription placed on the
barrels. After the barrels reached this point in the production process, they were then sent to
be browned or rust blued.
The browning process was a time consuming method requiring many steps to insure the
extractor and barrel were not misplaced during the browning procedures. The barrel was
cleaned in trichlorethylene, placed in boiling water to remove all traces of oil, blown dry,
and wiped with a very fine steel wool. One coat of acid was applied. This acid solution was
a mixture of water, blue vitriol, bichloride mercury, alcohol, ferric chloride, and nitric acid.
Then the barrels were placed in an enclosed humidifier. The humidifier was an integral part
of the process because the moisture interacting with the acid actually produced the
browning effect. The barrels were allowed to stand for a least six hours, but in actual
practice they stood overnight. The next morning the barrels were removed, carded (a step
that removed the accumulated rust), covered with acid and placed back in the humidifier
once again. These steps were repeated a total of five times, called cycles. Each cycle lasted
about 75 minutes. After the last cycle, the barrels were oiled inside and out, polished, and
inspected. The total time for the browning process depended on outside weather

Model 90 octagon barrels came in two standard lengths. First Model barrels were 24% inches long while
Second and Third Model barrels were 24 inches in length. The rifle on the right is a First Model while the
Third Model is on the left. Dave and Dan Kidd Collection. Photo Steve Kops.

conditions. The procedure went faster during hot, humid days than on cold, dry days. The
acid solution also had to be modified depending on the weather.
Once these Model 90 barrels had been completed, they were sent to a holding area where
they would be ready for the final assembly process, but their testing was not yet complete.
When these barrels were assembled to the receivers, the rifle was taken to a test firing range
where each Model 90 was fired for accuracy by a group of shooters whose job it was to
insure the accuracy and dependability of every Winchester rifle and shotgun. Great care
was taken in sighting in these rifles. Winchester had at its plant an indoor shooting range
for targets from 50 feet up to 200 yards. Model 90s were loaded on movable racks 30 at a
time and taken to the 25-yard range where they were targeted. If the shooter could place his
shots in a 1-1/4 inch bulls-eye, then the rifle was passed. According to Winchester
advertising claims, every rifle, whether rimfire or center fire, in order to pass inspection had
to be capable of shooting seven consecutive bull’s-eyes on a standard sized target for the
distance shot. Thus all rifles were shot to line up the sights and give the proper elevation.1
At the customer’s request, Winchester would sight in Model 90s at distances 1

1. Winchester Repeating Arms Company Catalog, 1916, 7.

The following pictures and accompanying text is taken from Winchester’s 1904 Testing catalog. This little
known catalog was produced by Winchester to influence foreign governments, namely the British, that the
company’s manufacturing procedures were of a high enough quality, that Winchester firearms imported into
Europe did not need to be tested further. These selected pages from the 1904 catalog should give the reader a
sense of the kind of high quality and attention to detail that Winchester put into every firearm it sold. John
Plengemeyer Collection.
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greater or less than 25 yards. On several occasions these rifles were targeted at 50 yards and
even 100 yards. But perhaps the most unusual request was made by a customer to have his
Model 90 .22 Short sighted in at 300 yards. Winchester was unable to meet his request
because the factory target range could only accommodate targets up to 200 yards.
Winchester included a note with this customer’s Model 90, stating that “no rifle sighted in
at 300 yards.” At the other end of the scale one customer requested his Model 90 Short be
targeted at 100 feet, and this rifle was equipped with a special target front sight and a
mid-range tang sight. On another occasion a customer requested that his Model 90 .22 Short
be sighted in at 50 feet. Winchester went to great measures to ensure that its rifle barrels
were the best possible that could be built.

MODEL 1890 CALIBERS

When the Model 1890 was introduced in November 1890, it was offered in three
calibers: the .22 Short, the .22 Long, and the new .22 Winchester Rimfire cartridge. The
Model 90 would only accept that cartridge for which it was chambered. The rifle would not
handle .22 cartridges interchangeably. The .22 Short was the first .22 caliber cartridge
developed by Smith & Wesson in 1859 and one of the first rimfire cartridges put out by
Winchester in its 1873 catalog. The price per thousand was listed at $5, and cartridges were
packaged 100 to the box. This cartridge was loaded with three grains of fine black powder
with a 30-grain lead bullet heel crimped to a case of the same diameter as the bullet. These
early rimfire cartridges had priming mixtures made from chlorate fulminate that when
ignited became highly corrosive. Together with black powder, this combination of the
primer mixture and powder fouled gun barrels so badly that it was almost impossible to
shoot a box of shells without a bullet sticking in the barrel unless the barrel was cleaned
frequently. This is the principal reason that many early Model 90 barrels are found in such
poor condition.
Winchester’s continued efforts to introduce new rifles and shotguns met with the
company’s corresponding efforts to improve its ammunition business as well. With the
advent of smokeless powder loads by Winchester in 1895, its president, T.G. Bennett,
realized that in order for Winchester to compete successfully in the ammunition and gun
market, a more scientific approach to ammunition testing and production was required. The
establishment of the Winchester laboratories in the late 1880s was a step in this direction. In
1886 Thomas E. Addis, Winchester’s foreign sales agent, purchased a Schultz
Chronoscope, a device that measured bullet velocities. A short time later Addis purchased a
more advanced machine, a Boulenge Chronoscope, for the company. Both Addis and
Bennett did extensive testing with both these machines. In 1889 Winchester published for
the first time a small ballistics table based on these tests.
With the advent of smokeless powder, Bennett was determined to place the laboratory
on a formal basis, and in 1894 he hired E.L. Uhl to manage the facility. Prior to the
establishment of the Winchester laboratory, testing and production of ammuni-

Most early rimfire cartridges were packed 100 shells to the box. This Winchester box of black powder .22
caliber Shorts is marked V2 to denote the smaller box size. This box of cartridges dates from the early 1900s.
John Plengemeyer Collection. Photo Marc Bennett.

tion was done on an empirical basis. Ammunition was produced by craftsmen who through
long experience had developed a feel for their work. New priming mixtures and powder
loadings were tried without any clear understanding of why certain combinations worked
better than others. Smokeless powders made this method unsuitable because the new
powder required more powerful primers compared to black powder. The application of
chemical analysis made it possible to assemble more accurate mixtures supported by sound
scientific principles. With these advances in scientific methods and controls, Winchester
would continue to make advances and improvements in its ammunition line as well as its
guns. Despite the advances in scientific principles, Winchester never lost sight of the fact
that its rifles and shotguns had to pass rigorous practical testing to insure a dependable and
reliable firearm. One Model 90 was taken out of the warehouse and sent to the lab for
cartridge testing. The rifle was returned to be repaired 19 times before the engineers were
satisfied that a particular type of ammunition was reliable enough to be placed on the
market.

An early box of Winchester smokeless .22 Shorts with greaseless bullets. Smokeless powder was first used in
Winchester’s .22 Shorts in 1895. The use of greaseless bullets for the Winchester Short cartridges began in
1902 and was discontinued in 1929. The absence of grease on the bullet made this a very popular cartridge for
many years. John Plengemeyer. Photo Marc Bennett.

Winchester’s .22 Short was loaded with smokeless powder in 1895 and Lesmok in 1911.
Smokeless powder velocities varied in different loadings between 900 and 975 feet per
second. The Winchester Short was loaded with a 27-grain hollow point bullet in 1896. A
greaseless type bullet was loaded on the Short casing in 1902, and the Staynless
non-corrosive priming mixture was added in 1928. A new design of greaseless bullet,
cataloged as the Kopper Klad, having a lubricating alloy on its surface, was loaded in 1929,
and a high velocity loading, listed as Super Speed, was added to the Short line in 1932. This
Super Speed cartridge had a muzzle velocity of 1150 feet per second with a 29- grain bullet.
In 1933 Winchester developed the Gallery load with a spatter-proof bullet made of
compressed graphite, designed to disintegrate upon hitting the back stop instead of
throwing the lead to the side.2
One additional small but important change occurred in 1911 when Winchester decided
to reduce the maximum shell length of the Short from .425 inches to .420
2. G.R. Watrous, Winchester Brass and Paper Shot Shells, Metallic Ammunition, 16-18.

inches and the maximum loaded length from .700 inches to .695 inches. The reason for this
change was that Winchester had received complaints that its shells were sticking in rifle
chambers. On investigation it was found that Union Metallic Cartridge Company and U.S.
Cartridge Company were making their shells .005 of an inch shorter than Winchester’s.
This meant that Winchester’s .22 Shorts would stick if used in a chamber that corresponded
to other manufacturers’ cartridges.3

Prior to 1919 the Model 90 shooter had a choice between the inexpensive Short cartridge and the expensive
WRF cartridge. As a result, many Model 90s were sold in the .22 caliber Long chamber. Donald Tusher
Collection. Photo Tom Fore.

A longer cased version of the .22 cartridge was also listed in the 1873 Winchester
catalog: the .22 Long. This early .22 Long used five grains of black powder with a 30-grain
Short bullet in a case that was slightly longer but with the same heel crimped bullet. The
maximum shell length was .613 inches. The Long was loaded with Smokeless powder in
1896 and with Lesmok in 1911. A 35-grain bullet was also used on the Long for a number
of years. The Staynless priming was added in 1928 as it was to other Winchester cartridges
in the company’s ammunition line. The standard velocity of the .22 Long was around 1,000
feet per second. In 1932, when loaded as the Super Speed, the muzzle velocity increased to
1250 feet per second. The same type and weight of .22 Short hollow point was also loaded
on the Long cartridge. The Winchester .22 Long cartridge was fairly popular for plinking
and shooting small game but was never considered for serious target shooting due to its
mediocre accuracy.4
In 1890, with the introduction of the Model 1890, Winchester developed a special
3. Winchester Arms Collection Archives, Cody Firearms Museum.
4. Ibid.

A typical Winchester Rimfire cartridge box with shells. The WRF was developed by Winchester as a special cartridge that
was introduced with the Model 90 in 1890. Note the reference to the Model 1890 on the box. John Plengemeyer Collection.
Photo Marc Bennett.

.22 caliber cartridge for its new rifle: the .22 Winchester Rimfire. The .22 WRF cartridge
was loaded with seven grains of black powder and a 45-grain flat-nosed bullet. The case
was made larger in diameter than the bullet, and the bullet was seated beyond its grease
grooves in the case for convenient handling in the hunting field. The maximum length of
the WRF shell was .965 inches and the loaded maximum length was 1.170 inches. Rifles
chambered for this cartridge would not take the standard .22 caliber cartridges as their case
diameter was too small to fit the chamber. The .22 WRF was offered as a special Super
Powered and conventional hunting load. As with other Winchester cartridges, Staynless
primers were added in 1928. With smokeless powder the WRF had a muzzle velocity of
1050 feet per second with a 45-grain bullet. In 1932 a Super Speed loading increased the
muzzle velocity to 1445 feet per second with the standard 45-grain bullet. The most
expensive of the .22 caliber cartridges offered for the Model 90, the .22 WRF was a favorite
for small game hunting at extended ranges.5

5. Ibid.

A box of Winchester Long Rifle Lesmok cartridges. This box dates from around 1914. Winchester did not offer
the Model 1890 chambered in the Long Rifle cartridge until 1919. Winchester Long Rifle cartridges with
Lesmok powder were first offered in 1911. Lesmok powder was a semi-smokeless powder developed by Dupont
and was a mixture of black and smokeless powder which produced less smoke and improved accuracy. John
Plengemeyer Collection. Photo Marc Bennett.

In 1919 Winchester finally offered the Model 90 chambered for the .22 Long Rifle
cartridge despite the fact that Winchester began manufacturing the Long Rifle cartridge in
1890. The story behind this 29-year delay is an interesting one which shows the forces of
competition at work. The Long Rifle cartridge, developed by Joshua Stevens in the late
1880s, was used primarily as a target cartridge in Stevens’ rifles. The case was the standard
.22 Long case, but the bullet used was a 40-grain conical bullet previously used in the .22
Extra Long cartridge. This 40-grain bullet backed by five grains of black powder gave a
much more stable load than the lighter-weight bullet. The Long Rifle was loaded primarily
for single shot target shooting, and because of the then current theory that crimping
interfered with accuracy, the Long Rifle cases were not crimped. This made the cartridge
unsatisfactory for repeating rifles, as the bullet would not stand up to feeding without
falling out of its case.6
6. Henry Brewer to T.C. Johnson, Nov. 27, 1917, Winchester Repeating Arms Company inter-company
correspondence, Winchester Arms Collection Archives, Cody Firearms Museum.

Twenty-nine years after the introduction of the Model 90, Winchester finally offered the rifle chambered for the Long
Rifle cartridge. This ad appeared on the inside front cover of the Aug. 23, 1919 edition of Arms and the Man. Courtesy
Dale Hedlund.

The introduction of the Long Rifle cartridge by Winchester was made amidst some
confusion on the part of management. Winchester placed an advertisement for the Model
90 being chambered for the .22 Long Rifle cartridge in the July 12, 1919 edition of “Arms
and the Man” magazine. The president of Winchester, J.E. Otter- son, was informed that the
sales department was unaware of this new product introduction and was not ready to market
the gun. On July 18, 1919, Otterson wrote a memo to all company department heads
chastising their lack of coordination in the introduction of the new Long Rifle Model 90.7
On July 22, Otterson received a memo from Winchester Vice President Henry Brewer
outlining the procedures that were followed in the development and introduction of the
Model 90 Long Rifle. On Dec. 11, 1917, Winchester’s Product Committee decided to add
the .22 Long Rifle cartridge to the Model 90 line. On Dec. 20, 1917, manufacturing
engineers issued the necessary changes in the production process to build a new Long Rifle
carrier and barrel. On Aug. 9, 1918, an order was placed in the shop to build 3000 Model 90
.22 Long Rifle guns, and on July 9, 1919, the factory delivered 1109 Long Rifle Model 90s
ready for shipment.8 Apparently this straightened out the confusion surrounding the
announcement of the Long Rifle Model 90, for the balance of the advertising campaign
went smoothly.
Thus, in 1890 Winchester did not chamber the Model 1890 for the Long Rifle cartridge
because of this feeding difficulty. In 1908, with the introduction of the Model 1906 in
Short, Long, and Long Rifle cartridges to shoot interchangeably, Winchester still did not
offer the Model 1890 in the Long Rifle chambering. It was not until 1917 that Winchester
began to respond to Remington’s Model 12 rifle and other manufacturers’ interchangeable
.22 caliber rifles. The reason for this concern was that with the end of World War I, the U.S.
Army wanted to change its rifle training methods to better teach recruits to handle military
type rifles. Winchester tried to sell the Army on the idea of using its Model 90 rifle, but the
government’s response was that a slide-action rifle was not a military weapon, and the
Model 90 was not chambered for the Long Rifle cartridge. In 1919, Winchester developed
the Model 52 chambered for the .22 Long Rifle and at the same time chambered the Model
90 for the more accurate cartridge.
Winchester’s most accurate Long Rifle cartridges were loaded with Lesmok powder at
that time. In 1923 Winchester listed a specially prepared .22 Long Rifle cartridge under the
name of Precision. The first two cartridges so listed were “Precision 75” for indoor gallery
shooting at 75 feet and “Precision 200” for outdoor target shooting up to 200 yards. These
new cartridges were far superior to any other product on the market, and by the time the
Model 90 was discontinued in 1937, Winchester had a total of seven different .22 Long
Rifle cartridges on the market. The smokeless powder load was listed at 1090 feet per
second, and the Super Speed load, introduced in 1932, developed 1400 feet per second at
the muzzle. The Long Rifle cartridge was

7. J.E. Otterson to all department heads, July 18, 1919, Winchester Repeating Arms Company inter-company
correspondence, Winchester Arms Collection Archives, Cody Firearms Museum.
8. Henry Brewer to J.E. Otterson, July 22,1919, Winchester Repeating Arms Company inter-company correspondence,
Winchester Arms Collection Archives, Cody Firearms Museum.

/!« extremely rare Model 90 caliber; the .22 CB Cap. Winchester built and sold only 10 of these Model 90s and all were
exported to France. Courtesy Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming.

an extremely popular target cartridge, but because of its late introduction in the Model 90, it
is perhaps the most difficult Model 90 caliber to locate.9
The Model 90 was chambered for one additional .22 cartridge: the .22 caliber CB cap.
Although never offered in any Winchester catalog, the CB cap Model 90 was exported to
France between 1904 and 1906 for use in outdoor gallery shooting. Many of the shooting
galleries in France were haphazard affairs set up along narrow city streets. To hold
accidents to a minimum a .22 caliber cartridge smaller than the Short was in demand. After
T.G. Bennet received a request from a French importer to chamber the popular Model 90 to
the CB cap, Bennet gave his approval that the Model 90 could be chambered for the smaller
cartridge for export only and not for domestic sales. Winchester built a special carrier to
handle the smaller shell and referred to the CB cap as the “Extra Short.”10

MODEL 1890 BARREL RIFLING

All Model 1890 barrels were not created equally. Despite the outward appearance of
these barrels, each different caliber had its own distinctive rifling inside. Perhaps the best
definition of rifling and its purpose is set forth by W.W. Greener:
Rifling consists of cutting away of the interior of the barrel of a firearm so as to
form spiral grooves upon its surface. The object of this spiral grooving
9. Ibid.
10. Winchester Arms Collection Archives, Cody Firearms Museum.

is to guide the bullet down the barrel, force it to turn upon its own axis, and give
to it a rotary motion which it shall maintain during its flight, and by this means
equalize any irregularities, and so lessen the tendency to depart from a straight
line. The grooving is done by a machine which forces a cutter through the barrel
and is so arranged that any angle, pitch, or turn may be given to the groove, and
of course, any shape. The parts of the barrel untouched by the grooves are
termed lands.11

A Winchester .22 caliber barrel reaming tool. Courtesy Harry Chamberlain. Photo Marc Bennett.

The invention of rifling began in the 15th century in Vienna by gunmaker Gaspard
Kollner. It had long been observed that a rotating object in flight was more stable than an
object that did not rotate. Rifling was to have a profound and lasting effect of gunmaking
for the next five centuries. Despite the advances in the physical sciences, the exact number
of turns placed in a rifle barrel was largely the result of empirical evidence. There was no
precise means to measure the effects of rifling other than to fire the gun at a target and see
the results of interaction of different combinations of bullet lengths and weights with the
number of turns in the barrel. While the subject of rifling and the correct number of twists
for a given bullet weight and shape is a complex issue, the reader must be reassured that
Winchester knew what it was doing and accept the fact that the different calibers available
for the Model 90 required different rates of twist.11 12
All twists for the Model 90 were uniform right hand. For the Model 90 chambered

11. W.W. Greener, The Gun and Its Development, 620.
12. For those readers who whish to pursue further study on the physics of rifling and twist rates, the following may be of
interest: “Twist and Bullet Shape,” Bert Popowski, American Rifleman, April 1939, 23, 33. “Twist and Bullet Shape,” J.
Bushnell Smith, American Rifleman, May 1939, 36. “Rifling Twist,” E.H. Harrison, American Rifleman, November
1965, 52-56. “Rifling Methods,” Jac Weller, American Rifleman, February 1957, 19-21. “Rifling,” Stephen Trask Jr.,
American Rifleman, August 1941, 18-19. The War Office, Textbook of Small Arms, 288-292.

for the .22 Short, the bore diameter was .219 inches, the rifling diameter was .224 inches,
and the groove width was .0688 inches with six grooves and a twist of one in 20. The Long
cartridge barrel dimensions were identical to those of the Short. The Long Rifle cartridge
dimensions were .217 inches, rifling diameter of .222 inches, a groove width of .0681
inches with six grooves and a twist of one in 16. The Model 90 Winchester Rimfire barrel
dimensions are a bore diameter of .220 inches (the only true .22 caliber cartridge), a rifling
diameter of .226 inches, a groove width of .0691 inches with a twist of one in 14. The CB
cap barrel was fitted with a twist of one in 24. A few Model 90s chambered for .22 Short
were special ordered with twist rates of one in 22.13

BORE AND RIFLING SPECIFICATIONS
CALIBER BORE
SHORT
LONG
L.R.
WRF

.219”
.219”
.217”
.220”

RIFLING DIA.
.224”
.224”
.222”
.226”

GROOVE WIDTH
.0688”
.0688”
.0681”
.0691”

GROOVES
6
6
6
6

TWIST
20
20
16
14

The information given above will help collectors determine that a given Model 90 barrel
does indeed have the correct bore and rifling dimensions for which it is stamped. In addition
we can recognize the difficulty Winchester encountered in building its barrels and the
consequences the company faced when presented with a challenge to chamber the Model 90
for the .22 Long Rifle cartridge in 1919.
In October 1918, Winchester received a request from the Marine Corps School of
Instruction, Savage Arms Corporation, Utica, New York, for information regarding the
number of twists in Model 1890 barrels chambered for .22 Short and Long cartridges. The
Marine Corps wanted to know how Winchester’s rifling would act if this barrel was
rechambered for the .22 Long Rifle cartridge. The letter was forwarded to Edwin Pugsley,
Winchester vice president for further study.14 On Oct. 12, 1918, a Winchester engineer
wrote to the Marine Corps that the .22 Short and Long rifling would not handle the Long
Rifle cartridge satisfactorily because the bullet would most likely tumble and keyhole,
resulting in loss of accuracy.15
Nothing more was heard on the subject of Model 90 barrel rifling until a Winchester
memo was written between two Winchester senior executives in the spring of 1919
discussing the fact that the government was going to recommend abandoning the .22
13. Winchester .22 Caliber Rimfire Bore and Rifling Specifications, Winchester Arms Collection Archives, Cody
Firearms Museum.
14. A. Hall to Edwin Pugsley, Oct. 8, 1918, Winchester Repeating Arms Company inter-company correspondence,
Winchester Arms Collection Archives, Cody Firearms Museum.
15. E.P to Major John J. Dooley, Oct. 12,1918, Ibid.

Winchester caliber stamps. These stamps were hand cut by factory engravers and will exhibit small differences
between stamps. Stamps such as these could be used about 2,000 times before they had to be re-cut. For
illustration purposes the negative has been reversed. Courtesy Harry Chamberlain. Photo Marc Bennett.

When the caliber stamp was new and the Polishing Department personnel struck the stamp properly this is the
result. Courtesy Cody Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming.

An excellent example of the same caliber stamped with two different types of stamps. More than one stamp was
in use at the Polishing Department. As stamps were discarded, new ones, hand cut, took their place. These
photos also show the placement of the caliber stamping prior to 1908 when the Winchester Proof Mark was not
stamped on the barrel. Dave and Dan Kidd Collection. Photo Steve Kops.

An example of the Long Rifle caliber stamping Winchester used on its Model 90s before incorporating the
caliber designation with the barrel inscription. This Model 90 was a pre-production Long Rifle, serial number
571927, built in July, 1915 for testing purposes. Courtesy Cody firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical
Center, Cody, Wyoming.

Short and substitute the .22 Long Rifle cartridge in its place. If this did occur, the
government would rechamber all its present rifles for the .22 Long Rifle. Winchester
wanted to conduct tests to determine exactly how the .22 Long Rifle would function in a .22
Short barrel.16 Three days later Pugsley reported to Brewer that only “fair accuracy” had
been achieved in the rechambered Short barrel.17 By the end of April, the test results
determined that .22 Short rifle barrels rechambered for .22 Long Rifle cartridges performed
poorly, especially with high velocity ammunition.18 Further tests revealed that even low
velocity ammunition resulted in continued poor accuracy. All bullet holes showed bad
keyholing, and groupings were extremely poor. As a result of these tests and the
government’s desire to change from .22 Short ammunition to .22 Long Rifle ammunition
for training purposes, Winchester developed the Model 52 bolt-action rifle chambered for
the .22 Long Rifle cartridge.
The results of these tests also should give the collector knowledge that Model 1890s
chambered for specific .22 rimfire cartridges should have the correct barrel for that
cartridge. Also those who enjoy shooting the Model 90 should be aware that while the .22
Short and Long can be rechambered for the Long Rifle, accuracy will be poor unless the
barrel is re-bored and re-rifled. Many older Model 90s have had barrel liners inserted in
barrels that are too badly corroded to shoot properly. One of the most important inspections
of a Model 90 should be the barrel.
MODEL 90 BARREL INSCRIPTIONS AND BARREL STAMPINGS

In 1890, Winchester did not mark its barrels with a proof stamp. It was not until 1908
that Winchester began to use its well-known Definitive Proof Mark: “the symbol of
Winchester quality.” The first barrel stamping Winchester employed on its barrels, other
than the roll die markings and caliber stampings, was the use of the letters “O.F.” stamped
on the underside of the barrel. This was done by the factory to enable them to ascertain if
the barrels were fitted at the factory or outside the factory. The practice of stamping the
barrels with “O.F.” began late in 1902.19 This stamping was used until May 1913 when
Winchester then stamped a “P” in a circle on the barrel to signify that barrels had been sent
out from the mail order department.20
Winchester began the practice of using its Definitive Proof Mark on .22 caliber rifle
barrels in July 1908.21 By 1914, Winchester made an effort to capitalize on its rigorous
barrel testing program in its catalogs and advertising slogans. The “Winchester Definitive
Proof’ test was applied to every gun that left the factory.
Perhaps one of the most complex components of the Winchester Model 1890 is the
16. Brewer to Pugsley, April 25,1919, Ibid.
17. Brewer to Pugsley, April 28,1919, Ibid.
18. Brewer to Pugsley, April 30,1919, Ibid.
19. H. Fallon to C.H. Griffith, Nov. 7, 1902. Inter-company correspondence, Winchester Repeating Arms Company,
Winchester Arms Archives, Cody Firearms Museum.
20. C.E. Blizard to M.A. Robinson, June 5,1941. Ibid.
21. Ibid.

An example of the Winchester Mail Order Proof stamp. Winchester stamped its barrels sent from the factory
for installation on Model 90s in the field. This mark helped Winchester determine if the barrel had been
installed in the factory or by outside sources. Dave and Dan Kidd Collection. Photo Steve Kops.

extensive number of barrel inscriptions used throughout the production period. A total of 12
different barrel markings will be seen on Model 90s. While these markings may appear to
be placed on Model 90s in an arbitrary fashion, be assured that this is not the case.
Important information can be learned regarding the proper sequence of barrel markings that
will enable the collector to determine if the barrel is correct for the serial number of the gun.
Barrel markings will be presented chronologically with the understanding that Winchester
often made running changes on its barrel markings. That is to say when a new inscription
was decided on, barrels with the older markings would be utilized until the inventory was
depleted. Thus barrels with new markings and barrels with a previous older marking will be
found overlapping one another for some period of time depending on the backlog of the
older barrels.
The first barrel marking (90-1) on the Model 1890 will be found on First Model rifle
barrels that are 24-3/8 inches long. This first barrel marking will be seen on top of the barrel
as follows:

-MANUFACTURED BY THE- WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.NEW HAVEN.CONN.U.S.A.-

This Model 1890 barrel inscription (90-1) will be seen on First Model rifles with barrels 243/s inches long. This
is an early version of 90-1, notice the broken “D” in the world manufactured. Donald Tusher Collection. Photo
Tom Fore.

The same First Model barrel inscription (90-1) without the broken “D. ” Notice the lettering is slightly larger in
this photo than in the one above and the letters have a different style to them, This is the result of a new die
stamp cut by hand. Dave and Dan Kidd Collection. Photo Steve Kops.

It should be pointed out that this first barrel marking has a subtle variation. From serial
number 1 to somewhere between 11,000 and 14,000, Winchester used a die that had an
imperfection. The “D” in the word “manufactured” was broken, with the result that it did
not form a complete letter. Some collectors refer to this as the broken “D” marking. After
the serial range 11,000 to 14,000, Winchester had a new die made for this barrel marking
that eliminated the broken “D” letter. This new die also increased the height of the lettering
slightly. The overall appearance of the 90-1 marking stayed the same.
Because First Model 90 barrels are 24-3/8 inches in length, the above marking will be
found exclusively on these barrels. However, Winchester did not utilize all of its First
Model barrels on First Model 90s. Second Model 90s with First Model barrels will appear
as late as serial number 100,000 or perhaps slightly later. In an attempt to clarify the proper
chronology of this first barrel marking, collectors will see its use on

all First Model 90s and will continue to see it applied to Second Model 90s with First Model
barrels that are 24-3/8 inches long. The caliber stamping, which is hand stamped, will be
found on the top of the barrel very close to the receiver.
The second barrel marking (90-1A) will be encountered on Second Model 90s with
barrels that are 24 inches long. As Winchester exhausted its supply of First Model barrels,
these new 24-inch barrels will have the following markings on top of the barrel:

MANUFACTURED BY THE
WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.NEW HAVEN.CONN.U.S.A.

Model 1890 barrel marking 90-1 A. This inscription appears on Second Models with 24-inch barrels starting in
the early 20,000 serial number range. Notice that the only difference between 90-1 and 90-1A is the omission of
the hash marks on 90-1 A. Dave and Dan Kidd Collection. Photo Steve Kops.

Note the absence of the hash marks in front of and behind the barrel inscription. This is
the only difference between barrel markings 90-1 and 90-1A. The earliest example of this
second barrel marking will be in the 20,000 serial number range, and the latest was found in
the 185,000 serial number range. As with the First Model barrels, the caliber stamping will
appear on top of the barrel close to the receiver.
The third barrel inscription (90-2) is also seen on Second Model 90s. This barrel marking
first appears on top of the barrel in the 60,000 serial number range and is as follows:

MANUFACTURED BY THE WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.
NEW HAVEN.CONN.U.S.A. PAT.JUNE 26.88 DEC.6.92.

The Model 1890 third barrel inscription (90-2) displays for the first time the patent dates as they relate to the
Model 90. Prior to this time the patent dates were rolled on the tang. June 26, 1888 is the date of the Browning
brothers’ original patent and Dec. 6, 1892 is William Mason’s takedown patent date. The 90-2 marking is most
commonly seen in the 150,000 to 270,000 serial number range. Dave and Dan Kidd Collection. Photo Steve
Kops.

This third barrel marking is the first to employ patent dates in the inscription. The patent
date June 26,1888 refers to the Browning patent that was sold to Winchester, and the date
Dec. 6, 1892 refers to the takedown feature patented by William Mason in that year. As
with other barrel markings, Winchester began to use this barrel marking in the 60,000 serial
number range, but this marking did not begin to come into common usage until the 150,000
serial number range when it is the most often seen barrel marking between serial numbers
150,000 and 270,000. The caliber stamping will continue to be found on the top of the
barrel close to the receiver.
The fourth barrel marking (90-3) seems to be found only in a fairly narrow serial number
range. Located on top of the barrel, this marking will be seen in the 270,000 serial number
range up to 330,000. This narrow serial number spread places this barrel marking at the end
of the Second Model 90 production period. This fourth barrel marking will appear as
follows:
MANUFACTURED BY THE WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.
NEW HAVEN. CONN. U.S.A. PATENTED. JUNE.26.88. DEC.6.92. -MUU.lovU.-

1 QQn

Model 1890 barrel marking 90-3 appears in a fairly narrow serial number range: 270,000 to 330,000. This
marking also includes the model designation for the first time. Paul Vanderlinden Collection. Photo Robert
Casey.

This barrel address is interesting due to the fact that Winchester decided to move the
Model 1890 designation from the tang to the barrel with this marking. Because of this
move, it is unlikely to find the model designation on both the tang and the barrel. The
caliber stamping will be seen on top of the barrel close to the receiver.
The fifth barrel marking (90-4) will be found on Model 90s with serial numbers as early
as 330,000, or very early Third Model guns. This barrel address seems to be almost
exclusively used to serial number 430,000, but will be seen on guns as late as 465,000. This
barrel marking appears either on top of or on the left flat of the barrel and will appear as
follows:
MANUFACTURED BY THE WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO. A/rrvD 1 SOfl NEW
HAVEN.CONN.U.S.A.PAT.JUNE.26.88.DEC.6.92.NOV.27.06. -IVlvJ-U.ioyU.-

Barrel marking 90-4 is seen on early Third Model rifles from about serial number 330,000 to as late as 430,000.
This marking includes the additional patent date, Nov. 27, 1906, which is T.C. Johnson’s new external bolt
design. Donald Tusher Collection. Photo Tom Fore.

With this barrel marking is the addition of a new patent date: Nov. 27, 1906. This new
date relates to the improvement in the breech bolt locking system. No longer would the
Model 90 have an internal bolt locking system. Now the receiver was morticed for an
external locking system developed by Winchester Bennett in 1906. The caliber stamping
was on top of the barrel for guns that were not proof marked and on the left flat for guns
where the proof mark was stamped on top of the barrel. This fifth barrel marking covers a
transition period for Winchester barrels due to the addition of the Winchester Proof Mark in
1908.
The sixth barrel marking (90-5) is the first barrel marking to appear exclusively on the
left side barrel flat. This marking also has the addition of a fourth new patent date and will
appear as follows:
MANUFACTURED BY THE WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.NEW HAVEN,
1 oQn
C O N N . U . S . A . P A T . J U N E 2 6 . 8 8 . D E C . 6 . 9 2 . N O V . 2 7 . 0 6 . M A Y 3 0 . 1 9 1 1 .ʺIVLvJU.lOVU.‐

Barrel marking 90-5 was again updated to show the most current patent; May 30, 1911. This new date signifies
Winchester Bennett’s improved magazine tube design. Courtesy Cody Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill
Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming.

The addition of this fourth new patent date is also significant because it relates to the
improvement in the magazine tube. After this date, Winchester Model 90s will have a
reinforcing collar or sleeve on the upper portion of the magazine tube where the locking pin
is located. This barrel marking will be seen as early as serial number
430,0 and becomes common in the late 400,000 serial number range. This sixth barrel
address may be seen on Model 90s as late as serial number 690,000. The caliber stamping
will be seen on the left barrel flat close to the receiver.
The seventh barrel marking (90-6) was the same as the previous barrel marking,
including its location with two important distinctions. This seventh barrel marking will
appear as follows:
MANUFACTURED BY THE WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.NEW HAVEN. A/TOTT
C O N N . U . S . A . P A T . J U N E . 2 6 . 8 8 . D E C . 6 . 9 2 . N O V . 2 7 . 0 6 . M A Y 3 0 . 1 9 1 1 . “fVlkJlJ. y\J.

Barrel marking 90-6 includes several new features. This marks the first model designation change from Model
1890 to Model 90, authorized by Winchester March 12, 1919. In order to continue to use the same die stamp as
90-5, Winchester engravers removed the “18” leaving a noticeable void in the roll die. This barrel marking
also includes, for the first time, the caliber stamping as part of the barrel inscription. Courtesy Cody Firearms
Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming.

Qfl

The two differences will be found in the appearance of the model designation shortened
to “90” instead of “1890,” which left a mysterious space between MOD. and 90. Because
these roll dies were hand engraved, it appears that the numerals “18” were removed from
the die so that Winchester could continue to use the same roll dies without making new
ones. According to Winchester factory drawings, this change from Model 1890 to 90 was
made March 12, 1919. The second important difference is the addition of the caliber
designation as part of the barrel inscription. Thus one will see “-MOD. 90- .22 SHORT” as
part of the barrel marking. This barrel marking first appears in the 640,000 serial number
range and may be seen as late as serial number 740,000.
The eighth barrel marking (90-7) was also located on the left side barrel flat and will
appear as follows:

MANUFACTURED BY THE WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.NEW HAVEN, , »nnl-,T on C O N N . U . S . A .
P A T J U N E 2 6 . 8 8 . D E C . 6 . 9 2 . N O V . 2 7 . 0 6 . M A Y 30.1911.“MUL).b.L 91).-

Barrel marking 90-7 contained the same wording as its predecessor 90-6 but with the noticeable exception that
the gap between MOD. and 90 was eliminated. Winchester made a new roll die that spelled out the word
“MODEL” for the first time. Marking 90-7 will be seen most often in the 700,000 serial number range. Private
Collection. Photo Marc Bennett.

This barrel marking is almost identical to the previous one with the exception of
“MODEL 90” in the inscription. This addition eliminates the mysterious gap in the model
designation. This barrel also has the caliber designation as part of the barrel inscription.
Barrel marking 90-7 will be seen as early as serial number 680,000 and as late as serial
number 840,000. This barrel address is most commonly seen in the
700,0 serial number range.
The ninth barrel marking (90-7A) is a variation of 90-7 with the addition of the
inscription “-stainless steel-” in front of the barrel address. Winchester began to offer
stainless steel barrels for the Model 90 in 1927 as an extra cost option. This barrel marking
will be found in the same serial number range as 90-7.

The 10th barrel marking (90-8) has a significant change in the wording of the barrel
marking. This barrel marking is located on the left flat and will be seen as follows:
MADE IN U.S.A. WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO. NEW HAVEN. TV/fpjTAPT Qfl
CONN.PAT.JUNE 26.88.DEC.6.92.NOV.27.06.MAY 30.1911. -1V1U1JUU VU.-

Winchester made significant changes in the wording of barrel marking 90-8. “MADE IN U.S.A.” was
substituted for “MANUFACTURED BY THE. ” This barrel address will appear as early as serial number
740,000 and be seen throughout the balance of the production period. Courtesy Cody Firearms Museum,
Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming.

The wording “manufactured by the” was changed to “MADE IN U.S.A.” on Jan. 3,
1923. This barrel marking also has the caliber designation as part of the barrel inscription.
Barrel marking 90-8 may be seen as early as serial number 740,000 and will appear as late
as octagon barrels for the Model 90s were produced.
A variation of this last barrel marking (90-8A) will also appear in the same serial number
range and it too has the addition of “stainless steel” as part of the barrel inscription. This
90-8A marking is the 11th Model 90 barrel inscription.

An example of a stainless steel barrel using the 90-6 barrel address. Donald Tusher Collection. Photo Tom
Fore.

Stainless steel barrel marking 90-8A. The majority of Model 90 stainless steel barrels will be seen with this marking. Photo
Butterfield and Butterfield, San Francisco.

MODEL 90 ROUND BARREL MARKINGS

The 12th and final Model 90 barrel marking (90-9) will be seen only on round barrel
guns. This marking will be as follows:
MADE IN NEW HAVEN CONN. -WINCHESTER- MODEL 90- -U.S.
OF AMERICA-TRADE MARK- 22L.RIFLEThese round barrel Model 90s will have barrels 23 inches in length. This last barrel
marking will appear on round barrel guns in any serial number range. It is important for the
collector to understand how the round barrel Model 90 fits into the chronological sequence.
The round barrel found on the Model 90 is the same barrel Winchester used on the
Model 62, and this barrel marking was identical — except for the model designation — to
the one used on the Model 62 beginning in 1937. Since the Model 62 was introduced in
1932, round barrel Model 90s built prior to that date will have had the round barrel fitted at
the factory as a replacement barrel. Replacement barrels fitted at the factory will have only
the Winchester proof marks on the barrel. Round barrels

A factory round barrel Model 90, serial number 767801, chambered for the Long Rifle cartridge. This rifle also
has a grooved trigger and hammer. The barrel marking is 90-9. Dave and Dan Kidd Collection.. Photo Steve
Kops.

A most rare and unusual factory original Model 90 with the first two inches of the breech end of the barrel
octagon and the balance rapid taper round. The overall barrel length is 21 inches. Serial number 245147 has a
nickel receiver and butt plate as well. When this Second Model was ordered, a total of 6 Model 90s identical to
this one were sold to the same individual. Paul Vanderlinden Collection. Photo Robert Casey.

that were sent by the factory to gunsmiths as replacement barrels will have the mail order
proof mark, a “P” in a circle, stamped by the factory to signify outside fitting. This mail
order stamp will appear in addition to the standard Winchester proof mark.
The question remains whether or not Model 90s were fitted with original factory round
barrels. In the author’s opinion, a round barrel Model 90 that was built after 1936 (a serial
number of greater than 735,000 would confirm this) most likely left the factory with a
round barrel. Winchester continued to offer octagon barrels for its Model 61s until the 1946
catalog. These Model 61 octagon barrels were 24 inches long and would have also been
available for the Model 90. On April 10, 1946, these octagon barrels were dropped from
the Winchester catalog per Product Notice #2459, and Model 62 round barrels were
substituted in their place. Thus, one could make the supposition that if octagon barrels were
available for the Model 61, they were also available for the Model 90. Logic would lead to
the conclusion that original factory round barrel Model 90s would have been assembled
after 1946 when octagon barrels were no longer available.

The last of the Model 90 barrel markings, 90-9. This marking bears a strong resemblance to the Model 62
barrel marking used from 1937 to 1959. This marking appears on round barrel Model 90s that were assembled
from parts on hand after 1936. This marking is on a Model 90, serial number 770,544, which also has a
grooved trigger and hammer. Paul Vanderlinden Collection. Photo Robert Casey.

After 1937, Winchester assembled Model 90s from available parts, thus some late
Model 90s may have factory original round barrels. There are other factors to consider as
well. Some factory original round barrel Model 90s may have Model 62 grooved hammers
and triggers. There is also the possibility that factory original round barrel 90s may not have
the reinforced magazine tube collar which was dropped from the Model 62 magazine tube
in 1934. It is vital to point out that Winchester used available parts on hand to build the last
of the Model 90s, especially after 1937 when the Model 90 was dropped from Winchester
catalogs. According to Winchester sales records, a few Model 90s were sold as late as 1941,
and it is possible that some were sold as late as the post-World War II era from parts on
hand.
STAINLESS STEEL BARRELS

In 1927, Winchester offered stainless steel rifle barrels for many of its rifles.
Winchester’s reasoning for offering this new barrel is best described by the company’s
advertising campaign, which stated:
Winchester has now developed the greatest improvement in firearms in many
years. The new Winchester Stainless barrels, for rifle or shotgun, remove the
specter of powder fouling and rust from the shooter and free him from the
irksome task of immediately cleaning his gun after every day of shooting. With a
Winchester Stainless barrel the gun can now go uncleaned for a reasonable time
without any danger of any rusting or pitting. So highly resistant is this new barrel
to these foes of the gun that it will remain free from them long after the ordinary
has become rusted and pitted to the point where it is useless. The new barrel also
reduces lead fouling to a minimum.
In addition, the Winchester Stainless barrel resists wear and erosion to a marked
degree. It resists the cutting action of hot gases. It possesses strength and
toughness fully equal to the famous Winchester nickel steel. It gives much
longer life to your gun.

An example of a Model 90 with stainless steel barrel. Notice the lack of finish remaining on the barrel; one of
the reasons this option was not popular with the shooting public. Jere Johannesen Collection.

A Winchester advertisement of its stainless steel barrels. The company had great hopes for these barrels but
public acceptance was meager. John Plengemeyer Collection.

Invoices for stainless steel barrel Model 90s and Model 06s to an Ohio hardware company. Notice the notation
for a special price of these barrels on the bottom invoice, a clear indication that stainless steel barrels did not
sell well. Don Combs Collection.

The customer could order his Model 90 with an extra cost stainless steel barrel or have a
new stainless barrel added to his present Model 90. But the new barrel was not a success
partly because current bluing techniques would not allow the blue to adhere to stainless
steel, forcing Winchester to paint a black lacquer coating on the barrels. This process was
known as a “Japan” finish. When new it gave excellent results, but after even minimal
usage the finish began to peel off the barrel. The result was a very unattractive barrel
appearance. This option proved to be very unpopular with Winchester’s customers, and the
company was forced to offer its stainless steel barrels at no extra charge. This attempt to
lure its customers to order Model 90s with stainless steel barrels failed, and in 1934 the
stainless steel barrel option was dropped from Winchester catalogs. As a result of its
unpopularity, stainless steel barrel Model 90s are not a common variation.

MODEL 1890 MAGAZINE TUBE

The Model 1890 magazine tube offers insight into production changes as well as proper
caliber styles. The magazine tube on the Model 90 held 15 .22 Shorts, 12 .22 Longs, 11 .22
Long Rifles, and 12 .22 Winchester rimfire cartridges. The tube measures 18 inches long
from the top of the knurled knob on the inner magazine tube to the receiver. The loading
port for .22 Shorts, Longs, and Long Rifles was located approximately eight inches from
the receiver. This port measures approximately 7/8 of an inch in length. The magazine tube
configuration for the .22 Winchester rimfire had different dimensions. The length of the
tube was the same as the other .22 caliber cartridges, but the loading port was located
11-1/4 inches from the receiver in order to accommodate room in the tube for the longer
shell. The loading port for the WRF measures about 1-1/4 inches in length.
The magazine tube for the Model 90 consisted of two separate pieces: the inner tube and
outer tube. The outer tube acted as a cover for the inner tube and as such was fastened
securely to the barrel. This outer tube was blued in the same manner as the barrel. The inner
tube was hollow and held the spring that was so important to

Serial number 804982 is chambered for the .22 Short. The barrel length is 24 inches but the magazine tube is
21 inches in length, three inches longer than standard. Courtesy Cody Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill
Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming.
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Winchester Bennett’s patent drawing for his improved magazine tube. Patent number 993,817 was awarded May 30, 1911. The principal
feature of this new design is found in the collar at the top of the tube that acts as a re-enforcing point for the inner tube locking-pin. This
stronger collar allowed Winchester to use a heavier magazine spring that improved cartridge feeding to the carrier. Courtesy Cody
Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming.

This style loading port was used on Model 90s chambered for the Short, or Long, or Long Rifle cartridges. Dave
and Dan Kidd Collection. Photo Steve Kops.

Winchester used a different style loading port for its Model 90s chambered for the WRF cartridge. This loading
port was placed farther up the tube and was longer than the standard loading port. Dave and Dan Kidd
Collection. Photo Steve Kops.

the loading function of the rifle. With one cartridge in the inner tube, the spring strength was
approximately six ounces; with a fully loaded tube, the spring strength was a little over one
pound.22 This inner tube was not ordinarily blued, but on special request, which occurred
only three times between 1890 and 1908, Winchester did blue this inner tube in the same
manner as the outer tube.
Winchester fastened the tube to the barrel by means of two magazine tube rings that
were attached to the barrel seats. The magazine tube was browned or rust blued in the same
manner as the barrel. One important change occurred in the production of the magazine tube
that will be of interest to the collector. From the beginning of production in 1890 until 1911,
Winchester utilized a one-diameter magazine tube from end to end. On March 30, 1911, a
United States Patent, number 993,817, was
22. “Lectures to Young Makers,” Arms and Explosives. Feb. 1,1917, No. 293, Vol; XXV, p.21.

The original magazine tube without a collar in use from 1890 to 1911. Dave and Dan Kidd Collection. Photo
Steve Kops.

Winchester Bennett’s improved magazine tube version showing the collar. This variation was used from 1911
to the conclusion of the production period. Private Collection. Photo Marc Bennett.

awarded to Winchester Bennett for an improved version of the Model 90 and Model 06
magazine tube. This improvement consisted of the addition of a reinforced collar or sleeve
around the locking indent for the inner magazine tube. Winchester Bennett stated in his
patent application, “My invention related to an improvement in tubular magazine repeating
rifles, the object being to provide simple, convenient and effective means for holding the
inner magazine-tube in its locked position.”
As a result of this change in the magazine tube, Winchester began a running change
around the early 400,000 serial number range. It is very possible to see Model 90s with both
the old and new magazine tubes throughout this entire serial number span. The vast
majority of Model 90s fitted with the new magazine collar will have the 90-5 barrel
marking. This barrel marking was the first to use the additional patent date May 30, 1911.
Collectors may see a few barrels without this new patent date, namely 90-4, used in
conjunction with the improved magazine collar. These barrels will be seen in the early
400,000 serial number range. By serial number 500,000 Winchester used the new style
magazine tube exclusively. It should be pointed out again

that Model 90s assembled after 1934 may have the newer style Model 62 magazine tube
without the reinforcing collar because Winchester dropped this collar from production in
1934.
MODEL 1890 SIGHTS

The subject of Model 90 sights is not only an interesting one but also represents an area
that is most difficult to evaluate as to factory originality. It is crucial for the collector to have
a working understanding of which sights were available as standard offerings for the Model
90 and which sights were available as an extra cost option for the Model 90 during specific
production periods.

A typical blade front sight often seen on First Model 90s. Dave and Dan Kidd Collection. Photo Steve Kops.

Special sights furnished on Model 90s to serial number 330,000 can be verified by
factory production records. Sights on Model 90s after this serial number cannot be verified,
leaving that task to the collector to determine whether or not the sight might be correct for
the gun. This objective, while important, must be recognized as impossible.
If the Model 90 in question has sights that are correct for its production period, then there
is no way for the collector to know for certain whether the rifle left the factory with those
sights. However, he can take comfort in the fact that if the sights are from the appropriate
time period, they are indeed proper for the rifle, factory original or not.

The vast majority of First Model 90s will be fitted with a fixed rear sight with a vee notch. This fixed rear sight
will also be seen on many case colored Second Models as well. Dave and Dan Kidd Collection. Photo Steve
Kops.

FIRST MODEL SIGHTS:
Winchester furnished a blade front sight as standard on the Model 1890 as well as a
fixed block notched middle sight. The Model 90 customer had a fairly broad choice of
special order front, middle, and tang sights. The collector will see many different variations
in special order sights with the most popular being a Beach Combination front sight, a
Sporting front sight, a globe sight with interchangeable disc, a Winchester Sporting middle
sight, and a Lyman tang sight. It was possible for the customer to order almost any sight for
his Model 90, even those not listed in the Winchester catalogs. In a few rare cases
customers furnished their own personal sights for installation by Winchester.

A popular extra cost factory sight; the Winchester Sporting rear sight. Note the similarity of construction of the
front portion of the sight compared to the standard sight. Courtesy Cody Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill
Flistorical Center, Cody, Wyoming.

The production period of the Model 1890 was one in which tang sights were a much sought after addition to
Winchester rifles. The Lyman tang sight was a favorite sight among many Model 90 shooters. Dave and Dan
Kidd Collection. Photo Steve Kops.

Lyman tang sight with large cup disc. Dave and Dan Kidd Collection. Photo Steve Kops.

The Lyman combination front sight was another popular addition to the model 1890. Dave and Dan Kidd
Collection. Photo Steve Kops.

SECOND MODEL SIGHTS:
Winchester maintained its use of the First Model blade front sight and block middle
sight until December 1897, or around serial number 43,000, when a new Model 90 front
and middle sight was adopted. These new sights consisted of a bead front sight to be used
with a sheet steel middle sight fitted with a connecting screw and adjusting screw. This new
sight combination is first seen in Winchester’s March 1898 catalog. Winchester patented
this sight in 1901. Winchester referred to this new middle sight as an adjustable open rear
sight or rear sight number 44. Winchester continued to offer its old style First Model front
and middle sights as a special order option. These old style sights may be seen on Second
Model 90s as late as the low 100,000 serial number range. As with the First Model 90s,
Winchester Second Model 90 buyers could, on special order, have numerous other type
front, middle, and tang sights added to their Model 90s at the factory. The list of available
sights from Winchester was extensive, and the collector may see numerous variations
consisting of Winchester special order sights as well as Lyman, Sheard, and Marble’s
sights. Perhaps the most popular special order sights during this period were the Winchester
sporting rear sight with elevator and the Lyman tang sight.

A typical Second Model 90 standard front sight. The bead front sight replaced the early blade front sight by the
introduction of the Second Model. Dave and Dan Kidd Collection. Photo Steve Kops.

This adjustable rear sight was installed by Winchester as standard on Second Model 90s. This sheet metal rear
sight would see use on the Model 90 in various configurations throughout the entire production period. Dave
and Dan Kidd Collection. Photo Steve Kops.

By 1902 Winchester had refined and improved its bead front sight to the point that a patent was granted Nov. 4,
1902. This is a standard Second Model front sight. Courtesy Cody Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical
Center, Cody, Wyoming.

Winchester’s sheet metal adjustable rear sight was patented on Jan. 29, 1901. Winchester referred to this sight
as its rear sight number 44. This is an early version without the elevation slot. Dave and Dan Kidd Collection.
Photo Steve Kops.

This is a later version of Winchester’s adjustable open rear sight. The elevation slot was added and the number
changed to 30B. Courtesy Cody Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming.

THIRD MODEL SIGHTS:
With the introduction of the Third Model 90 in 1908, Winchester maintained its use of
the adjustable open rear sight but changed its number from 44 to 30B. The middle sight
remained essentially the same except for the addition of a narrow slot near the top portion
of the sight for easier elevation adjustment. The front sight continued to be a bead type
which Winchester now referred to as the Model 90 front sight or 75A. The following list is
taken from the Winchester Sight Book dated 1917 and applies to Third Model 90 sights.

STANDARD SIGHT EQUIPMENT FOR MODEL 90
Front Sight
Rear Sight
75A
30B
OPTIONAL SIGHT EQUIPMENT FOR MODEL 90*
Front Sight
75A
11A
11C
77D

Rear Sight
30C
32A
32 A
32A

Elevator
-

2B
2B
2B

* These Winchester optional sights were furnished to the customer at no
cost if substituted for standard sights.

A typical Third Model 90 front sight. These sights were usually tipped with tin. With a great deal of use the sight
appears to have an almost silver-like bead. Dave and Dan Kidd Collection. Photo Steve Kops.

Many Third Model 90s with standard Winchester adjustable rear sights will not have the patent date stamped
on the sight. Notice also that the base of the sight is longer than earlier sheet metal rear sights. Courtesy Cody
Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming.

Winchester’s 30B rear sight was a lightweight sheet metal affair with a base one inch
long that attached to the barrel with a single screw. There was a narrow slot holding an
elevation screw, and the top of the sight was flat with a small notch. This 30B sight
superceded the 30A sight, which had been used from 1897. This 30B sight was different
from the 30A in the size of the base which was 5/8 of an inch long, and the sight notch was
a wider and deeper V notch. The elevation slot was the same on both sights. The 30C
optional sight is seldom seen on the Model 90. Its base is one inch long with a narrow but
short elevation slot. The sight top is a folding leaf type with a narrow V notch on one leaf
and a peep sight on the other. Winchester’s 32A optional sight was commonly referred to as
the Sporting rear sight. This sight has a base one inch long, but instead of an elevation slot
controlled by a screw, an elevator is in the slot providing for more precise but wider
changes in elevation. The top of the sight is a small square notch.

A Lyman front sight with Ivory bead which is sometimes seen as an extra cost option on the Second and Third
Model 90s. Dave and Dan Kidd Collection. Photo Steve Kops.

A special order Winchester Sporting rear sight fitted to a Second Model 90. This sight was referred to as the 32A
and the customer had the choice of elevator styles. Dave and Dan Kidd Collection. Photo Steve Kops.

A top view of Winchester’s 32A Sporing rear sight. Dave and Dan Kidd collection. Photo Steve Kops.

The front sights used on Third Model 90s vary principally in their height. The standard
75A front sight was a bead type sight with a tinned tip. The sight base was .585 of an inch,
and the height of the sight was .258 of an inch. Winchester sights 77A, 77C, and 77D were
all blade type sights that differed only in height and width of base. The 77A sight had a base
of .585 inches and a height of .290 inches. Sight number 77C had a base of .509 inches and
a height of .310 inches. Sight number 77D also had a base of .509 inches, but its height was
.335 inches. Of course, Winchester would furnish almost any kind of sight for its Model 90,
but these are the most frequently seen.
In 1920, Winchester, for the first time, made the use of symbol numbers as part of its
catalog information to simplify customer orders. The standard Model 90 rifle was available
with adjustable open rear sights. All other sights had to be ordered separately. In
Winchester’s 1923 product catalog, Model 90 buyers now could order the rifle with either
the standard open rear sight or the sporting rear sight. Rifles ordered

A close-up of the Lyman Folding Rear Leaf No. 6 sight. Dave and Dan Kidd Collection. Photo Steve Kops.

A popular extra cost rear sight was the Lyman Folding Rear Leaf No. 6 sight. This sight was used with a tang
sight and gave the shooter a choice of open sight or the more precise tang sight. Photo Butterfield and
Butterfield, San Francisco.

with the sporting rear sight could only be furnished by placing the order direct with the
factory. By 1929, this practice was discontinued by the factory but the customer could still
special-order the sporting rear sight.
As with the first two models, the Third Model 90 was available with a wide assortment
of extra cost sights. During this period, Marble’s sights are often seen on Model 90s as well
as Lyman sights, especially the folding leaf No. 6. Winchester Express sights are
sometimes seen on the Model 90, as is the California Buckhorn. Winchester was always
eager to please its customers so it is possible to see a large variety of special order sights on
Third Model 90s.

A most unusual and seldom encountered rear sight installed on the Model 90. This rear sight is a Winchester
40A used as standard on the Model 1903. Factory records show that this sight was ordered on a very few Model
90s. This sight is installed on a Model 90 used by Plinky Topperwein, Winchester exhibition shooter. Courtesy
Cody Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming.

A rarely seen Winchester Combination peep and open rear sight. Based on Winchester’s patent, this sight was
offered as a low-cost alternative to the more expensive tang sight. Courtesy Cody Firearms Museum, Buffalo
Bill Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming.

Winchester announced its telescope sight in the June 1910 catalog. Available in two styles and three powers of
magnification these telescope sights are sometimes encountered on the Model 90. As with other special order
sights it is difficult to determine whether or not these sights were installed by the factory. This Model 90 serial
number 423128 is a fine example of a Model 90 with a Winchester telescope sight. Private Collection. Photo
Butterfield and Butterfield, San Francisco.

ROUND BARREL SIGHTS:
Model 90s fitted with round barrels will be found with a wide variety of front and middle
sights. On guns assembled after 1937, it is possible to see Model 62 front and middle sights
used on round barrel Model 90s. However, because this was a parts cleanup period, Model
90 sights may have been utilized as well. It is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to
determine if a Model 90 left the factory with a given sight during this time span.

GALLERY COUNTER FASTENERS

Winchester often referred to its Model 90 as the most popular slide-action .22 rifle ever
produced. Winchester claimed, “...it is used by all the best professional fancy

The gallery counter fastener was introduced by Winchester in 1919 as a solution to a problem of how to
securely hold gallery rifles for safety purposes. This fastener was designed to fit over the barrel and magazine
tube. Note the shape of the fastener to conform to the Model 90 octagon barrel shape. Photo Marc Bennett.

rifle shots in this country and abroad.” Perhaps the legendary skill of exhibition and trick
shooter Ad Topperwein helped to lend credence to Winchester’s claims for its Model 90. In
1894, Topperwein used a Winchester Model 90 rifle to break 989 out of 1000 clay disks
thrown 25 feet in front of him. His remarkable feats continued until Winchester hired him
as its principal exhibition shooter in 1901.23 With a reputation established by professional
shooters, the Model 90 was in great demand by the shooting public, not just as a hunting
and plinking rifle but as a gallery rifle as well.
The popularity of gallery shooting had grown steadily during the last quarter of the 19th
century. The “wild west shows” of Buffalo Bill Cody and professional trick shooters all
over the country encouraged people to try their hand at target shooting. From Coney Island
to the local county fairs, .22 caliber gallery shooting became a very popular amusement.
With the introduction of the Model 90 and its subsequent success by professional shooters,
shooting galleries all over the country wanted to have the Model 90 as their gallery rifle. In
Winchester’s 1920 catalog it states that “...Winchester Model 90...has proved so reliable
and accurate in daily use that they are found in more shooting galleries than those of all
other makes.”
23. Ernie Lind, The Complete Book of Trick and Fancy Shooting, 16-17.

Large shooting galleries frequently used a Winchester Gallery tube loader to speed the loading process and
serve more customers. The gallery tube was often mounted on the shooting counter where the operator could
quickly fill his loading tubes and, in turn keep the gallery rifles busy. Donald Tusher Collection. Photo Tom
Fore.

Because many Winchester Model 90s were used in shooting galleries some were ordered with a special
triangular loading port that made loading with bulk loaders faster and more reliable than the standard loading
port. Donald Tusher Collection. Photo Tom Fore.

Winchester did not begin work on a gallery counter fastener until April 1919. This
fastener for the Model 90 was not developed until Winchester management became aware
that a New York state law required gallery guns to be chained at the muzzle for safety
reasons. According to Winchester vice president Henry Brewer, “I understand that the
methods which are now used in the galleries are rather crude and not satisfactory.”24 The
decision was made to build a gallery counter fastener for the
24. Henry Brewer to T.C. Johnson, April 17, 1919, Winchester Repeating Arms Company inter-company
correspondence, Winchester Arms Collection Archives, Cody Firearms Museum.

During the late 1800’s and early 1900’s trick and exhibition shooting was extremely popular. Wild West shows
crisscrossed the country delighting audiences all over America. During this time Winchester built several
Model 90s for professional shooters; some of these were fitted with longer than standard barrels and magazine
tubes. A member of Buffalo Bill’s Wild West Show, Lillian Smith, also known as the “California Girl” or
“Princess Wenona, ” has in her hand a Model 90 with a 26-inch barrel and a magazine tube 24 inches in
length that holds 25 shells to accomplish her shooting feats. L.F. Blake Collection.

Princess Wenona’s Model 90, serial number 120,375 was shipped from the factory in November of 1901. In
addition to the 26-inch barrel and extended magazine tube, this Model 90 was a Deluxe Grade with gold plated
receiver, magazine tube, and butt plate. L.F. Blake Collection.

Model 90. The first attempts consisted of riveting a swivel to the bottom of the magazine
ring. Another attempt involved welding a swivel to a Model 07 forearm tip.25 The end result
was to fabricate a piece of sheet steel to fit over the Model 90 barrel with a swivel and
spring attached to it. This final design proved to be rugged enough to withstand the rough
treatment that the rifles received at the galleries. These gallery counter fasteners were sold
separately from the rifle.
The Model 90 barrel proved to be reliable and accurate. Its performance in the field, on
the target range, and at shooting galleries all over the world helped to solidify its reputation
as a proven performer. As Winchester so often stated, “Winchester guns are world
standard.”

25 .Ibid.

Chapter IV
Stocks and Slide Handles
Like most other Winchester firearms, Model 90 stocks and slide handles nearly always
used American black walnut. In very rare instances other more exotic woods may have
been used, but the number would most certainly have been very small. One type of special
order wood that is sometimes seen is bird’s-eye maple. Maple was a hard, heavy, but brittle
wood that was fairly popular during the Model 1890 production era.
From 1890 to 1940, Winchester received its supply of walnut from Iowa and Missouri
where older and taller trees had dense grain and contained very little sap wood. The color of
this prewar wood was generally dark and straight-grained. The quality of wood was
superior and very pleasing to the eye. When it arrived at the factory, the wood was checked
for visual defects such as knots, cracks, or other undesirable features by a quality control
expert. Winchester had about a 15 to 20 percent scrap rate with green wood; somewhat less
with dry wood.
It is important to note that American black walnut was used on all grades of the Model
90. The Deluxe Grade was furnished with a higher grade of walnut that contained more
grain. Deluxe Grades could be ordered with XX or XXX fancy walnut that was highly
figured black walnut with burl or feathered crotch grain. Special order guns were also
furnished with full fancy wood on request. The quality of the walnut used on Standard and
higher grade guns did not change throughout the production era.
The importance of walnut in gunstocks cannot be overstated. Long used by European
gunmakers, walnut seems to combine all of the best elements of gunstock wood. Its color,
grain, strength, and durability make it almost the perfect wood for this purpose. Walnut’s
only weakness, according to W.W. Greener, is its high conductiv-

A Standard Grade Model 1890. Buttstock and slide handle configuration remained the same throughout the
entire production period. Courtesy Cody Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming.

ity. Maple, for example, does not transmit the shock of recoil compared to walnut.1
Nevertheless, American black walnut was the best all-around gunstock wood available, and
Winchester recognized this and went to great lengths to use only the best quality walnut
that it could buy.
FINISH

Between 1890 and the beginning of World War I, Winchester utilized a shellac finish on
its Model 90s. Shellac is a natural substance that comes from the Laccifer lacca, a tiny scale
insect. Amber flakes from the lac insect are formed into a commercial resin. Shellac is a
natural thermoplastic; it is soft and flows under pressure when heated but becomes rigid at
room temperature. When shellac is mixed with an alcohol solution, it is used as a varnish
for wood such as furniture and gun stocks. Shellac was difficult and time-consuming to
apply because the drying time was slow which made it much easier for dust to infiltrate the
finish. Model 90 stocks that have a shellac finish applied have a tendency to show a
yellowish tint to the stock caused by the amber flakes found in the resin.
During World War I Winchester discontinued the use of the natural shellac finish in
favor of a nitrocellulose lacquer compound. Winchester used this lacquer finish with a wax
base that gave a soft, satin appearance to the wood. It was not a difficult finish to apply, but
it did not have the durability of later synthetic finishes. Winchester used this lacquer finish
on Model 90s until the end of the production period. Finish on Deluxe Grade Model 90s
was at the discretion of the customer. If no special finish was specified, then an oil finish
was applied. Winchester used tung oil mixed with linseed oil for its oil finish, applying
seven or eight coats by hand to the wood. On grades other than Deluxe Grade, this oil finish
was a special order item.

A rare combination; half nickel, plain pistol grip, and oil finish. Serial number 385112 is chambered for the .22
Long. John Plengemeyer Collection. Photo Marc Bennett.

1. W.W. Greener, The Gun and Its Development, p. 271-272.

Winchester did offer in its catalogs an extra finish at additional cost. This extra or
special finish was nothing more than an extra coat or two of lacquer, giving the wood the
appearance of more depth and shine. Older, extra cost stock finishes are often referred to as
“piano finish” or “French polish.”
Before the use of Winchester’s lacquer compound, highly finished stocks often had
many coats of oil applied to the stock to give it an extraordinarily deep, smooth veneer.
Winchester referred to these finishes as “Fancy Oil Finish” and these are usually found on
Deluxe Grade or special order guns. Shellac was rarely used in these extra finishes because
of the complications encountered with its slow drying time. Only the most experienced
stock finishers worked on the Model 90, and Winchester was very careful to insure that no
Model 90 left the factory without the stock finish being thoroughly inspected. Synthetic
finishes were not used on the Model 90.
THE STANDARD GRADE

When the Model 90 was introduced in 1890, it was available in only one grade: the
Standard Grade. This grade consisted of a 12-groove slide handle, 5-1/4 inches long, and a
straight grip buttstock with no checkering. The butt plate was crescent in shape and case
colored on early rifles and blued later on. The length of pull was approximately 12-7/8
inches. Both the buttstock and the slide handle were made from American black walnut
with plain straight grain.
From 1890 until the end of production in 1937, the Standard Grade Model 90 did not
undergo any significant production changes in its slide handle or buttstock design.
Winchester catalogs listed the weight of the Model 90 Standard Grade at about 5-3/4
pounds. The vast majority of Model 90s seen by collectors will be the Standard Grade
variety.

The Standard Grade Model 90 buttstock. Notice the straight wood grain which was a common feature on early
Winchesters. Dave and Dan Kidd Collection. Photo Steve Kops.

The standard 12 groove Model 1890 slide handle. These slide handles measure approximately 5lU inches in
length. Courtesy Cody Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming.

A view of the underside of a Model 1890 slide handle. Dave and Dan Kidd Collection. Photo Steve Kops.

The slide handle on this Model 1890 was made with a larger diameter than standard. Serial number 804982
was also ordered with an extended magazine tube. Winchester records indicate this rifle was made for a
professional shooter. Courtesy Cody Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming.

The standard length of pull for the Model 90 was 12-3/4 inches to 13 inches. Winchester
would, on request, provide a longer or shorter length of pull if desired by the customer.
Stocks with shorter lengths of pull were often referred to by Winchester as “boy’s stocks”
and will sometimes be found on Model 90s with shorter than standard length barrels. These
“boy’s stocks” will often be one inch to 1-1/2 inches shorter than standard.
Shotgun butts and rifles with the combs altered will also be found on Standard Grade
Model 90s. The longest length of pull seen in the factory records is 14-3/4 inches with a
drop at the comb of only 5/8 inches. Winchester would provide for its customers’ wishes
whenever possible, even on Standard Grade Model 90s.

THE DELUXE GRADE

In 1897, Winchester added the Deluxe Grade to its Model 90 line. Winchester referred
to this Deluxe Grade as the “Fancy Finished Model 1890 Rifle,” and it was described in the
catalog as having “pistol grip stock of fancy walnut, checked.” Winchester continued to
offer the Deluxe Grade in this configuration for the balance of the Model 90 production
years. Winchester was insistent on the fact that the Model 90 was not available in any other
variation. The customer could order either a Standard Grade straight grip Model 90 or a
Deluxe Grade pistol grip Model 90; no other choice was given the customer.

A page from Winchester’s 1897 catalog showing the newly introduced Deluxe Grade Model 1890.

An outstanding Third Model Deluxe Grade. Serial number 502818 is chambered for the .22 Short. Winchester
rarely sold Deluxe Grade Model 90s with checkered slide handles. This is the standard configuration for a
Model 90 Deluxe Grade. Courtesy Cody Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming.

A rarely seen special order bird’s eye maple Deluxe Grade pistol grip stock. Serial number 600852 is chambered
for the .22 Short. Arnold Biscontini Collection.

Another example of a Deluxe Grade pistol grip stock with bird’s eye maple. Notice how dense the bird’s eye
grain is in this stock. Serial number 600852. Arnold Biscontini Collection.
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The Model 90 as shown in the 1920's catalog. Note the availability of a few additional special order stock features in the last paragraph:
pistol grip stock, checkered stock, fancy walnut stock. Courtesy Dale Hedlund.

A typical example of a Deluxe Grade pistol grip. The lines per inch may vary among these checkered pistol
grip Model 90s due to the nature of the checkering tool itself and the experience of the craftsman. Serial
number 502818. Courtesy Cody Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming.

Winchester’s “I” style checkering pattern. This Semi-deluxe checkering pattern has less coverage and fewer
lines per inch that the Deluxe pattern. This pattern is usually, but not always, encountered on buttstocks with
straight grain walnut. Courtesy Cody Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming.

Another excellent example of a bird’s eye maple Deluxe Grade Model 90. Maple stocks were heavier than
walnut and much more expensive which explains the low number sold. Serial number 770847 is chambered for
the .22 WRF cartridge. Dave and Dan Kidd Collection. Photo Steve Kops.

Veteran collectors of Winchester firearms will know that despite the catalog restrictions,
the company was always willing and eager to give its customers whatever they wanted, and
the Model 90 was no exception. As early as 1891, Winchester listed extras for its rifles that
included every option from plain pistol grip stocks with no checkering to extra fancy walnut
stocks with cheek pieces. There are several First Model 90s with uncheckered straight grip
stocks with fancy walnut and a few with checkered straight or pistol grip stocks. While
unusual, it is possible to see Model 90s with unchecked pistol grip stocks in both Second
and Third Models.
For the purpose of establishing a common term for Model 90 Deluxe Grade rifles, it is
necessary to define what it constitutes. A Deluxe Grade Model 90 is determined by its
buttstock checkering pattern, regardless of grip. The slide handle was the same 12-groove
style found on the Standard Grade Model 90. In Winchester’s 1897 catalog of “Highly
Finished Arms,” the Deluxe Grade checkering pattern found on the Model 90 is referred to
as style “H.” This checkering pattern will be found only on the buttstock except in
extremely rare cases where the slide handle will also be checkered in the same style. Both
straight grip and pistol grip Model 90s will be seen with this Deluxe Grade checkering
pattern.
Another type of Deluxe Grade may be encountered by the collector although this style
seems to be more rare than the cataloged Deluxe Grade. Again, for the purpose of
establishing a common term, this Grade will be referred to as the Semi-Deluxe Grade.
While very similar to the Deluxe, the Semi-Deluxe has two important differences. First,
Semi-Deluxe Model 90s most often do not have fancy walnut buttstocks; rather, this grade
is stocked with plain walnut. Second, the checkering pattern used on the Semi-Deluxe is
slightly different from the Deluxe Grade. Instead of covering the entire lower portion of the
pistol grip, the Semi-Deluxe pattern stops an inch or so from the bottom of the pistol grip,
leaving an uncheckered space between the grip cap and the base of the checkering pattern.
For this reason Semi-Deluxe Model 90s will only be seen on rifles with pistol grips.
Winchester referred to this checkering style as the “I” pattern.

MODEL 1890 STOCK OPTIONS

Other variations of buttstocks and slide handles may be seen on Model 90s that have no
distinct grade name. There are Model 90s that have been fitted with fancy

walnut stocks without checkering. These rifles are essentially Standard Grade Model 90s
with a higher grade of wood than standard. Some Model 90s will be found with extra finish
on an otherwise Standard Grade gun. A rare buttstock variation is a Model 90 fitted with a
pistol grip stock in plain or fancy wood with no checkering. Another seldom seem extra cost
option is a checkered slide handle. The following list is a representative sample of the kind
of extra cost features that the Model 90 had available to the customer. This list is taken from
the 1891 Winchester catalog.
EXTRAS FOR MODEL 1890 RIFLES 1891
1. Fancy Walnut Stock and forearm ............................................................ $5.00
2. Checking Buttstock and forearm .............................................................. 5.00
3. Fancy Walnut Stock and forearm, checked ............................................. 10.00
4. Pistol Grip Stock and forearm, Fancy Walnut, checked ......................... 15.00
5. Rubber Butt Plates .................................................................................... 2.00
6. Swiss Butt Plates ....................................................................................... 2.00
7. Pistol Grip Stock of Plain Walnut, not checked ........................................ 6.00
8. Cheek Piece on Fancy Stock ..................................................................... 4.00
9. Buttstocks of special shape, involving change in either length or
drop from standard ................................................................................... 10.00

A seldom seen extra cost buttstock option with straight grip, no checkering, and fancy walnut. Serial number
27844. Paul Vanderlinden Collection. Photo Robert Casey.

To illustrate the extent that Winchester would go to provide its customers with their
special request is a Second Model 90 found in the warehouse records with a special order
buttstock that had a length of pull of 14-3/4 inches, a drop at the heel of only 5/8 of an inch
and a toe-to-heel measurement of 5-1/2 inches. This dimension was achieved by cutting off
the comb of the Model 90 buttstock. This particular rifle was also fitted with a shotgun butt.
In another case a customer wanted his Model 90 with a drop at the comb to be three inches.
In order to accommodate his wishes, Winchester was forced to bend the upper and lower
tang to achieve the required drop.

A rare butt plate variation on the Model 1890; the Swiss butt. Serial number 234341 is a pistol grip Deluxe
Grade with special order Swiss butt plate. Private Collection. Photo Butterfield and Butterfield, San
Francisco.

An excellent illustration of an extra cost stock option where the customer wanted a length of pull shorter than
standard. The Model 90 at the top is a Deluxe Grade, serial number 331961, with a 1-inch shorter than
standard length of pull. The stock on the Deluxe Grade is stamped on the butt end with an assembly number.
See photo on page 151. Larry Orr Collection.

The plain pistol grip option was a relatively popular one. The majority of these Model 90s were furnished with
plain walnut stocks and capped pistol grips. Serial number 581037 is chambered for the .22 Long cartridge.
Courtesy Cody Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming.

Winchester would build almost any stock that its customers desired. Serial number 608872 is a plain pistol
grip without a cap and features a cheek piece with nickel butt plate. Chambered for the .22 Short this Model 90
also has a special combination open and peep rear sight. Courtesy Cody Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill
Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming.

A close-up of serial number 608872. Notice the treatment of the pistol grip without cap and the European style
cheek piece. Model 90s with nickel butt plates only are rare. Courtesy Cody Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill
Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming.

Winchester designated this buttstock extra as “Plain Pistol Grip. ” Notice the fluted pistol grip and the grip
cap. Serial number 481750 is chambered for the .22 WRF. Glen Nepil Collection. Photo Steve Kops.

A close-up view of an uncheckered pistol grip Model 90. The majority of these plain pistol grip buttstocks were
standard straight grain walnut. Very few had fancy walnut. Serial number 678673. Arnold Biscontini
Collection.

A most unusual Model 90 buttstock. The customer ordered a Model 54 buttstock with Deluxe checkering on
his Model 90. Serial number 790489. Private Collection. Photo Butterfield and Butterfield, San Francisco.

These extra cost options were the result of Winchester’s desire to please its customers
and provide them with a Model 90 that was unique.

CHECKERING

Model 1890 checkering patterns were done on a production line basis by craftsmen
using their own handmade checkering tools. These checkering tools were made from bar
steel and were of the single line type. The checkerers were responsible for sharpening their
own tools, which took a significant amount of time out of their work day. Later, checkerers
began making their tools to cut two to three lines per inch at a time. After World War II,
Winchester checkerers began using carbide tools capable of cutting seven or eight lines to
the inch at one time.

A sample of a straight grip Deluxe Model 90. Notice the treatment of the border and the slight change in angle
of the checkering near the front under the upper tang. Serial number 23291. Paul Vanderlinden Collection.
Photo Robert Casey.

Because of the single line checkering tools and the need to sharpen these tools often, it
took about a half a day to complete the buttstock. All checkering was done on a piecework
basis, and the craftsman had to be very careful so that none of his work was rejected.
Inspectors were critical and looked to see that the patterns were pleasing to the eye, the work
symmetrical, and the borders crisp and clean.
Unlike later Winchester models, the Model 90 checkering pattern does not seem to have
a specific and consistent number of lines per inch during distinct production periods. This
was due to the handmade nature of the checkering tool itself and how sharp it was during the
checkering process. First, Second, and Third Model 90s may have patterns that contain as
few as 18 lines per inch or as many as 22 lines per inch with the average being 20 lines to the
inch. The pattern stayed the same while the uniformity and consistency of the checkering
appears to have fluctuated with the skills and tools of the individual checkerer.

A close-up of the straight grip Deluxe checkering pattern. Notice how the border is rounded to follow the
contours of the lower tang. Serial number 50181. Dave and Dan Kidd Collection. Photo Steve Kops.

BUTT PLATES AND GRIP CAPS

The predominant butt plate used on the Model 90 throughout the production period was
the crescent-shaped steel plate. The plate was a steel forging with a single attachment screw
located on the upper flange and a second screw located on the lower portion of the plate
near the toe. This crescent butt plate was the same one used on the Model 1873 rifle, .32
caliber, as were the butt plate screws. On First Model 90s, this butt plate was case colored.
On Second Model rifles, the butt plate was case colored until around serial number 115,000
when Winchester began to use blued butt plates. As with other production changes, the
factory used up available case colored plates with the result that both blued and case
colored butt plates will be seen for the balance of the Second Model. When the Third Model
90 made its appearance in 1908, the blued butt plate was used exclusively.
There’s an interesting side note to the color of Winchester’s crescent butt plate. When a
Model 90 was ordered with half nickel or full nickel, Winchester also covered the butt plate
in nickel. In the Winchester warehouse records, there are several examples of Model 90s
having only the butt plates nickeled and nothing else. As a standard practice, Winchester
did not nickel the butt plate screws. These two screws remained blued unless the customer
ordered otherwise.
There is some question concerning the length of the upper butt plate flange over the
production period. Research has shown that the length of this flange is between

Photo at left shows a Model 1890 butt plate forging. This is the same butt plate Winchester used on its Model
1873s. The crescent shaped butt plate was used on the Model 90 throughout the entire production period.
Courtesy Harry Chamberlain. Photo Marc Bennett. At right the Model 1890 butt plate shown in place. Notice
the slot-head screws and their position on the butt plate. Dave and Dan Kidd Collection. Photo Steve Kops.

1-1/2 inches and 1-9/16 inches over the entire production period. In the opinion of the
author, it is not possible to use the length of the flange to determine the date of manufacture
of the butt plate. First, Second, and Third Model 90 butt plates will interchange with one
another. The critical dimension is the length of the inlet in the buttstock itself, and this
measurement seems to be fairly consistent. The most accurate method in determining the
originality of the butt plate is to examine the fit and finish. Because of the consistent use of
buttstock dimensions and design throughout the Model 90 production period, it is extremely
difficult to determine the originality of a specific buttstock.
The examination of fit and finish of the entire buttstock is the most accurate method in
evaluating originality. With this in mind it is important to note that Win-

Winchester used a hard composition pistol grip cap on its Model 90s throughout the entire production period.
Notice the engraved screwhead that holds the cap in place. Courtesy Cody Firearms Museum,
Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming.

Chester installed the Model 90 butt plate on the unfinished buttstock. With the butt plate in
place, the stock finisher hand sanded the stock to fit the butt plate. Shellac or varnish was
then applied to the buttstock with the butt plate in place. The result is a near perfect fit
between the buttstock and the butt plate.
Winchester also offered a shotgun butt as an extra cost option for the Model 90. This
shotgun butt was available with both a checkered steel butt plate and a hard rubber butt
version. Shotgun butts are exceptionally rare and most collectors will go their entire lives
without seeing one.
Winchester offered a hard rubber grip cap for the Model 90 throughout its entire
production period. These grip caps were oval shaped with the inscription “WINCHESTER
REPEATING ARMS CO.” This cap was attached with a single screw and the bottom of
the grip was inlaid with a groove down the center to hold the cap in place. This inlay was
done by machine in the woodworking department before the stock was finished. The cap
was then installed on the unfinished stock, which was sanded by hand to insure a near
perfect fit between it and the wood. All stock finishing was done with the pistol grip cap in
place.

BUTTSTOCK STAMPINGS

The determination of factory originality for a Winchester Model 90 buttstock often lies
in the practiced eye of the collector. Grain, color, finish, and wood-to-metal fit are the most
often used factors in ascertaining whether or not the wood is factory original. This, for the
most part, is the only guideline that a collector has at his disposal in viewing a Standard
Grade Model 90. This is not the case when looking at a Deluxe Grade Model 90 or one with
a special order stock. As previously discussed in the chapter dealing with the Model 90
receiver, the reader is familiar with Winchester’s practice of stamping the side of the lower
tang with an assembly number and the number of “Xs” that Winchester assigned to the
grade of the wood. This assembly number may also be found stamped underneath the upper
tang on the inlaid portion of the stock tang or, as is more frequently seen, stamped on the
wood behind the butt plate. Occasionally, the “X” designation will also appear stamped on
the wood beside the assembly number. An inspection letter or symbol may also be found as
well. The author is not suggesting that collectors begin taking their stocks and butt plates
off their Model 90s; merely that this information may prove helpful before large amounts
of money are spent on a special order Model 90.

Winchester marked its special order Model 90 buttstocks on the back of the butt with an assembly number.
Serial number 152792 is a pistol grip Deluxe Grade. Dave and Dan Kidd Collection. Photo Steve Kops.

Another example of how Winchester marked its special order Model 90 buttstocks. Serial number 331961 is
factory engraved with a 1-inch shorter than standard length of pull. The number 4136 is an assembly number.
Larry Orr Collection.

One of the most attractive features of a Winchester rifle or shotgun is its buttstock and
forearm. Using only the best quality American black walnut, Winchester endeavored to
stock the Model 90 with a durable and attractive wood that would last a lifetime. Perhaps
the greatest testimony to Winchester’s dedication to building gun- stocks for the Model 90
was the lack of design changes that occurred over the 46-year production history of the
Model 90.

This rare and unusual Model 90, serial number 7326XX, has an unchecked straight grip stock made of tiger
stripe maple. Notice the distinctive slide handle treatment. Unusual Model 90s such as this one frequently were
owned by professional shooters, in this case a man named C. W. Atwell. This Model 90 was purchased from the
original owner by John and Inez Largent of Aurora, Indiana in the 1930’s. Thomas and John Largent Family
Collection. Photo John Ullrich.

The left side of the nickel receiver of serial number 7326XX featuring a 5-pointed star. Thomas and John
Largent Family Collection. Photo John Ulrich.

The right side of serial number 7326XX with the name “C.W. Atwell” engraved in nickel. Thomas and John
Largent Family Collection. Photo John Ulrich.

Adolph Topperwein was a professional exhibition shooter of world renown. In 1901 Winchester hired Ad
Topperwein to travel around the country demonstrating the superiority of Winchester firearms. This photo
was taken of Topperwein in 1906 when he shot at 72,500 2!A-inch wooden blocks. He hit 72,491 over ten days
of shooting. He used three Winchester Model 03’s. Courtesy Cody Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical
Center, Cody, Wyoming.

Ad Topperwein used just about every model of Winchester rifle and shotgun to demonstrate his unequaled
shooting skill. Serial number 607888, chambered in .22 Short, was his personal Model 1890. This half nickel
Model 90 was stocked with a straight grip unchecked bird’s eye maple. Straight grip unchecked maple Model
90s are extremely rare. Courtesy Cody Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming.

Serial number 170369 was presented to the famous Plinky Topperwein by Winchester in appreciation for her
exhibition shooting for the company. This Model 1890 has a silver-plated receiver with a silver name plate
inlaid in the buttstock which is checkered in the Semi-deluxe style. The rifle is chambered for the .22 Short
cartridge. Courtesy Cody Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming.

The silver inlaid name plate on Plinky Topperwein’s Model 1890 reads “Mrs. Adolph Topperwein, San
Antonio, Texas. ” Courtesy Cody Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming.

The greatest shooting couple to ever represent a firearms manufacturer. Ad and Plinky Topperwein toured the
United States, Mexico and Canada illustrating to the public Winchester’s quality line of firearms. Both were
extraordinary shots, not only with a rifle but also with pistol and shotgun. These photos were taken from the
Winchester Record, Aug. 1, 1919. Courtesy Cody Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody,
Wyoming.

Chapter V
Factory Engraved Model 1890s
The production years of the Model 90 were also the halcyon days of engraving and stock
carving at the Winchester Repeating Arms Company. Those were the days of the Ulrichs,
Gough, Stokes, and others whose work is considered superior.
During the late 19th and early 20th centuries, Winchester engravers also made die
stamps and did stock carving. Perhaps their most important task, as far as the company was
concerned, was to cut the dies that were used in every day production. When the need for
their engraving talents came along, they were paid on a per job basis, based on the retail
price of the engraving, usually at a rate of 40 percent to 50 percent of the retail price.
Winchester factory engraving of the late 1800s and early 1900s is very rare and highly
sought after by collectors. Some of the more ornate factory engraving is signed, but many
outstanding examples are not.1 In order to assist the collector, not with identifying certain
styles, but rather to give a chronological history of which engravers worked for Winchester
and when, a table is provided for reference. This information is by no means definitive, for
there were apprentices and other journeymen engravers who have yet to be identified as
Winchester factory engravers.1 2 This

1. The practice of signing or marking pieces with a stamp engraving was done in the custom of the old German practice
of marking work done by the leading engraving contractor. This was the practice followed during Conrad F. Ulrich’s
term as leading contractor but was not followed by Herman Ulrich. When John Ulrich became the prime contractor, this
practice was reestablished. Thus, depending on who the lead contractor was, an engraved Winchester may have been
signed by the engraver who actually did the work or marked by the contractor under whom it was done. Herbert G.
Houze, “Appearance of Evidence,” footnote number 9, unpublished article for ARMAX, Journal of the Cody Firearms
Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical Center. It appears that the fine art world has encountered the same difficulties. At the
beginning of the 20th century, Rembrandt was credited with over 1,000 paintings. By the end of this century he will have
only painted 250 canvasses. An ongoing study of the Dutch master has brought to light the practice of his students and
apprentices signing Rembrandt’s name to their work with the knowledge and consent of the master himself. As a result,
many art experts cannot agree on the correct attribution for a number of paintings which were previously regarded as
genuine Rembrandts. If art experts have this much difficulty with Rembrandt, then one can imagine the complications
facing those who wish to authenticate 19th and early 20th century Winchester factory engravers. Peter Plagens, “Real
Deal Rembrandt,” Newsweek, p. 50-52, Sept. 30,1991.
2. This information regarding the dates of employment of these engravers was taken from R.L. Wilson’s Winchester
Engraving, second edition, and an unpublished article for ARMAX, Journal of the Cody Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill
Historical Center, by Herbert G. Houze, “The Appearance of Evidence: A Brief Examination of the Life and Work of
Herman Leslie Ulrich,” 1990. According to Houze, Herman Leslie Ulrich continued to perform engraving work for
Winchester as an outside contractor between 1918 and his retirement in 1923. These dates are approximate and do not in
any way imply that these engravers did or did not engrave any Winchester Model 1890s. These dates also do not
specifically indicate when these engravers worked directly for Winchester or engraved firearms for Winchester as
outside contractors. The practice of using outside contractors was common for Winchester, not only for engraving but
also for barrels, stocks, screws, and other component parts. One should not draw a distinction between factory
engraving and outside engraving because the work was done for Winchester prior to the final assembly and sale of the
rifle.

table will, however, provide the collector with a general idea of who may have engraved
those few Model 90s that still survive today.
MAJOR WINCHESTER FACTORY ENGRAVERS
Conrad F. Ulrich ............................................................................ 1871 to 1894
Herman L. Ulrich .................................................1870 to 1880 & 1897 to 1923
John Ulrich ..................................................................................... 1875 to 1918
John A. Gough ................................................................................ 1905 to 1918
Angelo J. Stokes ............................................................................. 1905 to 1917
Leslie B. Ulrich .............................................................................. 1908 to 1925
Alden G. Ulrich ............................................................................. 1919 to 1949
TABLE 3
The above engravers and their lesser known colleagues did, for the most part, follow the
engraving patterns and stock checkering and carving as shown on the Winchester 1897
catalog of “Highly Finished Arms.”
WINCHESTER’S HIGHLY FINISHED ARMS CATALOG

In October 1897, Winchester published its famous catalog outlining engraving and stock
carving available on Winchester rifles and shotguns. While the company states
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Winchester’s first attempt to introduce an organized and defined firearm engraving and stock carving
presentation was its October 1897 “Highly Finished Arms” catalog. These engraving offerings in this catalog
were meant to provide a guideline to Winchester’s customers. Many of the engraved Model 1890s followed the
styles of engraving offered in this catalog exactly. Other engraved Model 90s incorporated a combination of
various engraving styles to form a distinctive style all its own.

the patterns shown in its catalog are only proposals, it can be assumed that the vast majority
of engraved Winchesters followed the general format for each engraving pattern and stock
carving. But Winchester states in this catalog that:
We can reproduce any of these styles of engraving, inlaying, carving, or
checking which may be desired on any of our rifles, excepting on the model
1890 and on the Single Shot, or we can substitute, without extra charge, other
animal scenes where the style of ornamentation permits it, provided such
substitution does not involve a greater amount of work.
This reference to the Model 1890 most likely refers to the smaller slide handle of the
Model 90, limiting the use of the intricate carving patterns found on the larger rifles and
shotguns as well as its small frame that would make it difficult to engrave with an elaborate
pattern. In addition, Winchester offered its customers a choice of English and Circassian
walnut stocks as well as bird’s-eye maple or other fancy woods. The catalog furthermore
mentions special finishes available to the customer.
WINCHESTER SPECIAL FINISHES -1897
Full Nickel Plating ...............................................................................
....... $4.00
Nickel-Plating Trimmings ...................................................................
......... 2.50
Silver-Plating Trimmings ....................................................................
......... 4.00
Gold-Plating Trimmings ......................................................................
....... 10.00
Engraving Scrolls on Barrel at Breech and Tip...................................
......... 2.50
Engraving Scrolls on Barrel & Inlaying Gold and Platinum Bands at Breech
and Tip ............................................................................................
......... 5.00
Fancy Walnut Stock and Forearm ......................................................
......... 5.00
Matted Barrels .....................................................................................
.........5.00
TABLE 4
Winchester offered the customer 10 different styles of engraving, numbered from one to
10, and eight different styles of stock carving from “A” to “H.” The price of the engraving
ranged from $250 to $5, and the stock carvings were priced from $60 to $5. The engravers
and carvers were paid at a rate of roughly 40 percent of the retail price.
According to research done by former Cody Firearms Museum Curator Herbert Houze,
the responsibility for compiling and drawing this new engraving catalog fell to Herman
Leslie Ulrich upon his return to Winchester. The engraving patterns were, according to
Houze, an effort to reduce production cost by substituting the “...easily done pointille
ground...for the lined grounds for scroll work....”3 Herman L. Ulrich continued to play an
important role at Winchester throughout the rest of his tenure at the company. In 1904
Ulrich moved from Hartford to New Haven where he had an exclusive engraving contract
with Winchester. He also directed the Winchester Engraving Department and saw to the
training of apprentices. The expansion of the

3. Herbert G. Houze, “The Appearance of Evidence.

HIGHLY FINISHED WINCHESTER RIFLES.
AN INEXPENSIVELY ENGRAVED MODEL 1892 WINCHESTER RIFLE.

Engraving style number 6. This style of engraving is seldom seen on a Model 1890. Winchester engravers were paid
between $10.00 and $12.00 to execute this pattern. Notice the scroll work on the breech end of the barrel.

This Model 1890pistol grip Deluxe Grade is an outstanding example. Serial number 152792 is chambered for
the .22 Short cartridge. This rifle is also fitted with a Lyman Combination front sight, Winchester Sporting
rear sight, and a Lyman tang sight with cup disc. Dave and Dan Kidd Collection. Photo Steve Kops.

This Second Model case colored 1890 is a rare straight grip Deluxe Grade. Serial number 50181 is chambered
for the .22 Short and also has a special order ivory bead front sight. Dave and Dan Kidd Collection. Photo
Steve Kops.

Colonel Gastron Pordererry ordered 20 Model 1890s from Winchester with pistol grip Deluxe Grades with full
nickel finish. Each rifle had a number 1 through 20 inlaid in silver on the right side of the buttstock. Serial
number 268238 is part of that set of Model 90s; number 17 in the serial of 20. All were chambered for the .22
Short cartridge. Dave and Dan Kidd Collection. Photo Steve Kops.

Perhaps two of the most outstanding examples of Second Model case colored engraved Model 1890s are serial numbers 60558 and
61338. Serial number 60558 is pictured at the top and is a pistol grip Deluxe Grade engraved in the number 8 pattern. Serial
number 61338, pictured at the bottom, is also a pistol grip Deluxe Grade with engraving executed in the number 10 pattern. Serial
number 61338, Arnold Biscontini Collection. Photo Butterfield and Butterfield, San Francisco.

\tleft side of serial numbers 60558 and 61338. Serial number 60558, |l Ik
top, displays the standard number 8 scene of squirrels. At the lorn, serial
number 61338 shows a deer within a circle, the litional scene on a
number 10 pattern. Serial number 60558 Private imn. Serial number
61338. Arnold Biscontini Collection. Photo ield and Butterfield, San
Francisco.

The right side of serial numbers 60558 and 61338. At the top, serial number
60558 shows the rabbit vignette that was often applied to the number 8 pattern.
At the bottom, serial number 61338, illustrates the scroll design standard on the
right side of the number 10 pattern. Serial number 60558, Private Collection.
Serial number 61338, Arnold Biscontini Collection. Photo Butterfield and
Butterfield, San Francisco.

This Model 1890 features an extremely rare silver receiver engraved in the number 8 pattern. The pistol grip Deluxe Grade
buttstock has another exceptionally scarce special order detail; a Swiss butt plate. Serial number 121679 also has a special order
Globe front sight with a Lyman tang sight. The rear sight slot has a blank installed. Paul Vanderlinden Collection. Photo Robert
Casey.

Serial number 121679 has an elk in place of the squirrels on the left side of the receiver in this number 8 pattern. The treatment of
the border surrounding the center panel is also distinctive. On the right side of the receiver is a deer in place of the usual rabbits.
Either the customer or the engraver wanted to do something different from the standard number 8 design. Paul Vanderlinden
Collection. Photo Robert Casey.

Serial number 7728 is the only known First Model 1890 in a Deluxe Grade. While this rifle did not leave Winchester as a Deluxe
Grade in 1891 it was returned to the factory in 1912 to have the Deluxe Grade buttstock added. This Model 1890 is in superb
condition. Both wood and metal finish are factory original.
Courtesy Cody Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming.

A close-up view of the left side of serial number 7728. This color photo shows what a factory original case colored receiver should
look like. The different color hues are what attracts many collectors to case colored Model 90s. Courtesy Cody Firearms Museum,
Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming.

A top view of serial number 7728. Notice that the breech bolt is blued, the hammer case colored, as well as the tang. Careful study
will reveal the Winchester Proof Marks on the barrel and receiver. This is indisputable evidence that the rifle was returned to the
factory after 1908. Courtesy Cody Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming.

Serial number 342422 is an early Third Model 90 with number 8 engraving on a gold wash receiver. This rifle also features a pistol
grip Deluxe Grade buttstock with an inlaid gold presentation plate. Paul Vanderlinden Collection. Photo Robert Casey.

A view of the left side of serial number 342422 showing the customary number 8 engraving pattern. Paul
Vanderlinden Collection. Photo Robert Casey.

A close-up view of the engraved buttstock plate on serial number 342422. The plate reads, “John J. Emery On His 13th Birthday."
Notice the engraved border on the top of the butt plate in front of the top screw.
Paul Vanderlinden Collection. Photo Robert Casey.

A Third Model 90 engraved in the number 8 pattern with a gold wash receiver and gold plated butt plate in a Winchester leather
fitted case. The factory also supplied an extra supply of small parts with this rifle. Serial number 699715 is chambered for the .22
WRF cartridge. The engraving is attributed to George Ulrich who engraved for Winchester from 1919 to 1949 and, because this
Model 90 was built in 1924, the engraving would be an example of his early work. Private Collection. Photo Butterfield and
Butterfield, San Francisco.

The right and left sides of serial number 699715. The scroll and border treatment are reminiscent of the Ulrich style. Private
Collection. Photo Butterfield and Butterfield, San Francisco.

One of the most ornate Model 1890s known is serial number 503128. The straight grip stock is carved in the style "B" pattern. Any
style of stock carving on Model 1890s is exceedingly rare. The left side of the receiver features a unique vignette; a squirrel and a
rattlesnake. Notice the gold line work surrounding the borders. This is a modified number 8 pattern. Private Collection.

The right side of the receiver of serial number 503128 reveals a running rabbit. Notice the fine attention to detail given the body of
the rabbit. The style of engraving is similar in execution to Winchester factory engraver Angelo J. Stokes and may be attributed to
him. Private Collection.

A view of the carving on the slide handle of serial number 503128. Such intricate carving work on Model 1890 slide handles is
equally as rare as grip carving. Considering the price the factory charged for such work, $40.00 in 1915, only a handful of Model
90s were carved in this manner. Private Collection.

The number 6 pattern shown in the 1897 Winchester catalog is not usually seen on a Model 1890. The customer who ordered serial
number 143351 obviously admired the pattern so much that he had it executed exactly. In the 1897 catalog the number 6 pattern
was shown on a Model 1892. When the pattern was executed on a Model 1890, the absence of the loading port allowed the engraver
to use more of the receiver for the vignette. The right side is also an exact likeness of the number 6 pattern shown in the catalog.
Gordon Peden Collection.

Serial number 47381 features the number 8 engraving pattern executed on a gold wash receiver. This Second Model 1890 has a
nickel barrel, Beaches combination front sight and a Lyman tang sight. Very few Model 1890s had a gold wash receiver finish.
This finish was quite susceptible to wear because of the extremely delicate nature of the gold wash. Paul Vanderlinden Collection.
Photo Robert Casey.

The right side of serial number 47381 showing the standard number 8 engraving pattern. Paul Vanderlinden Collection. Photo
Robert Casey.

One of the few Model 90s that can be positively attributed to factory engraver John A. Gough. Serial number 502817 was engraved
by Gough in the number 9 pattern with figures more suitable to the Model 90 caliber. On the left side Gough used a bobcat and on
the right side the more traditional squirrel. Arnold Biscontini Collection.

One of the more rare variations of the Model 1890 are rifles stocked with bird’s-eye maple. Serial number 600852 is a pistol grip
Deluxe Grade chambered for the .22 Short and shows a very dense bird’s-eye grain pattern. Arnold Biscontini Collection,.

HIGHLY FINISHED WINCHESTER RIFLES.
A STYLE OF ENGRAVING SUITABLE FOR THE MODEL 1890 WINCHESTER RIFLE.

Style of Engraving
No. 8, $15.00.

This style of engraving is especially suitable for
rifles having small frames, such as the Model 1890
and the Single Shot. The engraving is of the scroll pattern
surrounded with fine outline work. In selecting a style of ornamentation for a
rifle with a small receiver, care should be taken not to use too much engraving.
Any Winchester rifle can be ornamented with this style of engraving. The receiver is engraved with
fine line work and arabesque scrolls. The animals are in line engraving and surrounded with a frame of
border work. The butt plate is also engraved.
Price of this style of Engraving, $15.00.
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HIGHLY FINISHED WINCHESTER RIFLES.
A STYLE OF ENGRAVING SUITABLE FOR THE MODEL 1890 WINCHESTER RIFLE.
RE V ER S E S ID E.

Style of Checking
H, $5.00.

Other small animals can be substituted for
those shown in the illustrations, or the sides of the
receiver can be engraved entirely with scroll and
leaf designs for the same price.
On this Model only the butt stock is checked, the form of the action
slide handle making it impracticable to carve or check it. It is grooved to
prevent the hand from slipping when operating it.
No other style of forearm or action slide can be furnished with this rifle.
Price of this style of Checking, $5.00.
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Engraving style number 8 was a favorite choice of Model 1890 customers. The coverage and subject matter
was a perfect engraving pattern for the Model 90. Notice the absence of scroll work on the breech end of the
barrels in this pattern.

HIGHLY FINISHED WINCHESTER RIFLES.
A MODEL 1892 RIFLE ENGRAVED IN A STYLE PRICED AT *10.00.

L.
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Style of Engraving
No. 9, Sio.oo.

This ornamentation consists of scroll,
border, and outline engraving. The forearm tip and butt plate are engraved; also
the barrel at the breech. This is a very popular style of finish. On each side of the receiver,
there is a scene engraved in outline, surrounded by
scroll and border work. Either of the vignettes on page 25 can
If another animal scene is substituted no engraving will be put upon the

be substituted for those shown
barrel.
Price of this style of Engraving, $10.00.

HIGHLY FINISHED WINCHESTER RIFLES.
A MODEL 1892 RIFLE ENGRAVED IN A STYLE PRICED AT $10.00.
RE V ER S E S ID E.

Style of Checking
H, $5.00.

Monograms, not involving a greater
amount of work than one of the scenes in
this style, will be engraved on one side of
the receiver if preferred, at the same price,
but in that case the opposite side will be ornamented with scroll work only and the barrel will
not be engraved.
The butt stock and forearm are finished with our regular checking.
Price of this style of Checking, $5.00.
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This style 9 was also a popular one for the Model 90. Engravers were paid about $5.00 to create this pattern. This
style of engraving features a more open scroll work and slightly less coverage than the number 8 pattern.

HIGHLY FINISHED WINCHESTER RIFLES.
A MODEL 1892 RIFLE WITH AN INEXPENSIVE STYLE OF ENGRAVING.

Style of Engraving
No. io, $5.00.

The illustrations on this and the
opposite page show an inexpensive style of
ornamentation. Anyone wishing to ornament a rifle at small expense will find this
style very desirable, as it possesses the characteristics of the more elaborate and costly styles.
The receiver is engraved with ornamental scrolls and embossed borPrice of this style of Engraving, $5.00.
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HIGHLY FINISHED WINCHESTER RIFLES.
A MODEL 1892 RIFLE WITH AN INEXPENSIVE STYLE OF ENGRAVING.
RE V ER S E S ID E.

Style of Checking
H, $5.00.

The price of ornamenting a rifle in
this style will not permit any great deviation from that shown in the illustrations.
Only Deer, Antelope, or Elk will be
engraved on a rifle for this price, but
they can be made to appear in different attitudes.
Initials in fine line engraving can be substituted for the
animal, but there will be an extra charge for monograms.
The butt stock and forearm are checked in our regular style. Price of this style of Checking, $5.00.

Engraving style 10 was a fairly popular one for the Model 90 due mainly to its low costs. Engravers were paid
between $2.00 and $2.50 to complete this style of engraving.

HIGHLY FINISHED WINCHESTER RIFLES.
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Winchester also offered its customers other engraving options as well. This page from the 1897 catalog shows
just a few of the possibilities for engraving scenes of the Model 1890 or any other Winchester.

company’s engraving pattern selections can be attributed to Herman Ulrich as well as the
enduring commitment to the continued high quality work produced by Winchester
engravers during these years.4
The legacy left by Herman Ulrich and others is visible in the work of another
Winchester engraver who is beginning to gain much deserved recognition: John A. Gough.
Gough displayed the obvious Ulrich influence while attempting to develop a style of his
own. His later work, done between 1913 and 1918, reveals his continued efforts to
formulate his own unique style. In research compiled by Herbert Houze on John Gough,
Houze states that “Gough’s work of 1913 demonstrates an ever- increasing mastery of his
craft. The style of his scroll work...appears more crisply done.”5 By 1914 Gough’s work,
particularly with animals, had improved even further as Houze states: “The composition of
the engraving with its combination of shaped vignettes, spiked leaf foliate scrolls, polished
plain ribands and a very fine granular ground produced a striking impression.”6 The
collector is very fortunate that numerous examples of Gough’s work remain through
Winchester photographs. The identi4. Ibid.
5. Herbert G. Houze, “John A. Gough: A New Perspective,” an unpublished article for ARMAX, Journal of the Cody
Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical Center.
6. Ibid.

A close-up of both the left and right side of serial number 143351. This Model 1890 was shipped from the
factory on Dec. 10, 1902 engraved in the number 6 pattern. Based on information presented in Table 3, this
Model 90 may have been engraved by Herman Ulrich, John Ulrich, or one of their apprentices. The scroll
work shows the Ulrich influence, as does the artistic impression of the animals. These two close-ups will help
the collector study the subtle engraving techniques in use at the factory during this period. Gordon Peden
Collection.

Between 1910 and 1915 Winchester had photographs taken of its various firearms for reference and review purposes. We are fortunate in
having these photos of John A. Gough’s engravings of Model 1890s for their historical significance. These photos clearly show the range of
Gough’s talents. Serial number 502819 is similar to the number 8pattern shown in the 1897 engraving catalog. Courtesy Cody Firearms
Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming.

Serial number 505807 bears a slight resemblance to pattern number 9. Perhaps the most noticeable dissimilarity between Gough and the
Ulrichs’ is Gough’s scroll treatment. His anatomical interpretation of various animals is possibly superior to the Ulrichs’. Courtesy Cody
Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming.

An unidentified Model 1890 presumably engraved by Gough during this same period. The scroll work is comparable to other works
attributed to Gough. Notice the checkered slide handle. Courtesy Cody Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming.

/I mew? unusual Winchester engraving pattern. Serial number 449006 is done entirely in scroll. The vast majority of
engraved Model 1890s have animal or bird scenes and vignettes. Courtesy Cody Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical
Center, Cody, Wyoming.

fication of Winchester factory engraving is best left to the experts because one must spend
years examining each engraver’s work and even then there is no definitive way to know for
certain who actually did the work.
ENGRAVING RECORDS FOR THE MODEL 1890

We are most fortunate in having at least a partial record of engraved Model 90s. The
329,999 Model 90s listed in the company’s warehouse shipping records represent about 42
percent of the total number of rifles sold. This is an excellent source to draw from and it
will give the collector a fairly accurate impression of the kinds of finishes and types of
engraving found on the Model 90.
FIRST MODEL: (See Appendix A, Chart 90-6A)
The only record of engraved Model 90s for this production cycle are four guns engraved
with the owner’s name on the side of the receiver. Three of these guns were sold to the
same individual who had the name “The Great Wonder” engraved on the receiver. This was
obviously done for someone who had a high opinion of himself but who, no doubt, was
probably an exhibition shooter of some distinction.
SECOND MODEL— Case Colored Receiver Variation: (See Table 90-1)
Statistically, there were more engraved Model 90s sold during this production period on
a per thousand basis than at any other time in the records. There were 28
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engraved Model 90s sold during this period, of which eight had only the owner’s name
engraved on the receiver. This leaves 20 engraved guns done in a factory pattern. The first
two engraved Model 90s were completed in 1893. Both were engraved in the number 9
pattern, and both were consecutively numbered. The most popular engraving pattern was
the number 8 style, which featured the Model 90 done in this pattern in the 1897 catalog.
One of the number 8 engraved Model 90s also featured gold and scroll bands at breech and
tip of barrel. A close second was the number 10 pattern, which was Winchester’s least
expensive advertised engraving pattern. Of the six number 10 pattern guns, three were
Standard Grade guns, two were Deluxe Grade pistol grip guns, and one was a Semi-Deluxe
checkered Model 90. The number 9 pattern was engraved on only three Model 90s, making
it the most rare case colored receiver pattern done during this period. Two of these number
9 pattern guns were Deluxe pistol grip guns with Swiss butt plates consecutively
numbered. The third number 9 was also a Deluxe pistol grip with an optional oil finish.
Each of the three gold receiver Model 90s were Deluxe Grade pistol grip guns with
nickel barrels engraved in the number 8 pattern. The only silver receiver Model 90 was
also a Deluxe pistol grip engraved in the number 8 pattern. Both the gold and silver
receiver guns had gold or silver butt plates to match the receiver.
SECOND MODEL — Blued Receiver Variation: (See Table 90-2)
During this production cycle, Winchester sold 38 engraved Model 90s of which 22 had
only the owner’s name engraved on the receiver. One of these guns had a blue
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receiver, one had a gold receiver, and 21 had nickel receivers. Twenty of these nickeled
guns were full nickel and were ordered by Colonel Gastron Pordererry in two consecutively
numbered sets of 10 guns each. The colonel had each gun numbered in silver on the left side
of the butt stock. The remaining nickeled receiver Model 90 was a half nickel gun fitted
with a maple stock.
Of the remaining 15 engraved guns that were sold during this period, 10 were engraved
in the number 8 pattern, one in the number 9 pattern, two in the number 10, and only one in
the number 6 pattern. One nickel-plated gun was engraved in a scroll pattern. The last
engraved Model 90 was not listed in the records as having been engraved with a specific
pattern.
Both number 10 pattern Model 90s were Standard Grade guns with no additional
features. The one number 9 engraved gun was also a Standard Grade Model 90. Of the five
blued receiver number 8 engraved guns, only one was a Standard Grade Model 90 while
three were fitted with Deluxe Grade pistol grip stocks, one of which had a silver butt plate
and the other a “D” carved stock. The last blued receiver engraved number 8 Model 90 was
also a Deluxe Grade pistol grip gun that was fitted with a matted barrel.
All four gold receiver Model 90s were Deluxe Grade pistol grip guns, however one of
these guns received more ornate treatment than usual and was provided with a proof mark
due to its date of final assembly. This Model 90 was so special that the warehouse record
clerk added a separate page in his journal to accommodate the description of this unique
Model 90.

Received Jan. 4/1909
Sold Jan. 5/1909
.22 Long
C.S.P.G.
Lyman front and rear sight.
No rear sight seat.
Gold Plated Trimmings.
Eng. $6q
Eng. initials O.1.1908
on top of receiver
Eng. scrolls on Bbl.
& inlay Gold Band
at Breech & Muzzle.
Proof Mark placed
on face of receiver
just below Mag.
Also on rear end
of Bbl. on right
of Mag. just forward
of Eng. Scroll.

This engraved Model 1890, serial number 248337, is executed in the number 8 pattern. The rifle is chambered
for the .22 WRF cartridge. Felix A. Bedlan Collection.

A view of the leftside of serial number 248337. Felix A. Bedlan Collection.

The solitary silver receiver Model 90 engraved in the number 8 pattern was also a
special gun. On the barrel was engraved “Made expressly for Capt. Hardy,” and the pistol
grip butt stock was checkered in the Deluxe Grade pattern.
The Model 90, engraved in the scroll pattern at a retail price of $2, was a .22 Short
Deluxe Grade pistol grip gun with nickel trim and was ordered by the customer with no
inside magazine tube.
In summary, factory engraved Model 90s are extremely rare and choice collector pieces.
For the period 1890 to October 1907 only 69 guns were engraved at the factory. Of these,
only 36 were engraved with a Winchester engraving pattern; the remaining 33 were
engraved with the owner’s name only on the receiver. If we look at the total number of
pattern engraved Winchester Model 90s sold up to serial number 329,999, these are the
results:

FACTORY ENGRAVED MODEL 1890S
Serial Number 1-329,999
Pattern
Case/Color
Blue
Nickel
Gold
Silver
Total

#10
6
2
0
0
0
8

#9
3
1
0
0
0
4

#8
7
5
0
7
2
21

#6
0
1
0
0
0
1

Scroll
0
0
1
0
0
1

Unknown
0
1
0
0
0
1

TABLE 5

FACTORY ENGRAVED MODEL 1890S BY CALIBER
Serial Numbers 1-329,999
Pattern
Case/Color:
Short
Long
WRF
Blue:
Short
Long
WRF
Nickel:
Short
Long
WRF
Gold:
Short
Long
WRF
Silver:
Short
Long
WRF
Total

#10

#9

#8

#6

Scroll

U/K

Total

4
0
2

2
0
1

3
1
3

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

9
1
6

2
0
0

1
0
0

3
0
2

0
1
0

0
0
0

1
0
0

7
1
2

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

1
0
0

0
0
0

1
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

6
1
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

6
1
0

0
0
0
8

0
0
0
4

2
0
0
21

0
0
0
1

0
0
0
1

0
0
0
1

2
0
0
36

TABLE 6
Based on the above information, there is no doubt that factory-engraved Model 1890s are
extremely rare and desirable to the collector. Table 5 shows the relative

The right side of serial number 248337. Notice that both sides of this rifle follow the number 8 pattern exactly
as shown in the 1897 engraving catalog. Felix A. Bedlan Collection.

A rare view of the top of the receiver of serial number 248337. This delicate scroll work was a definite
compliment to the small lines of the Model 90. Felix A. Bedlan Collection.

rarity of the engraving patterns with the number 8 pattern the most popular, followed by the
number 10 and number 9 patterns. The number 6 and the scroll-only pattern were only
ordered once each. If we look at Table 6, which illustrates the types of patterns used on
various calibers, the rarity of a particular combination becomes more complex. It is no
surprise that the majority, 69 percent, of engraved Model 90s were chambered for the
popular .22 Short. A total of eight WRF Model 90s were engraved, but only three Model 90s
chambered for the .22 Long were embellished at the factory. These factory engraved rifles
will be seldom seen, and when they are encountered the collector will have an invaluable
opportunity to see a truly outstand-

Not all engraved Model 90s were executed with scroll and animal scenes. A few were hand engraved with the
owner’s name or initials on the side of the receiver or barrel. Serial number 331961 is a very late Second
Model pistol grip Deluxe Grade with the owner’s initials engraved on the left side of the receiver.
Larry Orr Collection.

ing example of the gun engravers’ art.
A word of caution to the collector, be he a beginner or an experienced veteran: it is a
most difficult task to determine whether an engraved Winchester was done by a particular
engraver and when the work was likely performed. Herbert G. Houze, former curator of the
Cody Firearms Museum and a man who has had numerous occasions to view original
factory engraving, has written one of the best explanations of the pitfalls the collector faces
when attempting to assign a specific engraver to a specific firearm. Houze writes:.
“In the study of art, the attribution or identification of unsigned pieces as
being from the hand of a particular engraver, painter or sculptor is always
problematic; for, although some degree of certainty can be achieved if an
attribution is based on comparison with a number of signed, or otherwise
positively identified pieces, absolute proof is, by the anonymous nature of
unsigned works, always lacking. Further affecting this process is, as Jonathan
Richardson the Elder noted two and a half centuries ago, the fact that the
appearance of evidence is different to each observer. Thus, the ultimate
acceptance or rejection of an attribution are matters based not only upon study
but also personal belief tempered by emotion.
“Within the study of nineteenth and early twentieth century American
firearms decoration the attribution of unsigned work has in the past not been
terribly precise. In part, this was substantially due to the marked lack

of any considerable body of signed work to use as a comparison base, as well as
the simplistic approaches taken to the subject by the majority of researchers.
For the most part, attributions have primarily been based upon the manufacturer
of particular arms together with the dates specific engravers worked, or are
presumed to have worked for them, and the resemblance of the decoration to
that encountered on like firearms of comparable dates.
The former course, however, can result in what Sir John Pope-Hennessy
describes as the tendency of some observers ‘to construct from authenticated
works an ideal image of an artist, and to free it of those [works] which seem not
to conform.’ Though rarely mentioned, there is also the corollary to
Pope-Hennessy’s remark, of attributing to the hand of a particular artist those
unsigned works which would enhance the desired image that are, in fact, the
work of others.”7
The collector who faces the decision of giving accreditation to an engraved Winchester
Model 90 would do well to follow these words. Those engraved Model 1890s that can be
authenticated by factory records do not pose the problem that later engraved rifles will.
The best advice is to seek expert advice.

7. Herbert G. Houze, “The Appearance of Evidence.

Chapter VI
Prototype and Experimental
Model 1890s
If John Browning played an important role in helping Winchester with new innovations
for its firearms, then equal weight must be given to Winchester’s own gun designers who
were unequaled at improving existing designs. Men such as William Mason, Frank Burton,
T.G. Bennett, and T.C. Johnson each played a pivotal role in the improvement of the
original Model 1890 design. In addition to these improvements, these designers also
developed new concepts and proposals that, while lacking practical applications, were
instrumental in the implementation and enhancement of later designs for other models.

Thomas Crosly Johnson was one of Winchester’s most talented firearms designers and engineers. Best known
for his Model 1912 design, Johnson was responsible for many of the improvements found in the Model 1890.
Courtesy Cody Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming.

A quick glimpse at this Second Model 90 does not reveal anything unusual. A closer look shows that the front of
the receiver was changed by designer William Mason. The rifle was also fitted with an automatic cartridge
cut-off and a sear timing lever for experimental work. Courtesy Cody Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill
Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming.

A closer perspective of the unusual shape of the receiver of this experimental Model 1890. This rifle has no
serial number. Courtesy Cody Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming.

This early Research and Development Department consisted of a small group of men,
six to 10 at the most, whose talents for machining and invention were allowed free rein.
Perhaps the most important of these was William Mason. We have already discussed his
personal background and his significance in the development of the Model 90 takedown
system, but his continued efforts and those of his colleagues to experiment with the Model
90 in the hope that Winchester could expand its share of the small bore rifle market offer an
interesting view of the company’s commitment to continued research excellence.
If a designer was successful in obtaining a patent or distinguished himself in some other
way, the company would write a letter of commendation enclosed with a one dollar bill as a
symbol of management’s appreciation. It was a tightly knit group that stood on the cutting
edge of firearms technology for many years.

MODEL 1890 EXPERIMENTAL TAKEDOWN SYSTEMS

One of William Mason’s areas of expertise was the development of takedown systems
for solid frame guns. His successful patent on Dec. 6,1892 for the Model 90 was
culminated with the introduction of the Second Model. Mason was not the only one
working on this improvement. Thomas. G. Bennett also had a talent for firearm design
improvement, and his approach to the takedown system was somewhat different from
Mason’s.

The right side of a Model 1890 receiver showing Bennett’s unique takedown lever device. Courtesy Cody
Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming.

A close-up view of T.G. Bennet’s takedown lever, with the receiver removed. Courtesy Cody Firearms Museum,
Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming.
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Patent number 487,465 was awarded to T.G. Bennett for a unique takedown design for the Model 90. Instead of a screw or pin, Bennett’s
design incorporated the use of a lever to separate the receiver from the guard assembly. The design worked quite well; herein lay the
problem. It worked so well that if the shooter inadvertently touched the lever with his finger, the rifle would separate. Courtesy Cody
Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming.
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Patent number 487,466 was T.G. Bennett’s second patent design for a takedown device for the Model 1890. This design utilized a pin to
hold the receiver and guard assembly together. The pin was attached to an arm which fit into a small notch in the receiver. The shooter
removed the arm from the notch, unscrewed the pin from the receiver and pulled it out, separating the two parts. Courtesy Cody Firearms
Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming.

The right side of a Model 90 receiver showing Bennett’s pin and arm arrangement. The device worked well
enough but scratched the side of the receiver when the pin was unscrewed from the receiver. Courtesy Cody
Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming.

A close-up view of Bennett’s pin and arm device with the receiver removed. Courtesy Cody Fireaims Museum,
Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming.

The first of Bennett’s takedown designs was United States Patent number 487,465,
granted the same day as Mason’s takedown patent. Instead of using a screw to hold the
guard to the receiver, Bennett used a lever to join the guard to the receiver. A rib was
machined on the bottom of the guard to provide grooves so the forward part of the receiver
could slide onto the guard. This method also prevented any vertical or longitudinal
movement. When the lever was moved from its locking position near the trigger guard to a
forward position, the receiver became detached from the guard. In actual practice this
method works extremely well, and therein lies its weakness. It works so well that the two
halves can be separated inadvertently if the right forefinger comes into contact with the
lever.
Bennett’s second attempt at a practical takedown system is seen in his patent number
487,466 granted Dec. 6, 1892. This time Bennett used a locking pin to secure the receiver to
the guard. The end of the pin was threaded so that it could be screwed into the receiver, and
the pin was attached to an arm that acted as a locking device in the side of the receiver after
the receiver and guard were fitted together. The arm had a small projection on the back that
held it securely in a notch on the side of the receiver. Again this method worked well. It was
not as easy to unfasten the pin from the receiver as Bennett claimed, but the two halves of
the gun were held more securely than in his first attempt. Despite T.G. Bennett’s patents,
both of which were feasible, Winchester decided on William Mason’s design as being the
most practical of the three designs.

MASON’S GAS-OPERATED MODEL 1890

Perhaps the most unconventional experimental Model 90 was William Mason’s
gas-operated rifle. United States Patent number 525,151 was granted to Mason on Aug.
28,1894. This was not the first attempt at Winchester to produce a gas-operated .22 caliber
rifle. In May 1889, Winchester designers worked on a drawing that looked similar to
Mason’s patent for a gas-operated rifle, but it was not until Mason perfected the design in
1894 that a patent was granted. Mason’s gas-operated design utilized an existing Model
1890. Mason considered a method that would convert the

An early drawing of William Mason’s gas operated Model 1890 invention. The drawing is dated June 25, 1891.
Unlike other talented designers, Mason worked with drawings to perfect his concepts before he built them.,
Courtesy Cody Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming.

W. MASON.
. MASON.
Mason received his gas operated gun patent, number 525,151, on Aug. 28, 1894. The concept was relatively simple, redirect the expelled
gasses from the muzzle to operate the breech bolt. Courtesy Cody Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming.

Model 90 to semiautomatic. Despite the strange-looking apparatus attached to the rifle, the
device was really quite simple. The basic idea was to trap the gases released from the
muzzle at the time the gun was fired and redirect these gases rearward to force open the
breech to eject the spent cartridge and load a new one. That the idea was turned into a
workable design is evidence of William Mason’s genius. Though the gas-operated Model
90 was never produced, it does indicate the persistent interest on Winchester’s part to
improve and expand its .22 caliber rifle line.

The crucial component to Mason’s gas operated Model 90 was the piston located near the end of the muzzle to
trap the escaping gasses. Courtesy Cody Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming.

Mason designed the piston to operate a long rod connected to the slide handle bar which operated the breech
bolt. Courtesy Cody Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming.

An overall view of William Mason's gas operated Model 90, serial number 37536. Mason’s design worked well
enough but the mechanism was just too ungainly to be practical. Courtesy Cody Firearms Museum, Buffalo
Bill Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming.

WINCHESTER’S .22 CALIBER LEVER ACTION RIFLES

As early as 1889, William Mason designed and built two .22 caliber lever action
prototypes. This was done partly in response to Colt’s entrance into the lever action market
previously occupied solely by Winchester, and Colt’s development and production of a
slide-action rifle, the Colt Lighting. These two prototypes were based on Winchester’s
earlier designs of the Models 1873 and 1876. While an agreement was eventually reached
with Colt, the initial idea to build and produce a lever action .22 caliber rifle apparently
remained a strong desire on Winchester’s part. It was not until Nov. 27, 1906 that United
States Patent number 837,072 was granted to T.C. Johnson for a .22 caliber lever action
rifle similar to the Model 90.

There are two known examples of Winchester .22 caliber lever actions based on the Model 1890 receiver and
guard assembly. This experimental lever action was designed by T.C. Johnson and is chambered for the .22
Long cartridge. Other than a standard barrel address the rifle has no markings. Courtesy Cody Firearms
Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming.

The other known example of the experimental Model 90 lever action is this rifle chambered for the .22 WRF
cartridge. The only visible difference between the two rifles is at the top front of the breech bolt. The .22 Long
as a one-piece continuous breech bolt and receiver face. While the .22 WRF lever action has an elongated
notch on the receiver similar to the Third Model breech bolt and receiver. Arnold Biscontini Collection.

This new lever action design utilized a Model 90 barrel, buttstock, and selected internal
components such as the carrier and lifter. The receiver was slightly different but employed
William Mason’s Model 90 takedown system. T.C. Johnson probably built only two of
these lever action .22 caliber rifles, and while they performed very well, Winchester did not
pursue production. The most likely reason was the high manufacturing cost.

A close-up view of the .22 WRF lever action. The elongated notch on the receiver is clearly visible. Arnold
Biscontini Collection.

A close-up view of the .22 Long lever action guard assembly. Notice that the carrier and lifter assemblies are
almost identical to those used in the Model 90. Also similar are the shape and length of the guard as well as the
trigger and triggerguard. Courtesy Cody Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming.

EXPERIMENTAL SLIDE HANDLE MODEL 1890s
Winchester gun designer T.C. Johnson was also responsible for further work to improve
the look and operation of the Model 90 slide handle. Johnson made a Model 90 with an
experimental slide handle that had the outward appearance of a fixed

Winchester designer T. C. Johnson devised a new slide handle for the Model 1890. Johnson wanted to give the
rifle a more streamlined look. Serial number 15556 was used for Johnson’s experimental work. This rifle is
also the earliest known Second Model 90. Courtesy Cody Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical Center,
Cody, Wyoming.

A close-up view of Johnson’s experimental slide handle. Similar in appearance to the Model 1903, which
Johnson had yet to design, the sliding forend was built to clear the receiver when moved backwards. The
problem with this arrangement lay in the thin side walls of the forend which were subject to cracking. Courtesy
Cody Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming.

forearm similar to the Model 1903. Johnson’s ingenious forearm was constructed to clear
and slide over the receiver. Again the idea was adequate and attractive, but the need for the
forearm to clear the receiver necessitated a thin sliding forearm prone to crack under the
pressure of side to side movement.
A second experimental slide handle design was developed by T.G. Bennett. Bennett’s
idea was to employ a fixed forearm, again similar to the Model 1903, but with the addition
of the traditional Model 90 slide handle mounted farther forward of the fixed forearm. The
result was an interesting one that seemed to lack the practicality of earlier designs because
it forced the shooter to move his hand from one forearm to the other after each shot.

Another attempt was made to improve the appearance of the Model 90 slide handle in this version designed by
T.G. Bennett. Serial number 160005 was used for this experiment which features a fixed forend with a regular
Model 90 slide handle in front. Courtesy Cody Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody,
Wyoming.

A close-up view of Bennett’s unique slide handle arrangement. This set-up required the shooter to move his
hand from the fixed forend to the slide handle after every shot. The design also suffered because the slide
handle was too far forward to be comfortable. Courtesy Cody Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical
Center, Cody, Wyoming.

MODEL 1890 EXPERIMENTAL CALIBERS

Despite the immense popularity of the Model 90, Winchester spent little time in
experimenting with different calibers for its slide-action rifle. There were two such efforts
made between 1910 and 1915. Winchester’s ballistic laboratory requested that three Model
90s be built for a .23 caliber cartridge. The bore was .227 inches, the rifling was .003 inches
deep, and the twist was one in 14 inches on two of the guns and one in 16 inches on the
third. No detailed information on cartridge development has survived, but it is entirely
possible that the company was in the process of developing its own .23 caliber cartridge for
the Model 90.
Earlier, in 1906, Winchester ballistic engineers had built a Model 90 chambered for the
.32 S&W cartridge. This cartridge had been around for quite some time, but Winchester
was apparently flirting with the thought of developing the Model 90 into

a larger bore rifle, just as Colt had done with its medium and large frame Lightning models.

This Third Model 1890, serial number 490604, was the subject of tests by Winchester to develop a .23 caliber
cartridge. Notice that the barrel is still in the white. Courtesy Cody Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical
Center, Cody, Wyoming.

The caliber stamping on serial number 490604. There is no known example of a Winchester .23 caliber
cartridge for the Model 1890. Courtesy Cody Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody,
Wyoming.

Winchester ballistic engineers tested several barrel configurations in hopes of finding the one that functioned
the best. Bore and rifling depth are identical on these two test barrels, only the rate of twist is different.
Courtesy Cody Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming.

In 1906 Winchester experimented with a .32 caliber Smith and Wesson cartridge for the Model 1890. The test
rifle pictured here has no serial number. Courtesy Cody Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical Center,
Cody, Wyoming.

The .32 S&W caliber stamping on Winchester’s experimental Model 1890. Notice the absence of proof marks
on the barrel and receiver. It was not unusual for Winchester to take a Model 90 off the production floor for
testing purposes before the rifle had been marked with the appropriate dies and stamps. These experimental
rifles were never intended to leave the factory. Courtesy Cody Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical
Center, Cody, Wyoming.

A view of the special carrier designed to handle the .32 S&W cartridge. Courtesy Cody Firearms Museum,
Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming.

MODEL 1890 CUTAWAYS

The Winchester Research and Development Department made frequent use of its
cutaways to study and observe how a particular model functioned under various
conditions. This function testing was a very important aspect because design engineers
could determine potential trouble spots or make improvements while observing the rifle
under actual operating conditions. The Winchester Sales Department also used cutaways
as a sales aid for its salesmen and to demonstrate to potential customers the superior
qualities of the Model 90. The Winchester Assembly Department used the cutaway as well
to teach new assemblers the proper methods and techniques used to construct the rifle and
to explain how the finished rifle should function properly.

A Model 1890 cut-away. These cut-aways were used for numerous purposes; as an aid to assemblers or as sales
tools. Courtesy Cody Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming.

A close-up view of a Model 90 cut-away with the breech bolt closed and the hammer cocked. Courtesy Cody
Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming.

The same view but with the breech bolt back as if ejecting a spent shell. Courtesy Cody Firearms Museum,
Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming.

Not all cut-aways were full length types. Some Model 90s were cut to expose a specific part or operation. This
was useful to Winchester designers and engineers who wanted to study a particular movement. This cut-away
reveals the lifter and front of carrier. Courtesy Cody Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody,
Wyoming.

MODEL 1890 MODEL PARTS

Once the prototype was built and tested and the decision made to place the new model in
production, tools and gauges were built that would ensure quality control throughout the
production process. A critical part of this system was the establishment of model parts that
would serve as guides for all production parts used in the manufacturing of the Model 90.
Barrels, screws, receivers, triggers, springs, and every other part that went to make up the
Model 90 were built to exacting specifications to assure near interchangeability of all parts.
Gauges were checked using these model parts to determine their accuracy and to make
certain that they stayed in the proper tolerance. Inspectors used the model parts to confirm
that all production parts were of the correct dimensions. In short, these model parts
functioned as representative samples of the correct tolerances for each production part for
the Model 90. Winchester prided itself on its quality control, making frequent references to
the superior testing procedures employed in the factory in the company’s advertising and
sales promotions.

Model parts such as this slide handle and barrel demonstrate Winchester’s commitment to quality control and
interchangeability of parts. Notice the barrel is dated Nov. 28, 1917 and the letters “S&L” indicate that the
barrel is bored for the .22 Short or Long cartridge. John Plengemeyer Collection. Photo Marc Bennett.

Winchester even had model parts for the screws and springs used on the Model 1890. Here is an example of a
trigger spring before it was bent and after. The numbers on the top spring indicate the correct tolerance for the
wire used to make the spring. The date on the bottom spring shows when it was crafted. John Plengemeyer
Collection. Photo Marc Bennett.

Model parts for two different Model 90 barrels. The barrel at the top is marked “W.R.F. ” and the bottom “R.F.
” to signify .22 Short or Long. The triangle with the “1 ” in the center is an inspection stamp while the “C” in a
circle denotes carbon steel. John Plengemeyer Collection. Photo Marc Bennett.

These two barrel samples are model parts prior to the threads being installed. John Plengemeyer Collection.
Photo Marc Bennett.

A sampling of gauges that Winchester used on the Model 1890. At the top are two extractor gauges and in the
middle are two gauges used to determine trigger tolerances. At the bottom is a hammer gauge, also used to
verify correct tolerances. John Plengemeyer Collection. Photo Marc Bennett.

A model part made in the tool room for the slide handle on an early Model 1906. John Plengemeyer
Collection. Photo Marc Bennett.

The Winchester Research Department was always busy trying to find new and better ways to improve the
company’s firearms. In many cases ideas only got as far as the drawing board. These two drawings were found
in the Cody Firearms Museum and perhaps best illustrate Winchester’s continued quest for improvement.
This first drawing shows a strong spring installed in the slide handle of a Model 1890. The drawing is dated
March 31, 1892 and states “Position of the handle when held rear by the operator ready to fire, this
accumulates the force in the spring to open the gun and extract the spent shell, the gun being held closed by
the rearward position of the firing pin, until the hammer forces the firing pin forward. ” Courtesy Cody
Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming.

The second drawing goes on to state, “Position of the parts when the spring is extended, forward motion of the
handle closes the gun, rear motion compresses the spring. It will be seen that this practically reverses the
movements of the handle in the act of firing. ” Thus, some gun designer devised a way to fire the Model 90
quickly and easily without having to force the slide handle rearwards and forwards with the motion of the
hand. There is no known example of this experimental idea ever having been built. Courtesy Cody Firearms
Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming.

Chapter
VII Model
1890
Sales and production data are a reflection of any product’s success or failure, providing
important details as to the popularity of certain features. The Winchester Model 1890 data
provides information to the collector as to the relative rarity of certain variations and
features found on the rifle. We are fortunate in having the warehouse shipping records as
well as receiver production journals to better understand the popularity of specific options
and to more easily comprehend production changes. The information presented in this
chapter is drawn from three primary Winchester factory sources.
The first is the original receiver production journal kept on a daily basis by the foreman
of the bluing department for each receiver stamped with a serial number. This production
journal begins with the first Model 90 receiver and ends with the last receiver stamped
exclusively as a Model 90.
The second primary factory source is the original shipping records kept by the
Winchester warehouse to record the serial number and type of gun received into the
warehouse and the date it was shipped to the customer. These 6,384 pages of warehouse
records contain data from serial number 1 to 329,999 or the fall of 1907. There are gaps in
these records, the largest being 10,000 guns between serial numbers
20,0 and 30,000. Smaller omissions occur throughout the remainder of the records but in
no way distract from their value.
The third and final primary source is the factory sales records compiled by the
Winchester Sales Department. While lacking detail, these sales records at least provide us
with an overview of sales from 1901 to 1941.

MODEL 1890 SALES GROWTH

Chart 90-1 represents Model 90 sales growth from 1890 to 1941. Based on factory sales
figures, Winchester sold less than 800,000 Model 90s through 1941. Undoubtedly some
additional Model 90s were assembled and sold in a parts cleanup after World War II, but
this number would most certainly be relatively small. This disputes the generally accepted
belief that approximately 850,000 Model 90s were produced and sold during its production
period. Even Winchester stated that 850,000 Model 90s were sold, but the company’s own
sales figures do not substantiate this. In the opinion of the author, there is a convincing
reason for this discrepancy.

WINCHESTER MODEL 1890
TOTAL SALES GROWTH
1890 to 1941

Chart 90-1

MODEL 90 RECEIVER PRODUCTION

vs

*Estimated for the years 1890 to 1903.

Chart 90-2

MODEL 1890 RECEIVER PRODUCTION AND YEARLY SALES

Looking at chart 90-2, which shows the correlation between the number of Model 90
receivers produced and the number of guns sent to the warehouse or sold, it is apparent that
the two do not equal each other. The last entry in the receiver production journal is Jan. 4,
1927, serial number 736,486. We know that 775,000 Model 90s were sold through 1941, so
what happened to the last 38,514 receivers? On Feb. 10, 1926, beginning with serial number
713,199, the style mark “A” stamping on the receiver was discontinued. The same
production change occurred with the Model 1906 on the same date with its style mark “B”
discontinued. This change was made at the recommendation of Edwin Pugsley so that both
models, the 1890 and the 1906, could utilize the same receiver for the remainder of their
respective production periods. Thus, from serial number 736,486 for the Model 90 and serial
number 685,999 for the Model 06, both rifles shared the same receiver and serial numbers
until about 854,000, when production was terminated on both models. The author estimates
that from serial number 736,487 to 854,000, approximately 38,500 Model 90s were built
and about 79,000 Model 06s were produced.
MODEL 1890 RECEIVER DATES OF MANUFACTURE

To the collector, receiver dates of manufacture are an important indicator of when a
particular receiver was built. This does not show when the rifle was assembled or sold.
Based on the dates of manufacture, one can determine what production methods were in use
at that time and make the proper determination as to the correct features the receiver and
guard should have. It is important to understand that Winchester produced its Model 90
receivers in large batches. These receivers were polished, blued and placed in bins and
delivered to the assembly shop for use.
The assemblers reached into the bins for the necessary parts without regard to the serial
number or style of an individual part. The result is that Model 90s were not assembled
according to serial number. It is quite possible for a receiver to stay at the bottom of a parts
bin for several months or even years before being used in the final assembly.
These dates of manufacture also give us additional information regarding Winchester’s
production schedules for the Model 90 and how outside influences affected receiver
production. As a frame of reference, Winchester production engineers estimated that in
1918, 150 Model 90s could be produced in a single day.1 One can see that at the beginning
of 1906, receiver production for the Model 90 came to a standstill for the first three months
of the year. This was a consequence of the new Model 1906 receiver production schedule
implemented during the first quarter of 1906. It becomes obvious that America’s
involvement in World War I had a slowing effect on the Model 90 receiver production as it
did for all Winchester civilian firearms productivity. After the war ended, Winchester had
great hopes that sales for its firearms would continue to grow as it did prior to the years
before the war. The fact that Winchester began to lose its share of the firearms market during
the 1920s is reflected in the slowing of Model 90 receiver production during that time
period.

1. W.E. Maxon to J.E Otterson, Oct. 6, 1917, Winchester Repeating Arms Company inter-company correspondence,
Winchester Arms Archives, Cody Firearms Museum.

MODEL 1890 RECEIVER DATES OF MANUFACTURE
1890

11/26 ..... ............... 1
12/9 ....... ............. 93
1891

1/7 .........
2/3 .........
3/2 .........
4/9 .........
5/1 .........
6/4 .........
7/1 .........
8/1 .........
9/9 .........
10/2 .......
11/2 .......
12/2 .......
1892

1/22 .......
2/3 .........
3/28 .......
4/1 .........
5/2 .........
6/7 .........
7/1 .........
8/5 .........
9/1 .........
10/5 .......
11/9 .......
12/12 .....

........... 272
........... 624
......... 1030
......... 1472
......... 2012
......... 2515
......... 3265
......... 4287
......... 5563
......... 6680
......... 8240
...... 10,099

1893

1897

1894

1/8.........
2/2.........
3/5.........
4/2.........
5/3.........
6/2.........
7/1.........
8/2.........
9/2.........
10/1.......
11/1.......
12/2.......

9/6 ......... ...... 22,310
10/4 ....... ...... 23,327
...... 24,840
11/1
12/20 ..... ...... 25*44
0
1/6 .........
2/10 .......
5/29 .......
6/9 .........
7/2 .........
9/5 .........
10/1 .......
11/1 .......
12/1 .......

...... 26,101
...... 27,088
...... 27,349
...... 27,423
...... 28,161
......29,463
..... 30,051
......31,135
......32,510

1895

...... 10,956
...... 1U11
...... 11,489
...... 11,773
...... 12,131
...... 12,654
...... 13,268
...... 14,310
...... 15,059
...... 15,579
...... 15,725
...... 16,067

1/26 .......
2/5 .........
3/1 .........
4/5 .........
5/2 .........
6/4 .........
7/2 .........
8/2 .........
10/7 .......
11/4 .......
12/3 .......

..... 32,570
......32,898
..... 33,330
..... 33,801
......34,490
......35,448
..... 36,171
......37,027
......38,167
......38,201
..... 39,755

1896
1893

1/11 ....... ...... 16,530
2/18 ....... ...... 17,139
3/3 ......... ...... 17,471
4/1 ......... ...... 18,422
5/3 .......... ...... 19,585
6/3 .......... ...... 20,492
7/6 .......... ...... 20,837
8/2 .......... ...... 21,696

2/8 .........
4/7 .........
5/6 .........
6/3 .........
7/2 .........
8/1 .........
10/8 .......
11/2 .......
12/9 .......

..... 40,393
..... 40,406
..... 40,998
..... 41,488
..... 42,002
..... 43,299
......44,421
......45*400
..... 45,903

....... 46,576
....... 47,283
....... 47,547
....... 47,961
....... 48,510
....... 48,801
....... 49,533
....... 50,703
....... 51,911
....... 53,136
....... 54,282
....... 55,064

1898

1/4.........
2/1.........
3/3.........
4/1.........
5/2.........
6/1.........
7/5.........
8/1.........
9/1.........
10/1.......
11/1.......
12/2.......

....... 55,905
....... 56,365
....... 57,036
....... 57,917
....... 58,091
....... 58,712
....... 59,336
.......60,626
.......61,037
.......61,914
.......62,900
.......63,840

1899

1/5......... ...... 64,799
2/3.......... ...... 65,871
3/1.......... ...... 66,534
4/3.......... ...... 67,911
5/1.......... ...... 69,555
6/1.......... ...... 71,173
7/1.......... ...... 72,741
8/1.......... ...... 74,817
9/1.......... ...... 77,035
10/2........ ...... 78,712
11/7........ ...... 78,988
12/1........ ...... 79,166

MODEL 1890 RECEIVER DATES OF MANUFACTURE
1900

1/2 ........
2/1 .......
3/1 ........
4/2 .......
5/1 ........
6/2 ........
7/2 ........
8/1 ........
9/1 ........
10/1 ......
11/1 ......
12/1 ......

1903

....... 80,342
....... 81,568
....... 83,137
....... 85,402
....... 86,151
....... 87,069
....... 88,283
....... 91,035
....... 93,033
....... 95,513
....... 97,788
....... 98,972

1901

1/3 ........
2/1 ........
3/1 ........
4/1 ........
5/1 ........
6/1 ........
7/5 ........
8/1 ........
9/3 ........
10/2 ......
11/1 ......
12/2 ......

1906

..... 155,075
..... 157,875
......160,213
......162,704
......165,074
..... 167,680
......171,123
..... 174,271
..... 177,129
..... 180,006
..... 182,775
..... 184,916

1904

..... 100,612
..... 102,192
..... 104,158
..... 106,527
..... 108,855
..... 110,950
..... 112,328
..... 114,248
..... 116,952
..... 119,281
..... 122,023
..... 124,553

1902

1/3 ........
2/1 ........
3/1 ........
4/2 ........
5/1 ........
6/2 ........
7/1 ........
8/2 ........
9/2 ........
10/3 ......
11/1 ......
12/1 ......

1/2 .......
2/2 .......
3/2 .......
4/1 .......
5/1 .......
6/1 .......
7/1 .......
8/1 .......
9/1 .......
10/1 .....
11/3 .....
12/2 .....

1/5 .......
2/1 ........
3/2 ........
4/2 ........
5/2 ........
6/1 ........
7/2 ........
8/1 ........
9/1 ........
10/1 ......
11/1 .....
12/1 .....

1/3 ........
2/1 ........
3/1 ........
4/1 ........
5/1 ........
6/1 ........
7/1 ........
8/1 ........
9/1 ........
10/2 ......
11/1 ......
12/1 ......

..... 268,080
..... 270,422
..... 270,934
..... 270,996
..... 270,997
..... 273,963
..... 278,991
..... 282,297
..... 285,589
..... 288,939
..... 293,567
..... 300,702

1907

..... 186,814
..... 188,666
..... 191,989
..... 195,344
..... 198,732
..... 202,275
..... 205,746
..... 209,009
..... 211,933
..... 216,185
..... 221,110
..... 225,579

1905

..... 127,271
..... 129,766
..... 131,787
..... 134,048
..... 136,571
..... 138,953
..... 140,981
..... 143,059
..... 145,197
..... 147,677
..... 150,364
..... 152,262

1/1 .......
2/1 .......
3/3 .......
4/12 .....
5/9 .......
6/1 .......
7/5 .......
8/2 .......
9/1 .......
10/1 .....
11/1 .....
12/3 .....

1/2 ........
2/1 ........
3/1 ........
4/1 ........
5/1 ........
6/3 ........
7/1 ........
8/1 ........
9/3 ........
10/1 ......
11/1 ......
12/2 ......

.... 302,245
.... 304,822
.... 308,581
.... 313,881
.... 318,170
.... 321,786
.... 324,681
.... 328,964
.... 331,441
.... 337,605
.... 342,144
.... 344,095

1908

..... 228,254
..... 231,487
..... 233,719
..... 236,842
..... 240,473
..... 244,235
..... 247,989
..... 250,250
..... 254,791
..... 256,787
..... 260,041
..... 262,749

1/2 ........
2/1 ........
3/2 ........
4/1 ........
5/1 ........
6/1 ........
7/1 ........
8/3 ........
9/1 ........
10/8 ......
11/12 ....
12/1 ......

.... 350,126
.... 355,120
.... 359,819
.... 367,604
.... 373,299
.... 376,313
.... 382,539
.... 389,391
.... 390,769
.... 390,827
.... 391,038
.... 393,506

MODEL 1890 RECEIVER DATES OF MANUFACTURE
1909

1/4 .......
2/1 .......
3/1 .......
4/8 .......
5/3 .......
6/2 .......
7/1 .......
8/4 .......
9/1 .......
10/6 .....
11/1 .....
12/1 .....

1912

..... 398,304
..... 402,750
..... 407,063
..... 409,268
..... 409,849
..... 410,133
..... 412,334
..... 414,474
..... 417,562
..... 417,587
..... 420,471
..... 429,155

1913

1910

1/10 ......
2/3 ........
3/1 ........
4/2 .......
5/7 ........
6/6 ........
7/1 ........
8/4 ........
9/16 ......
10/4 ......
11/1 ......
12/1 ......

1/2 .......
2/1 .......
3/28 ......
5/3 ........
6/1 ........
7/3 ........
8/8 ........
9/10 ......
10/2 ......
11/9 ......
12/5 ......

..... 431,484
..... 431,486
..... 433,290
..... 434,367
..... 436,811
..... 437,320
..... 438,435
..... 439,940
..... 440,200
..... 443,115
..... 444,050
..... 447,300

1/13 ......
2/26 ......
3/1 ........
4/9 ........
5/9 ........
6/2 ........
7/1 ........
8/2 ........
9/11 ......
10/14 ....
11/1 ......
12/15 ....

1915

..... 484,800
..... 489,300
..... 490,110
..... 490,600
..... 494,402
..... 499,500
..... 502,600
..... 502,815
..... 505,600
..... 505,807
.....508,801

1/5 .......
2/2 ........
3/1 ........
4/3 ........
6/2 ........
7/1 ........
8/2 ........
9/1 ........
10/1 ......
11/1 ......
12/1 ......

.....509,200
.....509,500
.....510,400
.....512,700
....'.516,700
.....516,710
.....517,800
.... 521,200
.... 521,500
.... 524,100
.... 525,900
.... 526,800

1916

.... 527,600
.... 531,900
.... 539,100
.... 547,300
.... 550,100
.... 551,800
.... 552,319
.... 553,300
.... 555,900
.... 559,400
.... 560,313
.... 560,804

1917

1/4 ........
2/1 ........
3/1 ........
4/11 ......
5/2 ........
6/1 ........
7/7 ........
8/9 ........
9/9 ........
10/25 ....
11/21 ....
12/15 ....

..... 562,600
..... 566,200
..... 568,809
..... 568,854
..... 568,888
..... 570,400
..... 574,100
..... 579,300
..... 583,400
..... 586,100
..... 590,200

.....594,400
.....595,900
.....601,000
.....601,335
.....602,800
.... 606,500
.... 607,300
.... 608,600
.... 608,712
.... 608,715
.... 608,721
.... 608,729

1914
1911

1/3 ........
2/2 ........
3/1 ........
4/3 ........
5/2 ........
6/1 ........
8/1 ........
9/1 ........
10/7 ......
11/8 ......
12/4 ......

..... 451,800
..... 455,100
..... 460,600
..... 462,100
..... 463,735
.... 467,500
.... 473,100
.... 480,500
.... 481,205
.... 481,742
.... 482,904

1/7 ........
2/2 ........
3/2 ........
4/1 ........
5/7 ........
6/2 ........
7/15 ......
8/3 ........
9/1 ........
10/2 ......
11/2 ......
12/4 ......

1/23 ......
2/5 ........
4/3 ........
5/7 ........
6/13 ......
7/6 ........
8/8 ........
9/6 ........
10/3 ......
11/5 ......
12/5 ......

.... 608,764
.... 608,765
.... 608,772
.... 608,832
.... 608,876
.... 608,890
.... 608,904
.... 609,026
.... 610,397
.... 610,646
.... 612,189

MODEL 1890 RECEIVER DATES OF MANUFACTURE
1918

5/3 ........
6/1 ........
7/3 ........
8/5 ........
9/4 ........
10/1 ......
11/9 .....
12/2 ......
1919

1/7 ........
2/1 ........
3/1 ........
4/1 ........
5/1 ........
6/7 ........
7/3 ........
8/1 ........
9/10 ......
10/18 ....
11/1 ......
12/2 ......

1921

..... 613,000
..... 613,732
..... 614,633
..... 615,170
..... 615,720
..... 616,290
..... 616,984
..... 617,144

4/1 .......
5/5 .......
6/3 .......
7/6 .......
8/17 .....
9/1 .......
10/4 .....
11/1 .....
12/8 .....

..... 618,114
..... 620,026
..... 622,365
..... 625,450
..... 628,010
..... 630,663
..... 633,372
.....635,767
.....637,927
.... 639,210
.....640,660
.... 644,750

1922

.....649,552
.....654,028
.... 658,446
.... 661,571
.... 664,706
.....666,001
.....666,786
.... 667,388
.... 671,150
.... 677,030
.....678,448
.....678,914

1923

.... 678,943
.....679,014
.....679,160

1924

1920

1/2 ........
2/3 ........
3/1 ........
4/1 ........
5/3 ........
6/1 ........
7/1 ........
8/12 ......
9/1 ........
10/1 ......
11/1 ......
12/7 ......

1/5 .......
2/13 .....
3/17 .....
4/5 .......
5/5 .......
6/6 .......
7/8 .......
8/2 .......
9/6 .......
10/2 .....
11/2 .....
12/2 ......
1/2 ........
2/1 ........
3/1 ........
4/4 ........
5/2 ........
6/1 ........
7/2 ........
8/2 ........
9/6 ........
10/1 ......
11/3 ......
12/3 ......

1924

......679,172
......679,189
......679,200
......679,218
......679,228
......679,239
......679,284
......679,299
......679,312

3/4 .......
4/2 .......
5/1 .......
6/2 .......
7/1 .......
8/4 .......
9/2 .......
10/1 .....
11/7 .....
12/1 .....

......679,314
......679,319
......679,525
......679,547
......679,856
......679,863
......680,030
......680,042
......680,047
......680,463
......680,909
......681,691

1925

...... 683,473
...... 685,293
......687,297
......688,789
......689,308
......690,237
......691,382
......691,860
......692,107
......692,114
......692,548
..... 692,638

1926

1921

1/12 ......
2/9 ........
3/1 ........

1/2 ........
2/2 ........

1/2 .......
2/4 ........
3/4 ........
4/1 ........
5/2 ........
6/4 ........
7/2 ........
8/3 ........
9/1 ........
10/2 .....
11/3 ......
12/4 ......
1/4 ........
2/2 ........
3/19 ......
4/1 ........
5/1 ........
6/1 ........
7/1 ........
8/2 ........
9/1 ........
10/1 ......
11/1 ......
12/1 ......

...... 695,491
...... 696,764
...... 697,285
...... 699,005
...... 699,478
...... 700,062
...... 700,220
...... 701,011
...... 701,597
...... 701,848
...... 701,943
...... 702,659
...... 703,598
...... 704,168
...... 704,464
......705,170
......705,845
......706,485
......707,577
......709,020
..... 709,534
..... 710,426
..... 711,562
..... 712,331
..... 714,073
..... 715,189
..... 717,516
..... 719,833
..... 722,046
..... 724,184
..... 726,033
..... 728,162
..... 730,908
..... 733,435

1927

..... 693,040
..... 694,142

1/3 ........
1/4 ........

..... 736,346
..... 736,486

MODEL 1890 SALES AND PRODUCTION CHARTS FOR SELECTED SPECIAL
FEATURES

The following charts are presented in order to show relative rarity of various features
and variations and to better understand what was popular with the Model 90 buyer over the
17-year period that these records reflect. The charts also give the reader the anatomy of the
Model 90 from its inception in 1890 to its established widespread popularity in 1907. In
addition, we can view the production changes between the three main variations, First
Model through Third Model. As with most production cycles, Winchester made what is
called running changes. These running changes utilized the old parts with the new until
there were no more old parts to use. It is important to understand that serial number
production cutoffs are to be used with care because the collector will see a commingling of
old and new parts on both sides of the production cutoff serial number.

Third Model Production
Between Serial Numbers 305,000 and 322,000

/

\
Third Models Produced per Thousand
■ 3rd Model Production

\ ________________________________ /

Chart 90-10

Perhaps the most authentic example of Winchester’s running change is reflected in the
changeover from the Second to Third Model. As with other important production cycles,
confusion seems to abound when these changes occurred not only as to date but as to serial
number. The lowest serial number for a Third Model was found in the
268,0 range. This Model 90 was delivered to the warehouse in August 1907. It is
obvious that the serial number was badly out of sequence, but this is a good example of
what can occur. By the 300,000 serial number range, a few more Third Models

began to arrive at the warehouse, all in July and August 1907, but not in significant
numbers until the 305,000 range. As the serial numbers began to get closer to the summer
of 1907, more and more Third Models began to be delivered to the warehouse. Near serial
number 318,000 about 25 Third Models per thousand began to appear, and by the 322,000
serial number range, Third Model deliveries had grown to 120 per thousand. (See chart
90-10) Between the appearance of the first Third Model in the 268,000 serial number range
to serial number 322,000, a total of 374 Third Models had been delivered to the Winchester
warehouse; not enough, in the opinion of the author, to state that the Third Model
changeover had occurred.
When the records were examined for serial numbers over 322,000, an abrupt shift
appeared. Beginning with serial number 322,250, the Winchester warehouse began to
receive more Third Models than it did Second Models. The number increased from 120
guns per thousand to 512 per thousand and continued to rise for the remainder of the
records. (See chart 90-11) It was at this point that one can conclude the change from
Second Model to Third Model began in earnest. There were still Second Models being
produced even in the low 330,000 serial number range, but the changeover had taken place
long before then. This transformation from Second Model to Third Model was not
revolutionary but rather evolutionary as was the case with so many production changes that
Winchester experienced during its manufacturing history.

Third Model Production
Between Serial Numbers 322,000 and 329,999

Third Model Production per Thousand
3rd Models Produced
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MODEL 1890 CALIBER SALES

As expected, the .22 Short was the most popular Model 90 caliber with over
180,0
sold through 1907. (See Chart 90-4) This figure represents 57.6 percent of the
total caliber sales. The .22 Long came in a distant second with total sales of 67,174 or 21.6
percent. The Winchester Rimfire cartridge closely followed the Long with 65,312 or 20.8
percent of the total caliber sales. Unlike its centerfire models, Winchester did not produce a
wide variety of calibers for the Model 90, but the company did produce some unusual
variations. A total of 10 .22 CB Model 90s were built as was one Long Blank and three
Long Smoothbores. These will be discussed in more detail later. In order to provide the
reader with a more comprehensive view of caliber sales, charts have been produced to show
the breakdown as it relates to model type and variation.
FIRST MODEL: (See Appendix A, Chart 90-4A)
When the Model 90 was first introduced in 1890, it was only available in three rimfire
cartridges: the Short, the Long, and the Winchester rimfire or WRF. The Short was a
popular and well established cartridge in 1890, and it is not surprising that more First
Model 90s were sold in this chambering than any other. The Short represented 69 percent of
the total caliber sales during the First Model production period. The .22 Long was next with
19.4 percent of the total sales, followed by the WRF with 11.6 percent. Winchester
developed the WRF especially for the Model 90, and it was going to take some time before
the shooting public accepted the cartridge as a fine mid-range small game cartridge.
SECOND MODEL — Case Colored Receiver Variation: (See Appendix A, Chart 90-4B)
By the time the Second Model was introduced in 1893, the Model 90 had begun to
establish itself as an excellent small game and target shooting rifle. The Short was still the
most popular with 65.8 percent of total sales during this production period. Again the Long
was second with 19.3 percent followed by the WRF with 14.9 percent. What is interesting
about this Second Model period is the small but significant increase in WRF sales
compared to the Short sales. While Long sales stayed about the same, WRF sales seemed to
gain at the expense of the .22 Short.
SECOND MODEL — Blued Receiver Variation: (See Appendix A, Chart 90-4C)
This period reflects the increased interest and sales in the Winchester Rimfire cartridge.
While the Short still maintained its popularity with 53.2 percent of total sales, its margin of
prominence was beginning to decline. For the first time in the Model 90 production period,
the .22 WRF outsold the Long. The WRF was now second in sales with 24.6 percent,
followed by the Long with 22.2 percent. WRF production overtook the Long in the summer
of 1906. Winchester’s new cartridge introduced in 1890 had finally achieved recognition as
a superior small game cartridge.
It was also during 1906 that Winchester built for a French arms importer 10 .22

CBs chambered for the Model 90. The production and sale of these special Model 90s
chambered for this cartridge was authorized by William Bennett for export only. Two
additional Long Smoothbores were sold, one going to Frank Burton in Winchester Product
Engineering for testing purposes.
THIRD MODEL: (See Appendix A, Chart 90-4D)
Because the number of guns sold during this short period of time was small, the numbers
most likely do not reflect the true overall Third Model caliber sales for the remainder of the
production period. What these figures do show is the number of calibers the collector will
find for Third Model 90s that can be authenticated.
MODEL 1890 RECEIVER FINISHES

Chart 90-3 symbolizes the number and percentages of case colored, blued and optional
receiver finishes found on the Model 90 for the 329,999 rifles in the warehouse records. We
know that Winchester, as a standard production practice, case colored the first 112,000
Model 90s built. But during this period of time Winchester also furnished receivers in
finishes other than standard. The chart also gives the collector an excellent idea of the ratio
of blued receivers to case colored receivers. The collector will also recognize the relative
rarity of optional receiver finishes found on the Model 90.
Chart 90-3A provides a breakdown of the optional receiver finishes sold from 1890 to
the fall of 1907. Half nickel, or as the factory referred to the finish, “nickel trimmings,” was
by far the most popular option with 89.5 percent. Probably the majority of these guns were
used by gallery operators to withstand the rough handling. Only 8.7 percent of the Model
90s ordered with an optional finish during this period will be seen with full nickel. The
remaining finishes, gold and silver, are exceptionally rare. Of the optional receiver finishes,
1.3 percent were gold and 0.5 percent were silver. Taken as a whole, optional receiver
finishes on the Model 90 are difficult to find and rarely seen.
FIRST MODEL: (See Appendix A, Chart 90-3B)
Finding a First Model 90 with an optional receiver finish in either half nickel or full
nickel is unlikely. Only 40 First Models were built with nickel receivers, and only six were
built with nickel barrels and receivers. Winchester advertised that the Model 1890 was only
available in one standard model, and for the first three years of production most buyers
were content to buy what was readily available. It also indicates that during the first few
years of a new model introduction, buyers wanted to see how the rifle performed before
spending a premium to order extras.
SECOND MODEL — Case Colored Receiver Variation: (See Appendix A, Chart 90-3C)
Only 310 Second Model 90s were ordered with an optional receiver finish during this
period. Throughout the case colored variation era of the early Second Model, Winchester
sold 78.4 percent of its optional receiver finishes in half nickel. Full nickel receivers and
barrels represented 16.8 percent with gold at 2.6 percent and silver at 0.6 percent. An
interesting option during this period was that five buyers (1.6 per-
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cent) of the early case colored Second Model preferred blued receivers to the standard case
colored ones.
SECOND MODEL — Blued Receiver Variation: (See Appendix A, Chart 90-3D)
A collector’s best chance to locate an optional receiver finish (1,153 were sold) is during
this time period, mainly because there were more Model 90s produced during this era.
Again, half nickel Model 90s were the most popular option ordered with 92.2 percent. Full
nickel followed with 6.3 percent, then gold with 1.0 percent and silver with 0.5 percent. It is
interesting to note that of the 73 full nickel guns sold during this period, 20 were ordered by
one individual, Colonel Gastron Pordererry in 1906.
THIRD MODEL:
There is no chart for optional receiver finishes for Third Model 90s because Winchester
did not have any records of sales of this option for serial numbers 322,250 to 329,999.
There are, of course, optional receiver finishes on Third Model 90s after this period, but the
factory records do not exist.

An uncommon combination of special order features. Serial number 680003 has a plain pistol grip buttstock
with half nickel trimmings. Paul Vanderlinden Collection. Photo Robert Casey.

STANDARD AND SPECIAL ORDER SIGHTS

Special order sights have always held a special interest for the Winchester rifle collector,
and the Model 90 is no exception. Perhaps this is the one area where collectors are most
susceptible to mistakes. Chart 90-5 shows in graphic detail just how rare special order
sights are on the Model 90. To clarify, a special order sight is any sight other than standard
for that particular production period.
FIRST MODEL: (See Appendix A, Chart 5A)
In keeping with the trend of having First Model 90s with few options, special order
sights are the rarest on the First Model. Only 41 Model 90s were ordered with special sights
— one third of one percent of the total First Models sold.
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SECOND MODEL — Case Colored Receiver Variation: (See Appendix A, Chart 90-5B)
After the Model 90 had been on the market for a few years, its stature as a dependable
and reliable rifle was established. Even with the improvement in front and rear sights in the
mid 1890’s, customers were willing to spend a few extra dollars to improve their accuracy
with the gun. Still only 955 Model 90s were ordered with special sights during this period,
and guns with original factory special order sights are rare.

SECOND MODEL — Blued Receiver Variation: (See Appendix A, Chart 90-5C) Because
so many more Model 90s were produced during this variation, the collector is most likely to
see Model 90s with special order sights. However, the percentage of special sights to
standard sights during this period is very small.
THIRD MODEL: (See Appendix A, Chart 90-5D)
While the number of Third Model 90s with special order sights during this production
period is relatively small, the percentage is higher than in past variations. It is the author’s
opinion that more Third Model rifles have special order sights in percentage terms than
earlier Model 90s. The Model 90 was by this time a well established firearm with a wide
following around the world. The period following World War I was one of increased
interest in target shooting, especially at long range. Probably somewhere between 1.5 and
2.0 percent of the Third Models produced were ordered with special sights. While the vast
majority of Third Model 90s cannot be authenticated, if the special sight is correct for the
production era, it may very well be factory original.

A beautiful plain pistol grip Third Model 90 with Lyman combination front sight and Lyman tang sight. Serial
number 770544. Paul Vanderlinden Collection. Photo Robert Casey.

SPECIAL ORDER STOCKS

Winchester advertised only two grades of the Model 90 throughout its entire production
period. The first was the Standard Grade available with a straight grip uncheckered stock of
plain American black walnut. The second was the Deluxe Grade furnished with a checkered
pistol grip with a slightly more figured walnut buttstock.
The Deluxe Grade had the standard 12-groove slide handle. Chart 90-6 illustrates the
various types of special order stocks Winchester provided its customers during the years for
which there are shipping records. It is not surprising that the vast majority of Model 90s are
Standard Grade rifles; more than 99 percent of the Model 90s sold during this period were
Standard Grades. Nor is it surprising that of the special order stocks, the deluxe pistol grip
or Deluxe Grade was the most popular — 38.3 percent. The second best-selling special
order stock was the plain pistol grip Model 90. This rifle had no checkering of any kind and
the grade of wood was generally the same as the Standard Grade. The plain pistol grip
represented 26.5 percent of the special order stocks sold. A close third was the Semi-deluxe
Model 90. This special order stock accounted for 22.5 percent of sales and was checkered in
the “I” pattern, Winchester’s least expensive checkering pattern.

This pistol grip Deluxe Grade Model 1890 was ordered with a checkered slide handle, one of the rarest options
seen on a Model 1890. Serial number 100201. Arnold Biscontini Collection. Photo Butterfield and Butterfield,
San Francisco.

This straight grip Deluxe Grade Second Model case colored 90 was ordered with a checkered slide handle.
Serial number 23191 is chambered for the .22 WRF cartridge. Paul Vanderlinden Collection. Photo Robert
Casey.
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One of the most rare special order stock features found on the Model 90; the checkered slide handle. Serial number 796604.
Paul Vanderlinden Collection. Photo Robert Casey.

Another Model 90 special order stock was what Winchester referred to as the “Fancy
Stock.” This straight grip buttstock had no checkering, but the grade of wood was IX or
better. Only 8.9 percent of the special order stocks were sold as fancy stock Model 90s.
One of the most difficult to find special order stocks is the straight grip Deluxe Grade. This
Model 90 was a checkered straight grip rifle generally with 2X wood or better. Of all the
special order stocks, only 3.5 percent were built as straight grip deluxe Model 90s. The
rarest of the rare is the one Model 90 that was built with a carved stock in the “D” style.
Almost equally rare is a Model 90 with a checkered slide handle. A total of four rifles were
built with this special order feature.
FIRST MODEL: (See Appendix A, Chart 90-6A)
So few First Models were ordered with special order stocks and other features that all
special order features appear in this single chart. Two First Models were built with
checkered straight grips and six were built with fancy stocks. Obviously, First Model 90s
with special order stocks are exceptionally rare. No other special order stocks were
delivered during the First Model production period.
SECOND MODEL — Case Colored Receiver Variation: (See Appendix A, Chart 90-6B)
Because the Deluxe pistol grip Model 90 was the only advertised high grade in the
Model 90, it was the most requested special order stock during this period. Deluxe pistol
grip rifles amounted to 38.6 percent of special order stock sales. However, more fancy
stock Model 90s were sold, both in numbers and percentages, over the course of the case
colored receiver variation than any other production cycle. Twenty-five percent of the
special order stocks were fancy stock Model 90s. The same is true for the straight grip
Deluxe case colored Model 90s. While only 73, or 11.1 percent, of the special order stocks
sold during this production period were straight

A rare Second Model case colored straight grip Deluxe Grade. Straight grip Deluxe Grades were not offered as
a regular Model 90 extra cost option. Serial number 50181 is chambered for the .22 Short. Dave and Dan Kidd
Collection. Photo Steve Kops.

A rare plain pistol grip case colored Second Model 90. Serial number 73761 is chambered for the .22 Short and
features a Lyman Combination front sight and a Lyman tang sight. Paul Vanderlinden Collection. Photo
Robert Casey.

grip Deluxe models, this will most likely be the variation that collectors see. Both plain
pistol grip and semi-deluxe Model 90s began to appear during the case colored receiver
variation even though these options were not advertised by Winchester for the Model 90.
Both special order stock styles accounted for 12.4 percent of sales during this time span.
Three of the four checkered slide handle Model 90s also appear in this variation.
SECOND MODEL — Blued Receiver Variation: (See Appendix A, Chart 90-6C)
If the Deluxe pistol grip Model 90 continued to lead all special order stocks with 38.4
percent of sales, both the plain pistol grip and semi-deluxe pistol grip sales dramatically
increased both in numbers and percentage. The plain pistol grip sales went from 12.4
percent during the case colored production period to 32.4 percent during the blued receiver
production period. The semi-deluxe Model 90 sales increased

A blued Second Model 90 with Deluxe Grade buttstock. Serial number 152792 is fitted with three special order
sights. The front sight is a Lyman Combination, the rear sight is a Winchester Sporting, and the tang sight is a
Lyman with cup disc. The rifle is chambered for the .22 Short. Dave and Dan Kidd Collection. Photo Steve
Kops.

A rare example of a Semi-deluxe Grade Model 90. Serial number 322229 is a late Second Model chambered for
the .22 Short. The majority of Semi-deluxe Grade Model 90s will have relatively plain straight grain walnut.
Paul Vanderlinden Collection. Photo Robert Casey.

from 12.4 percent to 26.4 percent during the same time period. Two other categories of
special order stocks saw a noticeable decline in popularity during this production period.
Fancy stock Model 90s went from 25 percent of case colored sales to only 2.4 percent of
blued receiver sales. Orders for straight grip Deluxe Models, while never abundant,
declined during the blued receiver variation of the Second Model to only 0.2 percent of
special order stock sales. The last of the checkered slide handle Model 90s appear during
this time, as does the one and only “D” carved stock Model 90.
THIRD MODEL: (See Appendix A, Chart 90-6D)
While the number of Third Models reflected in the warehouse records is very small, it
does give us some indication of the relative popularity of these special order stocks. For the
first time, the semi-deluxe edges out the straight grip deluxe in special order stock sales.
Thirty-six percent of these special stocks were delivered in the semi-deluxe style while 34.4
percent of pistol grip deluxe were sold. The plain pistol

A late Third Model pistol grip Deluxe Grade. Serial number 790428 is chambered for the seldom seen .22
Long Rifle cartridge. The vast majority of Deluxe Grade Model 90s will have fancy walnut buttstocks such as
this example. Dave and Dan Kidd Collection. Photo Steve Kops.

grip continued to attract orders with 25.8 percent of special order stock sales. The straight
grip Deluxe Model 90 continued its decline in sales that began during the blued receiver
variation of the Second Model.
MODEL 1890 BUTTSTOCK OPTIONS

Chart 90-7 shows the more unorthodox options that customers requested for their Model
90s. These rifles represent the truly unique features that are to be found on a very few
special order guns. During the time period for which there are factory warehouse records,
only 239 Model 90s were delivered with these special buttstock options. Obviously all of
these Model 90s are rare and desirable collector pieces, but the most appealing aspect of this
information is that it gives the collector an idea of the extent to which Winchester would go
to satisfy a special need or desire for a customer. The best-selling buttstock option was the
oil finish. It is interesting to note that this finish was not applied to only fancy Model 90s but
also appears on Standard Grade guns as well. Forty-two percent of all buttstock options had
oil finish, making it by far the most requested buttstock option. Perhaps a company or
individual(s) bought 38 Model 90s with a special die stamped on the left side of the
buttstock. We do not know what the initials stand for, but they could symbolize a circus,
“wild west show,” shooting gallery, company, or an individual’s name. This request for the
special die stamping represents 15.9 percent of the buttstock options sold.
Winchester would also provide for its customers Model 90s with a special length of pull
longer or shorter than standard. Many of these were one of a kind requests that were
discussed in detail in Chapter IV. The most often seen special length of pull will be shorter
than standard, anywhere from a half inch to two inches. Winchester referred to these special
orders as “boy’s stocks.” Length of pull special orders account for 14.2 percent of all
buttstock options ordered. All of the remaining buttstock options are less than 10 percent of
total buttstock option sales. Of these, 9.6 percent of Model 90s were ordered with nickel
butt plates only. These 23 guns were most likely
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A rare Deluxe Grade pistol grip stock with bird’s eye maple. Serial number 770847. Model 90s with maple
stocks are very rare. Dave and Dan Kidd Collection. Photo Steve Kops.

ordered by a shooting gallery operator. Swiss butt plates on a Model 90 are a unique special
order feature usually reserved for target rifles. Eighteen Model 90s were sold with Swiss
butts or 7.5 percent of the buttstock option sales. Only 13 (5.4 percent) shotgun butts were
ordered on Model 90s. Ten rifles were sold with bird’s-eye maple stocks, a most
sought-after Model 90 special feature. The collector should appreciate the rarity of this
buttstock option. One Model 90 was sold with a special order English walnut stock, and one
was ordered with a cheek piece.
FIRST MODEL: (See Appendix A Chart 90-6A)
As with other special order options, Model 90 First Models are seldom seen with
buttstock options. Only one First Model was sold with a special length of pull, and it was
shorter than standard.
SECOND MODEL — Case Colored Receiver Variation: (See Appendix A, Chart 90-7A)
Only 56 Model 90 case colored Second Models were ordered with special buttstock
options. This represents just 23.4 percent of the total buttstock options sales. Obviously,
these special features were not common during this production period. The best-selling
buttstock option was the special length of pull with 30.3 percent of sales. The nickel butt
only option was next with 21.4 percent, followed by the oil finish option with 17.8 percent.
Shotgun butts will most likely be found in the Second Model case colored receiver variation
because seven of the 13 were ordered during this period. Six Swiss buttstocks, or 10.7
percent, were sold during this production cycle. Four bird’s-eye maple buttstocks accounted
for 7.1 percent of special buttstock options.

This Second Model pistol grip Deluxe Grade Model 90 was one of 20 in a series of rifles made for one
individual, each numbered from one to 20 in silver in the buttstock. Serial number 268238. Dave and Dan Kidd
Collection. Photo Steve Kops.

SECOND MODEL — Blued Receiver Variation: (See Appendix A, Chart 90-7B) The
collector is most likely to find a Model 90 with special buttstock options during this
production cycle as 75.7 percent of all buttstock options were sold during this time period.
By far the most popular buttstock option of this variation was the oil finish with 50.3
percent of sales. Of all the buttstock options, the oil finish was the most affordable. A
distant second to the oil finish option was the special die stamped buttstocks, “G.B.&S.”
This unique option accounted for 21 percent of buttstock options. Special length of pull
with 8.3 percent of sales was a distant third in popularity. More Model 90s were sold with
Swiss butts during this period than any other with 6.6 percent of sales. Closely following
the Swiss butt option was the nickel butt only

A most rare and unusual stock combination. Serial number 790489 has a checkered slide handle and a Deluxe
Grade Model 54 buttstock with sling swivels. Private Collection. Photo Butterfield and Butterfield, San
Francisco.

option with 6.1 percent. Shotgun butts and bird’s-eye maple stocks both accounted for 3.3
percent of buttstock options for this time period. One Second Model blued receiver Model
90 was sold with an English Walnut stock as was one Model 90 built with a cheek piece.
THIRD MODEL:
No Third Models were ordered with special order buttstock options between serial
number 322,250 and 329,999.
SPECIAL ORDER BARREL LENGTHS

Perhaps the most difficult to find special order feature on any Winchester is a barrel
length other than standard. Special order barrel lengths are very rare, and those that can be
authenticated are rarer still. Of the 329,999 Model 90s that are in the factory warehouse
records, only 117 were sold with barrel lengths longer or shorter than the standard 24
inches. (See Chart 90-8) Roughly half of these special order guns were sold with barrels
longer than standard and the other half shorter than standard. The preferred length of
shorter than standard barrel was the 20- and 21-inch lengths. Together these two accounted
for 78.3 percent of barrel lengths shorter than 24 inches. The three Model 90s sold with
16-inch barrels presented an interesting complication for the customer. Model 90 magazine
tubes were 18 inches in length, so to accommodate barrels shorter than 18 inches, the rifle
was fitted with a half magazine. As a general rule of thumb, most shorter than standard
barrel Model 90s were Standard Grade guns with few special features.
For barrel lengths longer than 24 inches, the most popular length was 29 inches. A total
of 82.4 percent of long barrel Model 90s were ordered in this length. The 29- inch barrel
also represented 40.2 percent of the total special order barrel length sales. All of these
29-inch barrel Model 90s were ordered by the same individual. The remaining 10 long
barrel Model 90s had 26-inch barrels and reflect 8.5 percent of the total special order barrel
lengths. Unlike the shorter than standard length barreled Model 90, the longer than
standard barreled guns generally had several additional features. These could range from
special sights to engraving and checkered stocks.
FIRST MODEL:
Winchester factory warehouse records show that no special order barrel lengths were
sold during this production period.
SECOND MODEL — Case Colored Receiver Variation: (See Appendix A, Chart 90-8A)
Sixty-seven special order barrel lengths were delivered during the Second Model case
colored receiver variation, or 57.3 percent of the total. This period represents the years
1893 to 1903 and were the prime years for the “wild west shows” that crisscrossed the
United States.
The public interest in Winchester’s Model 90 was growing swiftly, and many trick
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Between serial numbers 16,000 and 115,000 Winchester sold several Model 90s with barrel lengths longer than
standard. Serial number 45642 has a rare full nickel finish and a 29V2 inch factory original barrel. The
magazine tube is 18 inches long. Paul Vanderlinden Collection. Photo Robert Casey.

and exhibition shooters used the Model 90 in their shows. One of these special order Model
90s was probably used in Buffalo Bill Cody’s Wild West show because a handwritten
notation beside the gun when it was sent back for repair reads, “Returned to Buffalo Show.”
The most often seen special barrel length is 29 inches. As previously stated, these 47
guns were ordered by the same individual. All 47 guns were half nickel and all 47 were
furnished with a “loop under the muzzle” by the factory. These guns were most likely used
in a shooting gallery. All of the 16-inch barreled Model 90s also had half magazines fitted.
The one 18-inch barrel rifle was also fitted with a half octagon barrel. Of the two 19-inch
barrel guns, one was sold with a blued frame. The six 20-inch barrel Model 90s were all
fitted with a length of pull shorter than standard; anywhere from a half inch to two inches.
The one 21-inch barrel rifle was also sold with a length of pull one inch shorter than
standard as was the one 21-inch barrel Model 90. Obviously these short barrel guns were
ordered for young boys where the shorter barrel and stock would be to their advantage.
Perhaps, even at this early date, Winchester was beginning to think about building a short
barrel .22 caliber boy’s rifle.
The five 26-inch barrel Model 90s also have interesting features or history surrounding
them. Two 26-inch barrel guns were handmade in the Winchester Tool Room. Two others
were consecutively numbered Deluxe pistol grip guns fitted with bird’s-eye maple stocks
and extended magazine tubes. The fifth 26-inch barrel Model 90 was a Standard Grade with
the unusual notation “Good Shooter, Nice Gun” written under the comments section.
SECOND MODEL — Blued Receiver Variation: (See Appendix A, Chart 90-8B)
Despite the large production numbers for this production cycle, the fascination with
special order barrel lengths was declining. Only 50 special order barrel lengths were
ordered during this time period, or 42.7 percent of the total special order barrel length sales.
It is during this production cycle that the 20- and 21-inch barrel Model 90s outnumber the
other special lengths by a substantial margin. Eighty percent of the special order barrel
lengths were 20 or 21 inches. The two 18-inch barrel guns were the same length as the
magazine tube, and one of these had the rear sight

This pistol grip Deluxe Model 90 has a gold wash receiver and a 26-inch barrel with a 243A-inch magazine
tube. Serial number 120374 is chambered for the .22 Short cartridge. Paul Vanderlinden Collection. Photo
Robert Casey.

This Model 90 has a barrel shorter than standard. Serial number 37055 has a 15-Vs inch barrel, while the
magazine tube is only 93A inches in length. Note the rear sight has been moved rearward toward the receiver.
Made for a grandson of Winchester Bennett, this little Model 90 has a length of pull of 11 -% inches. Courtesy
Cody Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming.

moved 3-1/4 inches from the breech. Again, most of the 20- and 21-inch barrel guns were
fitted with stocks with a shorter than standard length of pull. One 20-inch barrel Model 90
was fitted with a plain pistol grip, shotgun butt and finished in full nickel. In October 1904,
one 20-inch barrel Model 90 had Winchester Model 1903 front and rear sights installed at
the factory. One 21-inch barreled gun was ordered with nickel trim including the trigger
and hammer, and 15 of these 21-inch barrel guns were factory fitted with round barrels. Of
the three 22-inch barrel guns, one was fitted with a German silver knife blade Rocky
Mountain front sight with a Sporting rear sight. The other 22-inch gun was furnished with a
Deluxe pistol grip stock. The 26-inch barrel length seems to attract individuals who were
willing to spend more money to have a special Model 90. Two of the 26-inch barrel guns
were consecutively numbered Deluxe pistol grips with gold trim and extended magazine
tubes. Another was also a Deluxe pistol grip with special order sights. The fourth 26-inch
barrel Model 90

was a Standard Grade with an extended magazine tube. The last Model 90 with a 26-inch
barrel was ordered as a semi-deluxe with an extended magazine. This last gun was listed in
the warehouse has having an “A” style or Third Model receiver.
THIRD MODEL:
The factory warehouse records do not show that any Third Model rifle was sold with
special order barrel lengths between serial numbers 322,250 and 329,999.

SPECIAL BARREL OPTIONS

If special order barrel lengths are considered by the collector to be rare and unique
pieces, then special barrel options may be considered bizarre and peculiar. Only 38 Model
90s were ordered with these unusual barrel options, making them one of the most
uncommon special order features one may encounter on any Model 90. Chart 90-9
illustrates the comparative rarity of these unusual Model 90s. The 15-round barrel rifles
were all furnished in 21-inch lengths and chambered for the .22 Short. Nine guns were fitted
with extended magazines to hold 25 cartridges and most will be found on barrels longer
than standard. Six Model 90s were fitted with a half magazine and will be found on guns
with barrels shorter than 24 inches. Matted barrels on Model 90s are extremely rare as are
the two Model 90s with half octagon barrels. One Model 90 was sold with a Winchester
nickel steel barrel.
FIRST MODEL: (See Appendix A Chart 90-6A)
Only one First Model 90 was sold with the special barrel option of a half magazine tube.
This was fitted to a gun with a standard length First Model barrel of 24-3/8 inches.
SECOND MODEL — Case Colored Receiver Variation: (See Appendix A Chart 90-9A)
Nine special order barrel options were sold during this production cycle. Of the two half
octagon barrel guns one was 18 inches and the other 16 inches in length. The collector has a
relatively better chance to see a half magazine Model 90 during this time period than in any
other. Conversely, he is less likely to find an extended magazine Model 90 during this
production period. The one nickel steel barrel Model 90 will most likely remain forever
unseen.
SECOND MODEL — Blued Receiver Variation: (See Appendix A, Chart 90-B)
During this production cycle, all of the 21-inch round barrel Model 90s were sold. Only
one half magazine Model 90 was delivered during this period, but the majority of extended
magazine rifles was sold during this production period. One will see all five matted barrel
Model 90s during this production cycle. One special barrel that is of particular interest
appears during this time period. In 1906, one individual ordered 23 Model 90s with a
special barrel twist of one in 24 for .22 Short rather than Winchester’s standard one in 20
rate of twist. No doubt someone was convinced that a

WINCHESTER MODEL 1890
SPECIAL BARREL OPTIONS
Serial Number 1 - 329,999

Nickel Special Steel
Barrel Twist

Half
Round Half
Extended Matted
Octagon Barrel Magazine Magazine Barrel

Units ■

2

15

6

7

Chart 90-9

5

1

23

An extremely rare factory barrel option; the matted barrel. Serial number 143351 was shipped from the factory
on Dec. 10, 1902 chambered for the .22 Long. Gordon Peden Collection.

slower rate of twist would improve the accuracy of the Short. Whether or not this was true,
Winchester built 23 Model 90s to accommodate its customer’s request. It is unknown how
these guns are marked.
THIRD MODEL:
Winchester warehouse records show that no special barrel options were sold on Third
Model 90s between serial number 322,250 and 329,999.

RETAIL PRICES FOR THE MODEL 1890

When the Model 1890 was introduced in 1890, Winchester established a retail price of
$16 for the Standard Grade gun. The price remained constant for a 26-year span until 1916
when it was raised to $32.70. With the end of World War I, upward pressure on consumer
prices began to occur. Model 90 retail prices reached a zenith in 1921 with a price of
$53.60. After that period the consumer prices for the rest of the 1920s began to moderate
slightly, forcing Winchester to lower the Model 90 retail price to $51.20.
The Great Depression brought about further price erosions, leaving the company with
little choice but to again reduce the price for the Model 90 to a low of $38.80 in 1933. The
late 1920s was a difficult financial period for Winchester, and price reductions were not an
easy concession to make. When the company was sold to the Olin family in 1932, the
importance of the Model 90 to the small caliber product line was no longer a factor as the
new ownership had made the decision to update the .22 caliber slide-action line with the
new hammerless Model 61 and the improved version of the Model 90, the Model 62.

RETAIL PRICES FOR MODEL 1890
vs CONSUMER PRICE INDEX
1890 - 1936

Chart 90-12

MODEL 1890 EXPORT SALES

Very little data remains on Winchester’s overseas sales for the 19th and early 20th
centuries. We do know that Winchester did a large export business with an English firm by
the name of London Armoury Company Limited. The relationship with Winchester began
in 1875 when the company’s representatives met with the English representatives of what
was then called James Kerr & Company to discuss selling Winchester firearms to the
Turkish government on the eve of the Russo-Turkish war. Winchester did a considerable
amount of trade through James Kerr & Company until the English concern changed its
name to London Armoury Company Limited in 1894. London Armoury was the sole
distributor for Winchester for Great Britain and Ireland and carried in inventory the
following Winchester rifle models: 1866, 1873, 1876, 1886, 1890, 1892, and the Single
Shot.2 London Armoury also supplied Winchester rifles, shotguns, and ammunition to the
British Colonies: Australia, India, Ceylon, Burma, Siam, Malay States, and Africa as well
as the Hudson’s Bay Co. in Canada.

Indoor shooting galleries were particularly popular in England. Shown here is an indoor shooting gallery in
London that the English referred to as the “Winchester Rifle Range. ” Model 90s were almost exclusively used
in these shooting galleries. Dave and Dan Kidd Collection.
2. N.W. Wallis to Edwin Pugsley, Dec. 18,1947, Private Collection. Wallis was a director of London Armoury and an
employee with the company since 1892. Edwin Pugsley was a senior vice president with Winchester, helping to gather
historical information on the company’s exports prior to 1914 for Professor Williamson’s forthcoming book,
Winchester: The Gun That Won the West.

Frederick J. Peters, managing director of London Armoury, said, “...that even today the
most lasting and outstanding success of our activity with Winchester products was long
before 1914, the introduction of your Model 1890 Gallery Rifle.”3 The Model 1890 made
quite an impression on the English shooting public as Peters goes on to state:
“...We sold direct to the shooting galleries and to the showmen and the rifle
was so successful that even today when there are neither Winchester rifles nor
ammunition to be had, a shooting gallery in this country is called ‘Winchester
Rifle Range.’ No matter where you go, either to seashore places or to the cities,
all shooting galleries are called ‘Winchester Rifle Ranges.’ I also want to
mention that showmen who travel from one fair to another, when they do have a
shooting gallery, always show on a fair size display board the same
inscription.”4

An example of a cased British proofed Model 90. Serial number 382236 is chambered for the .22 WRF. Notice
the Importer’s label on the lid of the case and the fact that the case is made for the takedown Model 90. Larry
Orr Collection.

3. F.J. Peters to Edwin Pugsley, Dec. 18,1947. Private Collection.
4 .Ibid.

Another example of a British proofed Model 90. This rifle was cased for the full length rifle and was imported
by Dan Frasier & Co. of Edinburg, Scotland. Serial number 157147 is chambered for the .22 Long. Private
Collection. Photo Butterfield and Butterfield, San Francisco.

The popularity of the Model 90 in Great Britain increased further when Winchester
introduced the takedown version of the Model 90. Because of its appeal to the shooting
galleries based on its simplicity, the Model 90 quickly replaced the Colt Lightning .22
caliber rifle which was in use at the time.5
Another source of direct export sales for the Model 1890 was Australia. The Brisbane
firm of Perry Brothers, Iron Merchants was a direct importer of Winchester rifles under its
trade name “Stinger.” The “Stinger” rifles sold in Australia included several Winchester
rifle models. Among those advertised under the trade name “Stinger” were: Models 1873,
1885, 1890, 1892, 1895, 1897, 1902, 1903, 1904, 1905, 1906, 1910, and the Thumb Trigger
Model. The Australian Model 90s were designated with a small hornet or wasp stamping on
the barrel. The first Model 90 “Stinger” was shipped to Perry Brothers in 1897. A total of
147 Model 90 “Stingers” were shipped between 1897 and 1908. An interesting side note to
these Australian Model 90s was the fact that they were all ordered with Winchester
Sporting rear sights.
While the sales and production data above represent about 43 percent of the total Model
90 sales, the sample is substantial enough to give us an accurate impression of the
variations and options that Winchester built in the Model 90. Collectors should be
impressed with the fact that the company would go to great lengths to meet its customers’
needs and desires. There are some most unusual Models 90s described here; guns that may
never be seen by the collector during his lifetime. Perhaps we can be assured in the
knowledge that somewhere these unique and rare pieces of gunmaking history are being
kept safe and secure for future generations.

5. N.W. Wallis to Edwin Pugsley, Dec. 18,1947.

